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The Need for a Biography of David

Sing the Man who Judah's Scepter bore,
In that right Hand which held the Crook before;
Who from best Poet, best of Kings did grow;
The two chief Gifts Heav'n could on Man bestow.
—Abraham Cowley, Davideis

Images of David in Literature
It is arguably the best known single work of art in the world, certainly the most famous sculpture. Michelangelo's David, shows the power of
an image (Fig. 1). No one knows what David looked like, though he is one
of the most popular subjects in Western art.1 Of the hundreds, perhaps
thousands, of depictions of him, none has had the influence of Michelangelo's statue. Its size (over 15 feet high) is, ironically, Goliath-like. David's
pose is graceful. His youthful, athletic body constitutes perfection. About
to battle Goliath, his expression is humble but confident. This image has
shaped people's ideas about David for generations and has come to represent the essence of the man.
Whereas artists use physical images to communicate ideas and inner
qualities, writers use words and ideas to describe characters and create
images of them in the mind. The literary images of David in Western civi-
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lization are as diverse and powerful as the artistic ones. To begin with, there
is the Bible, which devotes more space to David than to any other character.
Moses and Jesus rival him for sheer number of pages until you add the
Psalms. Then David wins hands down. But even without the Psalms, there
is more about David's life than about the lives of the other biblical characters. Most of the "Books of Moses" is torab, "law" or "instruction." Similarly, most of the Gospels is teachings. David is no lawgiver or teacher but
a man of deeds and actions. The David of the Bible is also a complex character. He is pious and faithful at times but is also capable of heinous
crimes. He is a powerful and decisive man, except around his children,
whom he cannot control.
The complexity of the biblical character helps to account for his popularity and diversity of portrayal in subsequent literature, especially during
the Renaissance.2 Shakespeare himself may have borrowed from the plot of
the Bibles story of David, as the following comparison suggests.
A young man, with a right to the throne, is set in conflict with a king who
alternately flatters him and tries to kill him. The young man feigns madness.
He comes upon his enemy, helpless and oblivious of his presence, but forgoes the perfect opportunity for revenge. This partial outline of the plot of
Hamlet is also that of the biblical story of David, which likewise includes a
ghost, fratricide, incest, and a dissembling avenger who invites his enemy to
a feast so that he might be killed, unsuspecting and unprepared.

Even today writers remain fascinated with David. Half a dozen new novels
about him have appeared in just the last few years—some by world-class
authors. We will look at these in the course of this book.
Writers have viewed David in different ways. For poets, he was the
psalmist, inspired by God and inspiring them to the highest form of praise.
Abraham Cowley's Davideis (1656), quoted at the beginning of this Introduction, was subtitled "A Sacred Poem."4 Christopher Smart's "A Song to
David" (1753) praised him as the ideal man:5
Great, valiant, pious, good, and clean,
Sublime, contemplative, serene,
Strong, constant, pleasant, wise!
Bright effluence of exceeding grace;
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Best man!—the swiftness and the race,
The peril, and the prize! (lines 19—24)
Smart's "Song" was actually a defense of David. It was aimed at a group of
people in the England of Smart's day who had attacked David's moral
character even to the point of suggesting that his name be removed from
Scripture. Smart upheld David's reputation and scolded his detractors:
O DAVID, highest in the list
Of worthies, on God's ways insist,
The genuine word repeat:
Vain are the documents of men,
And vain the flourish of the pen
That keeps the fool's conceit, (lines 289—294)
Robert Browning's "Saul" (1845) portrayed David as a psalmist in a
more intimate way. Writing in the first person, Browning described David's
feelings of awe and devotion for Saul when he played the lyre for him the
first time. David's humility and innocence stand out.
he spoke not, but slow
Lifted up the hand slack at his side, till he laid it with care
Soft and grave, but in mild settled will, on my brow: thro' my hair
The large fingers were pushed, and he bent back my head, with kind power—
All my face back, intent to peruse it, as men do a flower.
Thus held he me there with his &great eves that scrutinized mine—
And oh, all my heart how it loved him! but where was the sign?
1 yearned—"Could I help thee, my father, inventing a bliss,
I would add, to that life of the past, both the future and this;
I would give thee new life altogether, as good, ages hence,
As this moment—had love but the warrant, love's heart to dispense!"
(lines 226—236)
For some, poets and prose writers alike, David was primarily a champion. His victory over Goliath was the triumph of truth, beauty, and virtue
over hideous evil. According to Michael Drayton's "David and Goliath"
(1630), David was God's "most deare delight" (line 31), "this holy Youth so
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humble," "so wonderously faire" (lines 192, 723)7 And the slave poet Phillis
Wheatley in "Goliath of Gath" (1772) called him "the wondrous hero"
with "warlike courage far beyond his years" (lines 73, 44).8 Ann Fairbairn's
novel Five Smooth Stones (1966) defined Goliath, the evil enemy, as racism. Her
hero was David Champlin, a warrior for civil rights.9
But for other writers, David was less heroic. Some depicted him as a
man of unbridled and insatiable sexual appetite. When John Dryden in
"Absalom and Achitophel" (1681) satirized King Charles II as promiscuous,
he chose David for the caricature:10
In pious times, ere priestcraft did begin,
Before polygamy was made a sin;
When man on many multiplied his kind,
Ere one to one was cursedly confin'd;
When nature prompted, and no law denied
Promiscuous use of concubine and bride;
Then Israel's monarch after Heaven's own heart,

His vigorous warmth did variously impart
To wives and slaves; and, wide as his command,
Scatter'd his Makers image thro' the land
Michal, of royal blood, the crown did wear;
A soil ungrateful to the tiller's care:
Not so the rest; for several mothers bore
To godlike David several sons before, (lines 1—14)

In this century, D. H. Lawrence's David: A Play (1926) used David as a
way of exploring his own ideas about different kinds of love.11 Casting
David in his own image (same first name, red hair, and all), Lawrence
described his relationships with Saul, Jonathan, and Michal. One of the
most recent novels about David, Allan Massie's King David (1995) similarly
paints David as a very active sexual being with lovers of both genders.12
Other modern novelists have described David in a much more negative
way, as someone who lusted not just for sexual fulfillment but for power
and control. More than that, they see his personality as thoroughly malignant—cruel and manipulative. William Faulkner's Absalom, Absalom! (1936)
may have begun this trend in the present century.13 He built the character
of Thomas Sutpen on the model of David as cold and ruthless. More
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recently, the German writer Crete Weil empathized with Michal's loneliness and isolation and blamed it on David's callousness. In her The Bride
Price (1991) she has Michal say, "[David] became a hero and a hero is what I
14
got
for a husband in the end, though
I had wished for a singer."
For
O
O
O
Torgny Lindgren, the leading novelist of Sweden, David was worse than
indifferent; he was devious and mean. In his Bathsheba (1989) he writes,
"Holiness has made KingO David very1 cunningO and shrewd."15 Lindgren's
O
Bathsheba learns from David and then surpasses him in shrewdness,
manipulating all the major events of his reign.
There are many more literary works about David. We will survey some
of them in future chapters. But these samples indicate the great interest
generated by the biblical story of David as well as the diversity of characterization it has inspired.

The Quest for the Historical David
Given this literary preoccupation with David and the wide disagreement
about his character, one would expect to find many biographies of David.
But that is not the case. There are, to be sure, works about David that
describe themselves as biographies. But their perspective is almost always
inspirational rather than historical. What their authors really want to know
is what made David "a man after God's own heart." In David they hope to
isolate those personal qualities that are especially pleasing to God so that
they and their readers can cultivate them in their lives.16 Of those works
that are not inspirational, some are in need of updating and the others
focus more on the setting of the times than on David per se.17
The quest of this book is strictly historical. We will read the Bible not
for its model of David as a religious hero nor for the artistry of its story
about him, but for the historical information about him that it may provide. The Bible is, of necessity, the primary source about David's life. But
we will analyze it critically using the best methods of biblical scholarship
for discerning history. We will look to sources outside of the Bible, such as
those uncovered by archaeology, to fill in the historical and social background, from the details of daily living to the actions typically undertaken
by Middle Eastern kings. My purpose is not simply to retell the biblical
story but to recount the events and details of David's life to the extent that
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they can be surmised from the available sources. This includes matters such
as his real character and personality, physical appearance, deeds and accomplishments, and true motives and ambitions.

The Challenges of a Biography of David
Trying to reconstruct any event from the past is a lot harder than it first
appears. Take the JFK assassination. It was only thirty-five years ago, had
plenty of eyewitnesses, and was captured on film. Yet, the controversy surrounding it appears to be endless. It may be impossible now to know exactly
what happened, much less the motives and intentions of the people involved.
Historians have long realized that every account of the past involves
interpretation. The greater the distance from the past to the present, the
greater the role played by interpretation will be. This is particularly significant for a biography of David, because the distance between his time and
the present is considerable, some three thousand years. One scholar has
referred to the historical image of David as a hologram—a likeness that is
fleeting, indistinct, and varies according to the spectator's point of view.18
Others are more skeptical; they conclude that there is no substance to any
image of David because he never existed historically. This is an issue I will
discuss in the first chapter. But it is important to admit at the outset that
our biography of David is actually an interpretation of the historical character—a hologram or a portrait, if you will.
A further challenge for a biography of David is presented by the abundance of material about him. There is more detailed information available
about David than about any other person who lived so long ago. The challenge comes in trying to separate historical fact from its literary presentation. How much of the David material is history and how much story? To
what extent is the historical David influenced by theology? To what extent
is his story fictional?
Biblical scholarship has made it clear that the Bible cannot be taken at
face value as history. This is not to say anything against the Bible. Its
human authors were simply more concerned with theology than with history. But modern scholars have developed critical methods of analysis that
can be used to delve beneath the literary and theological presentations of
David in search of historical information. It is the use of these critical
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methods that distinguishes this biography from most other works about
David. I take the Bible seriously—but also critically—as a source of historical information.
While some of the conclusions about David's actions and character may
seem shocking to lay readers, they are "old hat" to scholars. Part of my
purpose in writing this book is to make available to a broad audience views
that most scholars have long held. Thus, a significant part of this biography consists of conclusions reached by other scholars using methods of
biblical criticism. I have assembled them into a comprehensive history of
David's life. I have tried to put them together in a form that is easy to read.
I have limited technical discussions to the footnotes and kept those to a
minimum. But I also want to give credit where it is due. That is the reason
for the extensive bibliography at the end. Of course, I have a few new ideas
of my own to add. But the portrait of David that is painted here, at least in
its broad strokes, is one that is widely endorsed among scholars.

Prospectus
The plan of this book is simple. Chapter One discusses the nature of sources
outside of the Bible for Davids life. They are basically two: inscriptions and
the results of archaeology. Is there evidence from these sources to indicate that
David was a real person and not just the invention of the biblical writers? If
so, what can they tell us about his life, and how do they relate to the biblical
material? Chapter Two focuses on the Bible. It describes the different parts of
the Bible that deal with David and their historical value. It also lays out the
approach that will be used in the rest of the book to mine the biographical
information about David. Chapters Three through Nine are the biography
proper. David's life is divided into periods, and the information about him
from the Bible and other sources is integrated to reconstruct his activities in
each period. The final chapter brings the results of the individual chapters
together into a single biographical synthesis of the life of King David.
One final note. Since the Bible is our primary source for David's life,
you may find it helpful to look over the section of the Bible about him in
i Samuel 16—i Kings 2 before beginning this biography. An outline of this
section may be found in Chapter Two. It may also be helpful to have a copy
of the Bible handy for reference while you read.
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Was There a Kjng David?
Extrabiblical Sources

"Do we, the late-born, really know anything at all about someone
who lived in the past?"
Grete

Weil, The Bride Price

The November 21, 1997, issue of the Chronicle of Higher Education
contained an unusual article. The Chronicle monitors trends in higher education, typically reporting on matters like tuition costs, tenure, and the
impact of technology. The lead for this article on the cover read, "Did
Kingo David Exist? Bitter Divisions Amongo Biblical Scholars." Even more
provocative was the one-line synopsis: "Biblical scholars get nasty in
a transatlantic debate over whether King David existed." The article
lived up to its billing, with quotations from biblical scholars and archaeologists characterizing one another as "fundamentalist," "minimalist,"
and "anti-Zionist," and each others' views as "scandalous," "absurd,"
and "insanity."1
The heat of this debate reflects the emotion that many people feel—
one way or the other—about the Bible and its main characters. But beyond
the emotion and personal conflicts, the article also makes clear the two
major questions that must be answered before a biography of David can
begin: (i) Do sources outside of the Bible indicate that David really existed
or give additional information about him? and (2) How may the Bible be
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used to reconstruct David's life? These two questions are the topics of this
chapter and the next.
More than a decade before the firestorm of controversy erupted on the
pages of the Chronicle of Higher Education, a scholar penned these words in an
article titled "The Historical David":
The Bible is our only source of information about David. No ancient
inscription mentions him. No archaeological discovery can be securely linked
to him. The quest for the historical David, therefore, is primarily exegetical.2

This statement may seem surprising. You would think that a person as
famous and active as David is in the Bible would have left plenty of indications of his historical existence for archaeologists to dig up. You would also
expect to find him mentioned frequently in the records of the ancient
countries he conquered or had dealings with.
The scholar who wrote those words, P. Kyle McCarter, is not one of the
so-called minimalists who deny David's historical existence. Yet he must
concede that there is little concrete information about David outside of
the Bible. It is easy to see how one might suspect that there never was such
a person and that the story about him in the Bible is fictional. But
McCarter and others like him also have good reasons for believing in a historical David. McCarters statement, therefore, provides a useful structure
for surveying the evidence outside of the Bible that bears, pro and con, on
the question of the David of history.
'Wo ancient inscription mentions him"

During the past two centuries, thousands of ancient documents from hundreds of sites throughout the Middle East have been excavated. They provide information about history, politics, religion, laws, customs, and almost
every other aspect of life in the ancient world. However, the vast majority of
these documents have come from Egypt and Iraq (ancient Mesopotamia),
both of which were in stages of rebuilding in 1000 B.C.E., the approximate
time of David's reign according to the Bible's chronology. This means that
their contact with other countries was limited during this period. In
Mesopotamia this era has been called a "dark age," and we have fewer
records than for other periods.
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The relative paucity of documents from this period may help to explain
why no mention of David was found for such a long time. But in the summer of 1993 he finally showed up. The occurrence of David's name in a
newly discovered inscription led to the publication of new readings for two
previously known inscriptions. Thus, McCarter's statement that "no
ancient inscription mentions [David]" is no longer true.

The Tel Dan Stele
The new discovery was a piece of an inscribed monument or "stele." It was
found by accident, as such things usually are, at an archaeological dig in the
ruin ("tel") of the ancient city of Dan in northern Israel. It had been
reused as buildingO material for a later wall and was near the wall's base. You
can imagine the excitement of the person who found it. She was walking
along looking at the ground when something about that one stone caught
her eye. She knelt to take a closer look and noticed the lines of markings
cut into the rock. She recognized it as writing of some kind and immediately called the project director.
The fragment measured 32 by 22 cm. at its widest point. It was broken
on all sides except the right margin, so the size of the original monument
could not be determined. It was made of basalt, which was a very expensive
stone in antiquity. Since it would have been costly to produce, the monument could not have been erected by just anybody. It was most likely the
work of a king (Fig. 2).
There were thirteen lines of writing preserved on the fragment in an
early form of the alphabet. The letters were clear and elegantly inscribed.
The language was instantly recognized as Aramaic, the mother tongue of
ancient Syria. As with Hebrew, the writing went from right to left. It was
the ninth line that caught the collective eye of the first readers. There were
the consonants that spelled out the name of David: DWD.
But the name did not stand alone. It was part of a larger word rendered
"house of David." This was one source of the controversy generated by the
inscription in the first year after its discovery. The occurrence of David's
name was not as obvious as it had appeared at first. The same letters used
to write his name could have other meanings as well, especially since Aramaic, like ancient Hebrew, was written without vowels. One common pro-
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posal was that the phrase actually meant "temple of (a god named) Dod."3
The broken piece did not preserve enough of the original context to decide
between these two (and other) possible readings.
Much of the controversy, however, ended a year later, almost to the day,
when the same person who had found the initial fragment spotted two more
pieces.4 Together, they filled in parts of eight of the thirteen lines found the
previous year. The original translators read all three pieces together as follows (the portions within brackets are reconstructed and are not actually
on the inscription):
• • • ] and cut [ • . . ]

1.

[. . .

2.

[. . .] my father went up [against him when] he fought at [ . . . ]

3.

And my father lay down, he went to his [ancestors] (viz. became sick
and died). And the king of I[s-]

4.

rael entered previously in my father's land. [And] Hadad made me king.

5.

And Hadad went in front of me, [and] I departed from [the] seven [ . • • - ]

6.

s of my kingdom, and I slew [seve]nty kin[gs], who harnessed thousands
of cha-]

7.

riots and thousands of horsemen (or: horses). [I killed Jeho]ram son of
[Ahab]

8.

king of Israel, and [I] killed [Ahaz]iahu son of [Jehoram kin-]

9.

g of the House of David. And I set [their towns into ruins and turned]

10. their land into [desolation . . . ]
n. other [. . .
12. led over Is[rael. . .
13. siege upon [. . .

and Jehu ru-]
and I laid]
~]5

It is obvious that the inscription is badly broken. Still, the two new fragments have provided additional context and helped to clarify the date and
setting of the inscription. The monument was erected by one of the kings of
Aram (ancient Syria) a little before 800 B.C.E. Dan was the northernmost city
of ancient Israel and bordered on the territory of Aram (Map t). The Bible
uses the expression "from Dan to Beersheba" several times to refer to the full
extent of Israel (Judg. 20:1; i Sam. 3:20; 2 Sam. 3:10; 17:11; 24:2,15). The two
new fragments mention the names of Jehoram, king of Israel, and Ahaziah,
king of Judah, both of whom the author of the inscription claims to have
killed. This claim contradicts the Bible, which credits the Israelite general
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Jehu with the two assassinations (z Kings 9—10). The contradiction is further
reason for considering the inscription genuine. A modern forger would
almost certainly parrot the Bible rather than inventing a blatant contradiction
to it. The context of the references to these two kings makes it relatively certain that the phrase in line nine means "the house of David."
However, "the house of David" was a title for the nation of Judah or its
ruling dynasty. It tells us nothing about David the person or his life. Its
occurrence in the Tel Dan stele does seem to support the Bible's claim that
David was the founder of the country of Judah and its ruling family. The
inscription was written within one hundred fifty years of Davids lifetime.
It is much closer than anything we had before and shows that David was
not a late fiction. But a century and a half is still enough time for legends
to develop, especially in a culture without photographs or newspapers. So
we must be cautious. The Tel Dan inscription does not prove that David
was a historical figure, though it does seem to tip the scales in that direction. Unfortunately, the other two inscriptions are just as ambiguous if not
more so and add further complications.

Tie Mesha Stele
The Tel Dan stele prompted the announcement of the discovery of the
same expression, "the house of David," in another, previously known
inscription. The Mesha stele or Moabite stone is the greatest tragedy in the
history of archaeology in Palestine6 (Fig. j). It was found intact in 1868
among the ruins of Dibon, the ancient capital of Moab, the country on
the other side of the Dead Sea from Israel (Map l). It was the most spectacular artifact ever found in Palestine, and the European powers were quickly
embroiled in a bitter competition to acquire it. The Bedouin tribe that controlled it felt threatened by its presence and decided to get rid of it. They
hoisted the stone in the air and dipped it alternately in fire and water until
it broke in pieces. Most of the inscription of more than thirty lines was
later reconstructed from recovered fragments and a "squeeze" (an impression left on plaster-soaked paper). The squeeze was also fragmentary, having been torn away in the middle of a gunfight before the stone was
destroyed. Both the reconstruction and the squeeze have been in the Louvre
Museum in Paris ever since.
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The monument was commissioned by1 Mesha, king of Moab, sometime
in the latter half of the ninth century (850—800 B.C.E.), so it is contemporary with the Tel Dan stele. In its inscription Mesha tells how he broke free
from Israel after many years of subjugation. There is a story about Mesha
in the Bible (2 Kings 3) that sounds similar. But it is not clear that it
describes the same battle as the Mesha stele.
The basic content of the inscription has been known since the last century. However, for the past few years, the French scholar Andre Lemaire has
been studying both the monument fragments and the squeeze. Living in
Paris, he has a unique opportunity to examine it closely and repeatedly. He
hopes, therefore, to solve some of the problems of the reconstruction and
produce a definitive edition of the inscription.
Lemaire has now found what he believes to be an additional occurrence
of the expression "the house of David." The phrase occurs near the end of
the inscription in line 31 (out of 34 at least partially preserved lines). The
inscription is too long to reproduce in its entirety, but the relevant lines are
as follows:
O

And the house [of Da]vid dwelt in Horonen32 [

] and Kamosh

said to me, "Go down! Fight against Horonen." And I went down, and
'

D

O

[I fought against the town, and I took it; and] Kamosh [restojred it in
nv days.7

Since the monument is broken at that point, only about half of the
phrase is visible, and it remained undeciphered until recently. Lemaire says
he has confirmed the presence of the entire phrase on the original inscription. According to his reading, the statement, "And the house of David
dwelt in Horonen" is followed by an order from the Moabite god Kamosh
to fight against it. Horonen (also called Horonaim in the Bible, Isa. 15:5;
Jer. 48:3, 5, 34) was a city southeast of the Dead Sea in what the Moabites
considered their country. In other words, having broken free from Israel,
King Mesha is being ordered to war by his god to take back the territory
around Horonen, which Judah had annexed. There are a few words in line
33, but the inscription is basically missing from that point on. Presumably,
Mesha reported successful completion of Kamosh's order. As in the Tel
Dan inscription, therefore, "the house of David" on the Mesha stele would
refer to the nation of Judah or its royal family.
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The presence of Davids name on the Mesha stele is obviously less certain
than in the Tel Dan inscription. One of the letters of his name is missing,
and the immediate context is less clear because the inscription breaks off
shortly thereafter. But even if we assume that Lemaire's reading is correct, the
same reservations hold for the Mesha stele as for the Tel Dan inscription.
Neither contains any direct information about David's life or person. They
do seem to accord with the Bible's depiction of David as the founder of the
nation and dynasty of Judah-—"the house of David." Based on their testimony, combined with the Bibles, the assumption that David was a historical
figure seems reasonable. The third inscription introduces a complication.

The Shoshenq Relief
The Tel Dan inscription inspired another sighting of David's name on a
long-known text. That text is the relief of Pharaoh Shoshenq (called
Shishak in the Bible, i Kings 14:25—27) carved on the temple of Amun in
the ancient Egyptian city of Thebes. The relief hails Shoshenq's raid into
Palestine in the year 925 B.C.E. It contains a long list of names of places
that Shoshenq claims to have captured.
The British Egyptologist Kenneth Kitchen has very recently suggested
that David's name is in that list.8 The name occurs in an expression that
Kitchen translates "highland/heights of David" (Fig 4). The immediate
context, he says, is a set of places in southern Judah and the Negev (the
southern part of Palestine) where, the Bible reports, David was active when
he was fleeing Saul (i Samuel 21—30). The area, Kitchen concludes, must
have been known by David's name.
This occurrence of David's name is even less certain than the one on the
Mesha stele. Much of the relief is damaged and illegible. Of the names
that can be read, many cannot be identified for certain with any known
sites in Palestine. Not all scholars agree with Kitchen that the names on the
relief reflect any consistent geographical order. In addition, the Egyptian
word translated "highland/heights" is rare, and its exact meaning is uncertain. In an earlier publication Kitchen himself calls the reading of these
words "obscure."9
Kitchen's reasoning is curious. It is highly unlikely that the highlands of
southern Judah and the Negev bore David's name simply because he spent
O

O

'

O

O
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time there. The term "the highland of David" for this region does not
occur in the Bible or anywhere else. If this interpretation were correct, it
would indicate the opposite of what Kitchen intends. The "highland of
David" would most naturally refer to an area within the territory of a clan
or tribe. "David" in this expression would then be a clan or its land—like
Benjamin, Ephraim, or Judah—not an individual at all. If "David" could
refer to a clan or region, as Kitchen's reading suggests, then he may never
have existed as a historical figure. The character of David in the stories
about him might be an abstraction of the clan treated as its ancestor—
what biblical scholars call an "eponymous" ancestor or tradition.
Eponymous traditions are common in the Bible. In Genesis 10, for
instance, the nations and peoples of the known world are treated as individuals in a ogenealogy
back to Noah and his sons fnote
Egypt
oj that goes
o
\
c>7 IT
and Canaan in v. 6 NRSV). In Gen. 25:19—26 the nations of Edom and
Israel are treated as individuals, Esau and Jacob. In Genesis 29—30 the
twelve tribes of Israel are described as the twelve sons of Jacob/Israel. But
outside of Kitchens interpretation of the Shoshenq relief, "David" was
never the designation for a clan or region. The biblical stories about David
differ from those about eponymous figures such as Jacob and his sons.
There is no hint that David ever represented the dynasty or the nation of
Judah. Rather, all the stories are about him as an individual. They deal with
the drives, motives, and deeds of an individual man rather than the representative of a group. Kitchen's reading unintentionally highlights an important distinction between the name David and the expression "house of
David." The latter is a political designation and refers to the dynasty or
kingdom of Judah. But the name David in the Hebrew Bible always refers
to the individual.10 David is the founder of the dynasty known as the
"house" or "seed" of David.
The occurrence of David's name on the Shoshenq relief, then, is uncertain. Kitchen's explanation of it is highly speculative and causes more problems than it solves. On the other hand, "the house of David" on the Tel
Dan and Mesha steles most naturally refers to the nation or dynasty established by the individual named David. Neither of these inscriptions tells us
anything about David or proves that he actually lived. But the fact that they
mention him by name as an important figure within such a relatively short
period after the years considered to be his lifetime makes it unlikely that he
was a complete fiction.
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"Wo archaeological discovery can lie securely linked to him"
This part of McCarter s statement remains true today. There have been no
new archaeological discoveries in the last ten years that can be securely
linked to David. A recent textbook on the archaeology of Palestine by the
Israeli archaeologist Amihai Mazar illustrates McCarters point.11 Mazar
mentions the following archaeological sites as possibly connected to David:
1.

The "City of David" is an area about 100 yards south of the walled
"Old City" of Jerusalem (Map 4 and Fig. J~). Its name was given to it by
archaeologists who identified this area as the site of part of David's
Jerusalem; nothing found there names David, though. The site's most
prominent feature is an enormous "stepped stone structure," preserved
to a height of 16.5 meters, which likely served to support a large building on the crest of the hill (Fig. 6). Its excavator dated the structure to
the early tenth century B.C.E., the presumed time of David, and suggested that it supported David's citadel, which the Bible calls the
"Ophel."12 There are also the ruins of a few other buildings at this site
that archaeologists generally agree date to the tenth century. But none
of these—including the stepped stone structure—have any demonstrable connection to David.

2.

A deep tunnel on the same hillside as the "City of David," called "Warrens Shaft" after its discoverer, has often been related to the story of
David's conquest of Jerusalem. "David had said on that day, 'Whoever
would strike down the Jebusites, let him get up die water shaft to attack'"
(2 Sam. 5:8, NRSV). But the meaning of this passage is uncertain.
Another recent translation renders it very differendy: "Whoever smites a
Jebusite, let him strike at the windpipe."13 Is David telling his men how
they can enter the city to attack it (how would he know this?) or is he saymg that they should fight to kill the Jebusites rather than to wound them?
In other words, the passage might not be referring to a water tunnel at all.
Furthermore, that water tunnel may not have existed in David's day. It
began as a natural fissure, but the date of its enlargement by human hands
to serve as part of Jerusalem's water supply system cannot be determined.14
Comparable systems from odier cities are all from later periods.

3.

The destruction of a number of sites in different parts of Palestine at
around 1000 B.C.E. has been attributed to David. These include Megiddo
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in the Jezreel Valley, Tel Masos in southern Judah, and the Philistine
cities of Ashdod and Tel Qasile on the Mediterranean coast. The Bible
makes reference to David's conquest of the Philistines (2 Sam. 8:1 = i
Chron. 18: i) but does not mention these places specifically, and David's
personal involvement at these sites cannot be shown.
4.' Mazar mentions a series of fortified enclosures scattered throughout
the
o
central region of southern Palestine (the Negev) as probably tied with
David.15 Some archaeologists think they were Amalekite "fortresses"
destroyed by Saul and David. Others say they were built by Saul or
David to control the region. The precise date these enclosures were built
and their purpose are uncertain, and their connection with David is only
supposition.
5.

Mazar suggests that five inscribed arrowheads found near Bethlehem
belonged to a class of mercenary bowmen who could have been affiliated with David.

This proposal is very speculative. There is no real

evidence of the existence of this guild of bowmen or of David's
involvement with them.

This brief survey well illustrates and confirms McCarter's statement.
The links drawn between David and archaeological discoveries made to
date are far from secure. Certainly none of them could be used to prove
that David existed. At the same time, the lack of certainty about their connections with David does not disprove his historical existence either. This
point can be illustrated by surveying the evidence regarding the city of
Jerusalem and the kingdom of David and Solomon where the controversy
about archaeological
evidence for David has concentrated.
O

David's Jerusalem
The lack of remains from the site known as the "City of David" that can
be confidently connected with the time of David (ca. 1000 B.C.E.) should
not be seen as decisive evidence that he didn't exist, for several reasons.
First, Jerusalem is occupied today, making it impossible to dig anywhere
and everywhere in the city. So we still do not have a complete picture of
the city's occupational history. Furthermore, Jerusalem has been constantly
occupied since the time of David and before. It has been destroyed and
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rebuilt numerous times, and each time the building materials from previous
occupations were reused. It is not surprising, therefore, that few substantial
architectural remains from as far back as David's reign have been found.
Also, we know of Jerusalem's existence long before David from a set of
documents known as the "Amarna letters," found at the site of el-Amarna
in Egypt.17 They are letters written during the fourteenth century B.C.E.
between the rulers of Canaanite city-states and the Egyptian pharaoh.
Jerusalem was one of those city-states. It is mentioned several times in the
letters, and its king was one of those who corresponded with the pharaoh.
Jerusalem with its environs, therefore, was already a site of some importance at that time. So there is no reason to doubt that Jerusalem was in
existence some three hundred years later for David to conquer and inhabit.
The size and nature of the site, however, are uncertain. What kind of
place did David conquer, and what sort of capital did he make of it? Was
it a thriving city or only an administrative center over a small region or
state? In trying to answer these questions, we will have to examine critically what the Bible really says (and does not say). The Bible may exaggerate or reflect circumstances that actually pertained at a later period. But we
must also be careful not to define cities in the ancient Middle East by
modern, Western standards.
O

The Kingdom of David and Solomon
Though the Bible credits David with building activity only in Jerusalem, it
ascribes a great deal of building both in and outside of Jerusalem to
Solomon. So, the reigns of David and Solomon are usually treated together
when it comes to archaeological evidence, particularly from architecture.
Archaeologists have sometimes said that the evidence would force them to
invent the figures of David and Solomon if the Bible did not give their
names. The evidence they have in mind consists of architectural remains
from the tenth-century cities of Hazor, Megiddo, and Gezer. These
remains indicate the existence of a central government that planned and
executed such projects. Most would identify this government as the united
monarchy of David and Solomon. The buildings are Solomonic. But David
conquered the territory and established the central authority that made it
possible for Solomon to carry out his construction.18 The majority of
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archaeologists continue to endorse this perspective despite recent attempts
to date the "royal cities" a century after Solomon.19
However, archaeologists and biblical scholars alike have raised questions
about the real extent of Davids kingdom. As Mazar puts it, "It thus has to
be emphasized that even the traditional chronology hardly justifies the
description of the United Monarchy as an 'empire' or even a developed
state."20 As with the city of Jerusalem, in considering the size and nature of
David's kingdom (as well as the length of his reign) we will have to read the
Bible carefully, keeping in mind the possibility that it contains exaggeration
and anachronisms. But again, kingdoms and empires of the ancient Middle
East are not modern ones. The notion of a Davidic empire spanning the
Middle East, for example, may come more from interpretation of the Bible
than from the Bible itself. A close reading of the Bible in its context, balanced with the evidence from archaeology, can give us a more accurate picture of what David and his reign were really like.

Other Contributions of Archaeology
McCarter's statement that no archaeological discovery can be securely
linked to David is correct. But to leave it at that would be to misunderstand the nature of archaeology
and the contribution it can make to a
O7
study of David's life. You might even call this short-sighted view of archaeology the Indiana Jones perspective.
Indiana Jones is a mixed blessing to archaeologists. On the one hand, he
excites public interest and attracts young people to the field. On the other
hand, he perpetuates a major misconception about what archaeology tries
to do. Indiana Jones is always after the big-ticket artifact that will prove the
truthfulness of a religious legend. Near the beginning of Raiders of the Lost
Ark, he tells his colleague, Marcus Jones, that the search for the ark "represents the reason you and I got into archaeology to begin with."
In its early days, archaeology was a lot like an Indiana Jones movie.
"Excavations" were really treasure-hunting expeditions to Middle Eastern or
Mediterranean countries. They were often sponsored by European governments seeking to enhance their international prestige. The great museums of
today are filled with treasures that were plundered by such expeditions in the
last century. The discovery of characters and events mentioned in the Bible
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was a driving force behind such expeditions. And it is still a primary motivation for today's excavations.
Over the past few decades, however, the field of archaeology has experienced great change.21 This change is the result of archaeologists starting to
work in the "New World" of North, Central, and South America. Archaeology was formerly a discipline practiced in the "Old World" of Europe,
Asia, and Africa. But when archaeologists began to excavate in the Americas
they found that they had to adapt their theories and techniques to a different set of circumstances.
Unlike the classic Old World civilizations, native American sites had no
texts—at least none that anyone was able to decipher at the time. In order
to learn all they could from the material artifacts alone, archaeologists had
to rely on sophisticated scientific analysis for clues. The tiniest mollusk,
pollen sample, and rodent bone became subjects of intense study for the
information they might yield about ancient climate, geology, horticulture,
and domestication of animals. These things, in turn, could tell much about
the human occupants—what they ate, how they dressed, why they moved
around. The archaeologists also looked to the fields of anthropology and
sociology for help. In order to determine the function of artifacts they dug
up, they made comparisons with other cultures. They also searched for patterns shared by all human societies as a way of explaining developments
among a particular group of people.
Old World archaeologists soon realized that the new methods could be
very useful to them as well. The new methods opened up entirely new areas
for research. Archaeology had previously focused almost exclusively on the
upper classes and on political history. The new methods allowed archaeologists for the first time to concentrate on the everyday existence of the common people. They could also focus on segments of the population whose
place in society had been previously neglected. It became possible, for
example, to study the role of women in ancient cultures in a more complete
and detailed way than ever before.
King David, of course, was a member of the upper class. But according
to the Bible he rose to that status from humble or at least common roots.
Even without specific artifacts definitely tied to David, archaeology still
contributes to our biographical portrait of him in at least three ways. First,
it supplies an everyday context for the Bible's stories about David. Information
from archaeology brings the period to life and allows us a glimpse of what
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daily life in Palestine at David's time was like. It helps us to understand
such things as what people wore and how they made their clothes, how they
traveled, what they ate and how they grew and produced food, and what
tools and weapons they used and how wars were fought.
Second, archaeology tells us about the even broader environmental and. economic context of David's life. One archaeologist has shown how environmental and economic factors may have played an important role in David's
ascent to kingship.22 An increase in the population at the beginning of
Israels Iron Age put a strain on natural resources and on the agricultural
economy. As the youngest son, there would not have been much inheritance
left for David when he came of age.
He would have been forced,' therefore,'
o
to leave home in search of a means of livelihood. He found it in military
activity—at first in the service of Saul and then as leader of his own outlaw band of mercenaries eluding Saul.
This leads to the third kind of information that archaeology
can furOJ
nish for David—cultural parallels. In this case, it is actually anthropology or
sociology rather than archaeology that is the source.23 Anthropologists
have looked to other cultures, especially in the Middle East, for light on
how and why monarchy developed. They have determined that societies
follow patterns of leadership as they grow in size and complexity. One
such pattern runs: tribal leaders to chiefs to a king.24 Saul and David were
both chosen by tribal leaders. Both ruled over a confined area that could be
called a chiefdom. David is described as going further and building a kingdom in Israel and then an empire in Palestine. This matter will be discussed
in detail in Chapter Seven.
Anthropologists have also noticed that the steps by which David gained
power according to the Bible were similar to the careers of other Middle
Eastern despots. One scholar has compared David's ascent to power with
that of Ibn Saud, the founding king of Saudi Arabia.25 He could also be
compared to other, more recent and more infamous Middle Eastern dictators, like Saddam Hussein. Both were clever politicians and military commanders. Both led outlaw bands that rivaled the ruling family. Both
eventually replaced their rivals, leaving a trail of dead bodies behind. Both
gained and retained power through military force.
This comparison may seem offensive at first. But it must be remembered
that David and Saddam are culturally much closer to each other than either
is to Westerners. They share outlooks about politics, society, and perhaps
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even religion that are quite different from those that prevail in the West.
The concepts of elective democracy and frequent, peaceful transition of
power were unheard of in David's day and are still foreign to much of the
Middle East today. Rulers have always been installed for life. Comparisons
between David and modern Middle Eastern rulers help to isolate the
motives for his actions and suggest some of the personality traits that led
him to achieve what he did.
Archaeology is sometimes thought to produce "hard," objective evidence in contrast to the Bible, which must be interpreted. But this is a misconception. The foregoing discussion shows that archaeological evidence is
subject to interpretation just as the Bible is.26 Archaeology has not yet
proved David's historical existence. But it has not disproved it either. The
evidence is interpreted differently by different people. The assumption that
David was a real person remains a viable and defensible one. The references
to his name in inscriptions add some weight to this assumption, as do the
"Solomonic" cities. Parallels with other cultures may help us to understand
the process behind David's rise to power and the motives for some of his
actions. Archaeology provides background and context for the David stories and thus for our biography and can be interpreted as lending credence
to David's historical existence.
"The quest for the historical David, therefore, is primarily exegetical"

Despite archaeology's contributions, on the whole we must affirm McCarter's
statement: "The Bible is our only source of information about David"—
at least our only direct source. Without the Bible we would barely know
David's name, have only a vague idea of who he was, and know almost
nothing of what he did. The Bible alone details his actions, reports his
conversations, and explains his motives. David's biography, therefore, relies
primarily on the Bible.
Biblical scholars use various guidelines for interpreting the Bible, just as
archaeologists
do for understandingo artifacts. The biblical literature about
o
David cannot be taken at face value as biographical, because it has a very
complicated history of development. Also, the writer(s) who put together
the final product were primarily interested in David not as a historical
figure but as a religious model. The historical information contained in
the Bible has to be exegeted or "drawn out" from its stories. This would
O
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remain a useful enterprise even if we were to determine that David was
not a historical person. We are simply asking what conception of David
lies behind the stories about him in the Bible. As a next step in the biography of David, therefore, we must consider the nature of the biblical material about him. We must also detail the methods and principles to be used
for extracting biographical information from it. That is the task of the
next chapter.

2
Royal Propaganda
The Bible's Account of David's Life

David's kingliness caused everything in his vicinity to grow, even stories; his power does not allow anything to remain as it was.
—Torgny Lindgren, Bathsheba

Stefan Heym is a well-known writer from the former East Germany. Before the fall of the Berlin Wall, he published a book called The King
David Report.1 It was a clever satire on the repressive censorship and propaganda of the East German government. In the book, King Solomon commissions a fictional character named Ethan to write the official report on
King David. The purpose of the report is
to establish for this and all time to come One Truth, thus ending All Contradiction and Controversy, eliminating All Disbelief of the Choice by our Lord Yahveh of
David ben Jesse, and allaying All Doubt of the Glorious Promises made to him by
our Lord Yahveh in regard to bis Seed and Progeny.2

Ethan soon realizes that what Solomon and his commission want is not
a factual account of Davids life but a way of controlling what people
believe about him. The report cannot be made up; it must contain documented facts about his life. "But as knowledge of the facts may lead a person to dangerous thoughts, the facts must be presented so as to direct the
mind into the proper channels."3 In the commissions view, some facts
about David are embarrassing and must be left out. Others, such as his vie-
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tory over Goliath, are factually dubious but should be included because
they bolster David s image.
Ethan's report fails to satisfy the commission. They ultimately issue an
"improved" version of it. But Ethan gets no credit because he has been
banished to obscurity. The implication is that the story of David in 1—2
Samuel represents the commissions final, approved report, which was
found more suitable as royal propaganda.
The Bible is unique among all the writings and artifacts from the
ancient Middle East. Its uniqueness lies in its enormous impact on society
and religion over thousands of years and continuing today. "The Bible as
we have it is clearly both what it was in its original context and usage, plus
what it has become over the centuries as Scripture, constantly reinterpreted
by Synagogue and Church."4 The Bible s stories about David are our best
artifact of his life. Heym's depiction of the David story as propaganda is a
useful vision of how it originated. But the story of David in the Bible has
become something very different from what it was.
The Bible is not a book but a whole library from ancient Israel. David's
importance in the Bible is evident from the sheer volume of material
devoted to him—more than for any other character, as we have seen. It
contains several books devoted to David. They fall into three sections:
1. i Samuel 16—2 Samuel 24 + i Kings 1—2
2. i Chronicles
3. Psalms
The story in Samuel—Kings is by far the most important of the three
for our purposes. It contains the longest and most detailed account of
David's life. It is also the source for most of the information about him in
Chronicles and Psalms.

/ Samuel l6—l Kings 2 in the Deuteronomistic History
The books of 1—2 Samuel and 1—2 Kings are part of the Deuteronomistic
History. This is the name biblical scholars use for the books of Deuteronomy plus Joshua, Judges, 1—2 Samuel, and 1—2 Kings. (The book of Ruth,
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found in English Bibles between Judges and i Samuel, is in a different location in the Hebrew Bible and was not part of the Deuteronomistic History).
These books together are identified as an original, unified work because they
have many traits in common, especially their structure, writing style, and theological outlook.5 Together they recount the entire history of Israel from the
time of Moses to the destruction of the kingdom of Judah in 586 B.C.E.
The Deuteronomistic History evaluates Israel's history according to the
law set forth in Deuteronomy, hence its name. It explains national successes
and failures as the consequences of faithfulness or disobedience to the law.
So it is not "pure" history but rather a theological history or even a historical theology. Its goal was less to recount what had happened in the past
than to use the past to instruct a later audience.
The Structure of the Deuteronomistic History

Deuteronomy—Moses reviews the law for the people of Israel just
before his death
Joshua—Israel under Joshua conquers and takes possession of the
land of Canaan
Judges—Military leaders deliver the people from different foreign
oppressors
i Samuel 1—15—Samuel becomes Israel's last judge and anoints Saul
as its first king
i Samuel 16—2 Samuel 24—The rise and reign of David
i Kings i—ii—David's death and die reign of Solomon
1 Kings 12—2 Kings 17—The history of Israel and Judah to the fall
of Israel (721 B.C.E.)
2 Kings 18—25—The history of Judah to its fall in 586 B.C.E.
David stands squarely at the center of the Deuteronomistic History. He
follows the epochs of Moses, Joshua, and the judges and ushers in the
reigns of Solomon and the divided monarchy. Half of the book of
i Samuel, all of 2 Samuel, and the first two chapters of i Kings are devoted
to the story of David. With a total of forty-two chapters (Moses and the
law get only thirty-four chapters in Deuteronomy), the David story is the
centerpiece of the Deuteronomistic History both in placement and in size.
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David is the main character of the Deuteronomistic History in other
ways as well. He is the standard by which the later kings are judged and
mostly found wanting. It was because of him that Judah and Jerusalem
lasted as long as they did. For example, even though Abijams "heart was
not true to Yahweh his God as the heart of David his father, yet for David's
sake Yahweh his God gave him a fiefdom (or "light") in Jerusalem" (i
Kings 15:3). Eventually, though, Yahweh's patience expired. The fall of
Jerusalem and exile of the people of Judah to Babylon in 586 B.C.E. were
explained as punishment for the shortcomings of these later kings. But
David was also the model for restoring Israel to its former greatness.
Key Dates in Israel's History
David's

the division

Israel falls

Judah falls to

reign

of the kingdom

to Assyria

Babylon, the exile

IOOO B.C.E.

928

721

586

The identity of the Deuteronomistic Historian is unknown. He (this
author was almost certainly male) is simply called the "Deuteronomist" or
"Dtr" for short. He was both an editor (also called a "redactor") and an
author. He often included older documents as the basic content of his history. This is especially true for his account of David, as we will see. Dtr did
not hesitate to make changes he deemed necessary in these source documents. But his creativity as an author shows primarily in the way that he
linked his sources together
and in the theological
explanations
that he
o
o
r
added. The Deuteronomistic History was composed sometime during the
exile (after 586 B.C.E.), when the work ends. Several passages were later
added to the completed history by other writers.

Dtr's Composition of 1 Samuel 8—1/f
Dtr's account of Saul's reign well illustrates his compositional techniques.
It also supplies important background to the David story that is essential
for his biography. First Samuel 9—n contains three different stories about
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how Saul became king. In 9:1—10:16, Saul is searching for some lost donkeys of his father's and encounters Samuel, who anoints him king; in
10:17—27 he is chosen by lot in a national assembly; and in chapter n he
leads the people in battle, after which they proclaim him king.6 The three
stories came from three different sources that were available to Dtr. Rather
than choosing among them, he combined all three by means of a series of
editorial additions.
The first of Dtr's additions comes at the end of the first story
(10:14—16). It relates a conversation between Saul and his uncle.
14

Saul's uncle said to him and his servant, "Where did you go?" [Saul] said,

"To look for the donkeys. But when we saw that they were not to be found
we went to Samuel." I5Saul's uncle said, "Tell me what Samuel said to you."
I6

Saul said to his uncle, "He told us that the donkeys had been found." But

about the matter of the kingdom [Saul] did not tell [his uncle] what Samuel
had said.

This conversation makes clear that Saul's anointing by Samuel was a private matter and that he did not tell anyone else about it. This creates the
need for the public proclamation of Saul as king in the second story in
10:17—27. The end °f this second story also has an editorial addition from
Dtr in 10:27. It tells °f some "scoundrels" in the army who question Saul's
military capability. They ask, "How can this fellow save us?" This opens the
door for Saul to prove himself in the third story, at the end of which the
scoundrels are referred to again (11:12—13):
I2

The people said to Samuel, "Who is it who said Saul would not reign

over us? Bring the men so we can execute them." I3But Samuel said, "No one
will be executed today because today Yahweh has effected deliverance in
Israel." I4Samuel said to the people, "Come, let us go to Gilgal and renew
the kingship there."

The two references to those who questioned Saul link the second and
third stories together. Dtr also added the call to "renew" the kingship in
11:14 as a part of the same link. The original story behind chapter n did
not presuppose that Saul was king. It told of the people making him king
for the first time (11:15): "All the people went to Gilgal and made Saul king
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there before Yahweh." By means of these additions Dtr united three separate stories into a single one in which Saul becomes king in stages: privately,
publicly, and then by proving his prowess as a military leader. He then
encased these stories within the framework of the speeches in chapters 8
and 12, which have long been recognized as his composition.
For his account of Saul's reign in chapters 13—14 Dtr used some stories
about Saul's and JJonathan's battles against
the Philistines. These stories
O
came from much later in Saul's life, since his son, Jonathan, appears in them
for the first time as a grown man. Dtr used them to set the stage for David.
The stories depict Saul very negatively. Jonathan, rather than Saul, is the
hero of the battles. In one story (14:24—45) Saul makes a foolish vow that
almost costs Jonathan his life. Dtr made Saul look even worse by inserting
the story of his rejection as king in 13:8—i5a (Dtr's own composition). It
ends with the notice that Yahweh has found "a man after his own heart" to
replace Saul. This is an obvious allusion to David. As he customarily did
for all kings, Dtr closed his account of Saul's reign with a set of summary
notices (14:47—52). Saul would not die for some time, but the focus of the
narrative would hereafter shift to David. Saul's recruitment of soldiers in
14:52 paves the way for Davids arrival at court in 16:14—237
In sum, i Samuel 7—15 is a good illustration of how the Deuteronomistic History was written. Dtr collected traditions from Israel's history—
like those about how Saul became king—and skillfully edited them into a
single, flowing narrative. While he generally transmitted them as they were,
he was not shy about making changes that he considered necessary. He also
provided a framework for the stories he passed on. In this case, the framework included chapters 8, 12, and 14:47—52. Dtr's own history became an
important part of Israel's tradition. As a result, later scribes occasionally
enlarged upon it by adding their own stories and sources. We will see the
same process at work on a larger scale in Dtr's account of David.

The Nature of the David Story
The story of David in Samuel—Kings has two large parts. The first, in
i Samuel 16—2 Samuel 5, tells of David's conflicts with Saul and eventual
ascension to the throne of Israel. The second, beginning with Davids coroO

&
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nation in 2 Samuel 5, recounts major events in David's reign, especially the
revolt of his son Absalom.
Outline of 1 Samuel l6 — l Kings i
David's Rise
i Sam. 16—17

David is anointed and comes to Saul's court

i Sam. 18— 20

Tensions mount between David and Saul

i Sam. 21—27

David flees to the wilderness of Judah with Saul in
pursuit

i Sam. 28—2 Sam. i

Saul is killed in battle with the Philistines while David is
away

2 Sam. 2:1—5:3

David becomes king of Judah and then king of Israel

David's Reign

2 Sam. 5:4—10:19

David consolidates his reign in Jerusalem

2 Sam. n— 12

Davids adultery with Bathsheba

2 Sam. 13—20

Amnon's death and the revolts of Absalom and Sheba

2 Sam. 21—24

Miscellaneous stories, poems, and lists from Davids
reign

i Kings i—2

David's death and Solomon's succession

Scholars commonly theorize that these two parts were based on two
older narrative sources. The first source is called the "History of Davids
Rise." The second is known as the "Court History" or "Succession Narrative," so called because it was understood as dealingo with who David's successor as king would be.8 The History of David's Rise is preserved in basic
outline in i Samuel 16—2 Samuel 5. It presumably began with David's coming to Saul's court as his musician (16:14—23). It then told how Saul
became jealous of David and tried to kill him, how David evaded Saul's
pursuit in the wilderness, how Saul was killed in battle, and how David was
crowned king
first over JJudah and then over Israel.9
O
The Court History is more controversial. Originally, it probably dealt
only with David's reign and did not include the story of the transition to
Solomon in i Kings
i—2.10 Its focus was Absalom's revolt in 2 Samuel
O
13—20. It also included a few other passages from 2 Samuel that I will dis-
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cuss in more detail in the course of this chapter. These are: the stories of
the deaths of Asahel, Abner, and Ishbaal (2 Sam. 2:12—4:12); the introduction of Jonathans son "Mephibosheth" (2 Samuel 9); and the account of
the deaths of Saul's other heirs (2 Sam. 21:1—14). As was his typical practice, Dtr incorporated these two sources more or less wholesale into his
history. But he also adapted them to fit his purposes. He joined them
together in dovetail fashion so that the ending of the History of David's
Rise in 2 Samuel 5 overlaps with the beginning of the Court History in
2 Sam. 2:12—4:i2.n
More important for our biography of David than the dimensions of
these sources is their nature. Scholars have long observed the apologetic
tone of the History of David's Rise. "Apology" in this sense is a term for a
type of literature that defends someone against accusations. Kings in the
ancient Middle East, especially usurpers, used apology to justify their
reigns and claim their right to rule.12 The episodes in the story of David's
rise function to legitimate David as Saul's successor by answering charges
against him such as the following:13
(1) David sought to advance himself as king at Saul's expense.
defense—David came to Saul at the latter's behest (i Sam. 16:19—22), was
completely loyal while there, and did much to help Saul's cause (19:4—5).
Marriage to Michal was Saul's idea (as a plot against David, 18:20—2ia),
and David protested his unworthiness (18:23).
(2) David was a deserter.
defense—David was driven away by Saul (i Sam. 19:9—17; 26:19), and Saul's
own children sided with David and helped him (19:11—17; 20:1—21:1).
(3) David was an outlaw.
defense—David was a fugitive from Saul's injustice and sought reconciliation (i Sam. 26:18—20), all of which Saul admitted (v. 21).
(4) David was a Philistine mercenary.
defense—David was forced by Saul into Philistine service as a last resort
(i Sam. 27: i); he deceived the Philistines by claiming that he attacked Israel
and Judah when he in fact raided their enemies (27:8—12) and enriched
Judah (chap. 30).
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(5) David murdered Nabal and seized his wife, Abigail, and his property.
defense—Nabal was a mean-spirited fool who deserved to die (i Sam. 25:3,
17, 25). David was prevented from killing him by God through Abigail
(25:18—34). It was Yahweh who struck Nabal, and Abigail married David
of her own will (25:38, 41—42).
(6) David was implicated in Saul's death.
defense—David did not kill Saul on two previous occasions when he had
the chance (i Samuel 24 and 26), so he must not have been ultimately
responsible for Saul's death. He was not on Mt. Gilboa where Saul died
(chap. 29), and his words to Achish (29:8) make it clear that in battle with
Israel he would have turned against the Philistines, "the enemies of my
lord the king."
He executed the man who claimed to have killed Saul V(z
O
Sam. 1:14—16) and profoundly lamented Saul's death (1:18—27).
To grasp the apologetic nature of this material, contrast the fifth entry
above about Nabal and Abigail with the story about Bathsheba and Uriah
(2 Samuel 11—12). In both cases David was accused of having a man killed
and stealing his wife. But the story of Bathsheba and Uriah is not apologetic. (I will explain why this is so momentarily.) It recounts David's adultery and murder openly, and in the end he is denounced and punished for
these crimes. With Abigail and Nabal, however, the writer goes to great
lengths to explain how David was innocent of any wrongdoing.
The same apologetic tone continues in the story of David's reign,14 so
that we may add to the list of accusations:
(7) David was implicated in Abner's death.
defense—Abner
had left Ishbaal, come to an agreement
with David, and begun
J
o
o
to lobby for him in the North (2 Sam. 3:7—18). He and David had parted peacefully (3:21—23) when Joab, acting alone, killed him as part of a private vendetta
(3:22—30). David cursed Joab (v. 29) and led the mourning for Abner (w. 31—35)
to the point that all die observers were convinced of his innocence (v. 37).
(8) David was implicated in Ishbaal's death.
defense-—Ishbaal was murdered without David's knowledge by opportunists
hoping to gain David's favor (2 Sam. 4:2—8). Instead, he condemned them
to death and desecrated their bodies. But he buried Ishbaal honorably.
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(9) David annihilated Saul's heirs when he took the throne.
defense—David was forced to allow the execution of Saul's seven sons and
grandsons in order to save Israel from Yahweh's punishment of bloodguilt
which Saul himself had incurred (2 Sam. 21:1—14). He then "showed kindness for Jonathan's sake" to the one remaining heir, "Mephibosheth,"
restoring his property and hosting him in the palace (chap. 9). Michal's
childlessness (6:23) was the just deserts for her contemptuous treatment of
her husband and king.
D

(10) David had his own sons murdered to preserve his place on the throne.
defense—Davids firstborn, Amnon, was murdered by Absalom in revenge
for the rape of Tamar (2 Samuel 13). David was so angry that he did not
allow Absalom back into Jerusalem for three years, and would not see
Absalom even then (chap. 14). Absalom's rebellion (chaps. 15—18) forced
David to fight him, and even then David ordered leniency toward him. It
was Joab, in direct disobedience of this order, who killed Absalom and
broke Davids heart (18:1—19:9).
The story of Solomon's appointment as David's successor (i Kings 1—2)
was not in the Court History but was added by Dtr. His language and ideology occur in the concern for the establishment of David's dynasty
(i Kings 1:48; 2:4, 24, 45) and in David's charge to Solomon to "be strong
and courageous" and "walk in his ways, keeping his statutes and commandments" (2:1—3). The formula marking the close of David's reign (2:10—12)
and the notice about the fulfillment of the prophecy against Eli (2:zyb)
also come from Dtr. He thus changed the focus of the narrative from
Absalom's revolt to the question of who David's successor would be. In
other words, he turned the Court History into the Succession Narrative.
His motive for this change was theological. Saul's line had been wiped out.
The fates of Amnon and Absalom in 2 Samuel 13—20 seemed to threaten
the same thing for David. God had promised David that his son would
succeed him as king and establish a dynasty (2 Samuel 7). Dtr wanted to
make it plain that Solomon was the fulfillment of that promise.15
The greatest change to the Court History, however, was not Dtr's doing.
Dtr could hardly have known the story of David's sin with Bathsheba and
still held him up as a model king who always "did what was right in Yahweh's eyes."16 This story (2 Samuel 11—12) must have been added after Dtr
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had finished his history. The addition of the Bathsheba episode placed the
story of Absalom's revolt in an entirely new light. That story was originally
apologetic. It had depicted David as too gentle to harm his sons. He loved
them so much that he could not bring himself to discipline them despite
their willfulness and rebellion. The blame for any bloodshed was consistently placed on Joab, the army commander. David's emotional display of
mourning over Absalom, like his mourning over Abner, was a sign of his
non-involvement in their deaths. With the addition of the Bathsheba affair,
though, David's family troubles and the deaths of his sons were understood
in a new way. They were punishments for or consequences of his sins
against Uriah and Bathsheba. His gentleness and love were seen as weakness
and failure as a father. Even his mourning for Absalom took on a new
poignancy as David's own sin was to blame for his son's death.
Recognition of the apologetic nature of the History of David's Rise
and the Court History is extremely important for our biography of
David. These sources may bring us close to David chronologically. This is
a controversial matter. Some scholars suggest that these source documents
were written during or shortly after David's reign. They point out that
accusations listed earlier were against David personally, not his dynasty.
These would have been controversial only during David's lifetime or
shortly afterward, and an apologetic response would have been unnecessary after he had been dead for several generations and his dynasty firmly
established. But other scholars object that the high literary quality of
these two sources presupposes widespread literacy and interest in the past,
which would not have been the case with Israel before the eighth century
B.C.E. at the earliest.18
More important, these sources bring us close to David historically. That
is, whatever their date of writing, they seem to contain genuine historical
information about David. It is hard to believe that they are pure fiction.
Who would invent such allegations against David just to try to explain
them away? Moreover, the events they relate have the "ring" of authenticity: Saul, Nabal, Abner, and Ishbaal all died at times that were convenient
for David's political career; Saul's line was obliterated at David's order;
David lived as an outlaw and served the Philistines. The authors could not
simply deny these events or ignore the suspicions they raised about David.
The best they could do was take on the role of "spin doctors," explaining
that David's motives were virtuous and his actions justified.
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In short, the story in the Deuteronomistic History (i Samuel 16—i Kings 2)
is as close to the historical David as we can get. It appears to contain genuine
historical information about him. But that information is not immediately
accessible. It is clothed in literary and apologetic garb. So we have to read critically in order to make use of it. We must remain aware that Dtr shaped it for
his own purposes and that later writers sometimes added to it. We must also
keep in mind the apologetic nature of both Dtr's work and that of his sources
and be especially cautious about their explanations of the reasons for Davids
actions. Neverdieless, the Deuteronomistic History provides the paints and
canvas for our biographical portrait of David. I will say more about how to
use it after surveying the other biblical materials about David.

/ Chronicles
If David is the main hero of the Deuteronomistic History, he is even more
so for the books of Chronicles. First and Second Chronicles were written
around 350 B.C.E. At that time, the people of Judah and Jerusalem were tryingo to rebuild the political
and religious
institutions that had been
F
o
destroyed since the exile. The author of Chronicles (called the "Chronicler") was strongly interested in the temple and the institutions connected
with it. So he (the Chronicler was also male and likely a priest) emphasized
the roles of David and Solomon in building the temple and organizing the
worship activities there. He put David and Solomon forward as the models
after which the restored monarchy should be patterned. The main difference was that the Chroniclers David and Solomon were particularly models of a king's proper ritual activity.19
If Chronicles were independent of Samuel—Kings it would be a very
valuable resource for the history of the monarchy. The two works could
then be compared with one another to help determine what was history
and what was added by each writer. But the Deuteronomistic History was
the Chronicler's primary source. This means that Chronicles is largely a
rehearsal of what is in Samuel and Kings. Often, in fact, Chronicles repeats
Samuel—Kings word for word.
The first nine chapters of i Chronicles are genealogies. The narrative
portion begins in chapter 10 with the account of Saul's death in battle
against the Philistines. The chapter is parallel to i Samuel 31. Thereafter, the
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story of David's reign in i Chronicles 11—21 is drawn from 2 Samuel, as the
following chart illustrates.
Parallels in Chronicles and Samuel Versions of the David Story
Topic

Chronicles

Samuel

Saul's death on Mt. Gilboa

i Chron. 10:1—12

i Sam. 31

David anointed king over Israel

i Chron. 11:1—3

2 Sam. 5:1—3

David's conquest of Jerusalem

i Chron. 11:4—9

2

List of David's mighty men

i Chron. 11:10—47

2 Sam. 23:8—39

First attempt to bring the ark

i Chron. 13

2 Sam. 6:1—n

: Chron. 14

2 Sam. 5:11—25

i Chron. 15:25—16:3

2 Sam. 6:12—19
2 Sam. 7

David's wars

i Chron. 17
i Chron. 18

Wars with Ammonites and

i Chron. J9

2 Sam. 10

Siege of Rabbah

i Chron. 20:1—3

2 Sam. ii :i; 12:26—31

Victories over Philistine heroes

i Chron. 20:4—8

2 Sam. 21:18—22

David's census

i Chron. 21:1—27

2 Sam. 24

at Hebron
Sam. 5:6—10

to Jerusalem
Treaty with Hiram of Tyre
and defeat of Philistines
Ark successfully installed in
Jerusalem
Promise of a dynasty

2 Sam. 8

Aramaeans

The chart shows that the Chronicler changed the order of some passages
in Samuel. He also made minor changes in wording in order to accommodate his religious views. Occasionally he even added his own compositions:
Saul died for his rebellion by which he rebelled against Yahweh by not keeping& his word and bv/ inquiring
of a medium, divining,
instead of divining
of
i
O
O
O
Yahweh. So Yahweh killed him and turned the kingdom
over to David,' son
&
of Jesse, (i Chron. 10:13—14)
Even these two verses, however, attest the Chronicler's familiarity with the
book of Samuel, since the events they mention are recounted in full in
i Samuel 13, 15, and 28.
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The Chronicler also drew from other portions of the Bible. First
Chronicles 16:3—36, for instance, borrows from Psalms 96, 105, and 106. It
is not certain whether the Chronicler had any sources aside from those in
the Bible. He refers to such sources as "the records" of Samuel, Nathan,
and Gad (i Chron. 29:29). But these may be the Chronicler's way of alluding to the stories about these prophets in the books of Samuel. Still,
Chronicles does occasionally provide details not found elsewhere in the
Bible, such as the full list of David's siblings in i Chron. 2:13—16.
All in all, i Chronicles is not a very reliable source for David's biography.
Most of the time it simply repeats what is in 2 Samuel. Where the two
diverge, it is usually because of changes introduced by the Chronicler to
promote his interests. However, Chronicles cannot be completely or automatically discounted as a historical source. Occasionally, it offers independent information that may
be useful for fillingo in details of Davids life.
J

The Book of Psalms
In Chronicles, David is ogiven credit for organizing
the music used in the
o
o
temple worship. The tradition that David was an expert composer and
musician also pervades the book of Psalms. This book is a collection of
one hundred fifty songs and hymns from different periods in Israel's history. Nearly half of them, seventy-three psalms, contain headings referring
to David. Typically, these references are quite brief—"of David," "a psalm
of David," or the like—without any reference to his life. These psalms
would be a useful source for David's biography, at least for glimpses of the
inner man, if they really were written by him.
However, there are two major difficulties with connecting the psalms to
David. First, the headings that refer to him are not necessarily meant as
claims of authorship. The Hebrew preposition (/') that precedes David's
name can be understood in a wide variety of ways: "to David," "for David,"
"by David," "of David," "belonging to David," "pertaining to David," and
so on. The headings may mean that the psalms were dedicated to David or
were part of group of psalms known as the "David collection" or were
written in the style of David.
Second, the headings were added long after the psalms themselves were
written. This means that the connection of the psalms with David is secO

J
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ondary. They reflect a common tendency in the Bible to associate originally
anonymous writings with famous biblical characters. Many psalms were
attributed to David at a late date because of the tradition that he was the
"sweet psalmist of Israel." This same tendency also led to the insertion of
psalms into the story of David (e.g., Psalm 18 = 2 Samuel 22).
The Greek translation of the Hebrew Bible, known as the Septuagint
(abbreviated LXX), illustrates both of these points. It associates fourteen
additional psalms with David. This is because the tendency to connect religious writings to known biblical figures grew over time. The LXX book of
Psalms even adds a psalm, number 151, which explicitly claims Davidic
authorship. It recaps the story of his early life and triumph over Goliath
(i Samuel 16—17).
Some of the other additional headings in the LXX show the ambiguity
of the expression "of David." The LXX heading to Psalm yi,20 for example, reads, "Of David, by the sons of Jonadab and the first of those who
were taken captive." Even though it is a psalm "of David" it was written by
someone else at the time of the exile. So whatever "of David" meant, it did
not signal Davidic authorship in this instance. Psalm 96 is also called "a
song of David" in the LXX. But its heading dates it to the end of the exile,
"when the temple was built after the captivity." This was nearly five hundred years after David. Psalm 137, though also "of David," was written "by
Jeremiah," according to the LXX.
J

O

Psalm Headings with Information about David's Life
Psalm 3
Psalm 7

A psalm of David when he fled from Absalom his son
A Shiggaiorf

of David, which he sang to Yahweh about the words of

Cush, a Benjaminite
Psalm 18

Of the servant of Yahweh, David, who spoke to Yahweh the words of

Psalm 30

this son?
& when Yahweh saved him from all his enemies and from Saul
A psalm. A song at the dedication of the temple. Of David

Psalm 34

Of David, when he feigned madness before Abimelech, so that he
drove him out, and he went away

Psalm 51

A psalm of David, when Nathan the prophet came to him because
he had had sexual relations with Bathsheba

Psalm 52

A maskil of David, when Doeg the Edomite came to Saul and said
to him, "David has come to the house of Ahimelech"
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Psalm 54

A maskil of David, when the Ziphites came and said to Saul, "Is not
David hidingo with us?"

Psalm 56

Of David. A maskil when the Philistines seized him in Gath

Psalm 57

Of David. A miktam when he fled from Saul in the cave

Psalm 59

Of David. A miktam when Saul had his house watched in order to
kill him

Psalm 60

A miktam of David, for instruction, when he struggled
with Aram
oo
Naharaim and Aram Zobah and when Joab returned and killed
twelve thousand in the Valley of Salt

Psalm 63

A psalm of David when he was in the wilderness of Judah

Psalm 142

A maskil of David, when he was in the cave. A prayer

These fourteen psalms contain headings referring to events in David's
life. But these are not very useful for historical reconstruction because they
lack details. The heading of Psalm 3, for instance, says it was written when
David fled from Absalom. But the psalm itself refers only generally to enemies without ever mentioning Absalom or any part of his revolt. Similarly,
Psalm 18 was written when Yahweh had saved David from Saul according to
its heading. But it lacks any mention of Saul. In addition, its parallel in
2 Samuel 22 comes long after Saul's death in the narrative. The heading of
Psalm 51 assigns it to the occasion of David's repentance after his adultery
with Bathsheba. But again, it does not name Bathsheba or the nature of the
sin that the author regrets. It was the general content of these psalms that
led a later editor to associate them with David.
Others of these fourteen headings
do not match the information in
O
Samuel. Psalm 7 mentions an enemy of David named Cush, the Benjaminite, about whom there is no information elsewhere in the Bible. Psalm 34
says it was written when David feigned madness before Abimelech. The
story about David feigning madness is in i Sam. 21:10—15 (also the subject
of the heading for Psalm 56). But the Philistine king there is called Achish,
not Abimelech (cf. Gen. 20; 26:1—16). Psalms 57 and 142 both refer to
David being "in the cave." These may refer to the time when David hid
from Saul in a cave (i Samuel 24). But more likely they have in mind i Sam.
22:1, which says that David and his men took refuge in "the cave" near
Adullam. But "cave" here is an error for "fortress," the two Hebrew words
being similar. This shows that the headings of these two psalms were based
O

O

-'

/

O
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on a late version of Samuel in which the original reading, "fortress" had
already been mistaken as "cave."
Still others of these fourteen headings mention Doeg's report to Saul
(Psalm 52 — 1 Sam. 21:7; 22:6—10), the betrayal of the Ziphites (Psalm 54 =
i Sam. 23:15—23), some of Davids wars (Psalm 60 = 2 Samuel 8 and 10),
and his time in the wilderness (Psalm 63). In all these cases, one must be
familiar with the story of David in Samuel in order to make sense of the
headings. In other words, the headings were added by people who were trying to associate the psalms with known events in David's life. The psalms
do not provide any independent information about those events.
The fourteen psalms listed above also show how the headings of the
psalms are sometimes contradicted by their content. We saw that Psalm 3
refers to enemies and foes—plural—although its heading mentions only
Absalom. The heading of Psalm 30 refers to it as a song at the dedication of
the temple and a psalm of David. But David had been dead thirteen years
when the temple was dedicated (i Kings 7:1), so it is unlikely that he wrote a
song for the occasion. Moreover, Psalm 30 expresses its author's gratitude
for Yahweh's having saved him from some near-death experience. This hardly
seems appropriate for the celebration at the temple's dedication. Psalm 51:18
assumes that the walls of Jerusalem have been destroyed and are in need of
rebuilding. This reflects conditions during the exile, after 586 B.C.E., some
400 years after David lived in Jerusalem and had his affair with Bathsheba.
In Ps. 63:3 the writer says he has looked upon God in the sanctuary—an
allusion to the temple. But again, the temple was not yet built when David
was in the wilderness of Judah where the psalm's heading sets it. The headingo of Psalm 50- alludes to Sauls order to arrest David after his marriage
to
o
Michal (i Sam. 19:11). This event took place on a single night, probably
David's wedding night, since David escaped that night and ran away from
Saul. But the psalm repeats the refrain that the enemies who seek the
author's life return each evening
6,14).
o like prowling
r
o dogs
o (vv.
\
~/ Although
o it is
not one of the fourteen, even the famous 23rd Psalm does not fit its heading,
"A psalm of David." Its last line says, "Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my life, and I shall dwell in the house of Yahweh forever." The "house of Yahweh" is the temple in Jerusalem. Since it was built
by Solomon after Davids death, David himself could not have written this
line and hence is probably not the author of this famous psalm.
J
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Mentions of David's Name within the Psalms
18:50

[Yahweh] magnifies the victories of his king,
and shows loyalty to his anointed,
to David and his descendants forever.

72:20

The prayers of David son of Jesse are ended.

78:70—71

He chose David his servant
and took him from the sheepfolds,
from behind the nursing ewes he brought him,
to shepherd Jacob his people
and Israel his heritage.

89:3—4

I made a covenant with my chosen.
I swore an oath to David my servant.
I will establish your descendants forever
and build your throne for all generations.

89:20

I found David my servant.
With my holy oil I anointed him.

89:35—36

Once for all I swore by my holiness.
I will not lie to David.
His descendants will last forever
and his throne will be like the sun before me.

89:49

Where is your loyalty, Lord,
which you swore to David by your faithfulness?

122:5

For there [Jerusalem] are the thrones for judgement,

132: i

Remember, O Yahweh, for David

the thrones of the house of David.
all the afflictions he suffered.
132:10—13

For the sake of David your servant
do not turn away the face of your anointed.
Yahweh swore truthfully to David.
He will not turn back from it,
"From the fruit of your loins
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I will set [your son] on your throne.
If your sons keep my covenant
and my decrees which I teach them,
then their sons forever
will sit on your throne."
132:17

There [Jerusalem] will I make a horn sprout up for David
I will prepare a lamp for my anointed.

144:9—10

God, I will sing a new song to you,
with a ten-string harp I will play for you,
who gives victory to kings,
who frees David his servant.

Of the 150 Psalms only these seven mention David's name within the
psalm itself. Only two of these seven (18 and 144) are associated with
David in their headings. Psalm 72:20 is not really part of Psalm 72 but
marks the end of a section of the book of Psalms known as the "Prayers
of David." The other six psalms above are concerned with David as the
founder of the royal house of Judah rather than with him as an individual.
None of them yields any information about David's life per se.
Psalms 89 and 132 both refer to the promise of an enduring or "eternal"
Davidic dynasty. This promise arose as a way of explaining the dynasty's
duration in Judah. It was an important element in the image people in
Israel and Judah had of their great, ancestral king. It is also very important
for Dtr's account of David (2 Samuel 7). These psalms show how David
and his reign were interpreted by later writers, including Dtr. But they tell
us nothing about the historical David.
Once the secondary ascriptions to David in the headings are removed
from consideration, the book of Psalms contains very few references to
him. Most of these references simply reproduce information from 1—2
Samuel. They contain little of significance for a biography of the man.
However, like i Chronicles, the Psalms cannot be totally dismissed as a
source of historical information about David. They can help to separate
the details of his life from the traditions about him that developed later in
Israel. They are especially important for any consideration of the divine
promise about the endurance of David's dynasty.
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The Bible and Biography
Writing David's biography is like looking for a peach seed. The peach itself
is the story of David in the Deuteronomistic History. Other sources supply background (archaeology and anthropology) and add details (Chronicles and Psalms). But i Samuel 16—i Kings 2 contains the basic historical
core of David's life. I use a peach because its seed—the historical core—
may be large. But to get to it, one must peel back the skin of Dtr's editing.
Then there is the pulp of the "spin" placed on the story by David's apologists. One must dig through it to reach the seed. The analogy is not entirely
appropriate, because unlike the peach, in historical or biographical research
it is sometimes hard to tell the pulp from the seed; it is not always easy to
decide which elements of the David story to peel away and which to keep
as historical.
In this book, I will adopt two major principles as guidelines for accomplishing this task.22 The first is the principle of skepticism. By this I mean
that when some aspect of the biblical story fits a literary or ideological
theme we should be skeptical about its historical value. We have seen that
the biblical authors and editors were not interested in history for its own
sake but used it as an instructional tool. But history is often molded or
bent to accommodate the lesson that the writer wishes to teach. When
some detail of the David story fits a clear theological agenda it does not
necessarily mean that history has been revised. But we do well to be skeptical. In addition, we have seen that Dtr was a skillful and creative editor—a
good storyteller.23 Hence, we must also consider the role that literary
themes and devices played in shaping Dtr's story of David. An example of
both of these tendencies in the David story is the characterization of Saul.
David's replacement of Saul and superiority over him is both a literary and
a theological theme. This should make us skeptical about whether Saul was
really as inept and unstable as 1—2 Samuel portray him.24
The second principle is what J. Maxwell Miller calls that of analogy.25
It holds that the past was basically analogous to the present and to what is
known of similar societies and circumstances. Another way of putting
Miller's point is that people of all time have the same basic ambitions and
instincts. This includes David. The principle of analogy addresses the
question of the real motives behind Davids actions in 1—2 Samuel. It
asserts that David acted in accord with the customs and motives common
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amongo ancient Middle Eastern rulers and with ogeneral human tendencies
in his acquisition and retention of power.
This principle calls into question any explanation of David's motives
and deeds that appears to be apologetic. It assumes that "where there's
smoke, there's fire." That is, the accusations against David that the History
of David's Rise and Court History sought to explain away were probably
historical. His execution of Saul's male heirs, for example, was certainly
politically motivated despite the claims of 2 Samuel 21 to the contrary. It
was common practice for a new ruler in the Middle East to wipe out the
heirs of his predecessor in order to avoid the threat of overthrow later on.
One sign of apology in the narrative has been called the technique of
"overstress."2SThis is where the story repeatedly states David's innocence in
regard to a particular accusation. The more the author protests, the more
we suspect the charge was true.
Examining the biblical account of David by this principle requires what
I like to call "reading against the gram." This means that we become aware
of the way in which the writer is trying to promote or excuse David and
then carefully study the biblical account for evidence to the contrary. An
important technique for reading against the grain is the rule of cui bono
(Latin for "For whose benefit?" or "To whose advantage?"). It holds that
the person who benefited from a certain occurrence is most likely the one
responsible for it. David benefited from the deaths of key individuals at
crucial junctures in his career. The rule of cut bono suggests that he was
responsible for those deaths. Another useful technique is looking for oddities or inconsistencies in the story that, when explored, suggest a historical
reality different from the one recounted in the narrative.
A third technique that makes use of both the principle of skepticism and
the principle of analogy is characterization. It involves simply paying close
attention to any hints in the narratives about the character of David or any of
the individuals who interact with him. Such hints appear in statements about
a person's motives, intentions, or personality. They also occur in the reports
of a person's thoughts and speeches or conversations. We will need to be
skeptical of the intentions expressed by the writer. We will also need to "read
between the lines" or "against the grain" with the principle of analogy in
mind to discern what a historical persons true intentions might have been.
It is not just Davids character we are interested in. It is also those of the
people around him. The techniques used in the study of biblical characters
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were developed by feminist scholars.27 They were designed to correct a tendency to ignore the importance of the female characters and their roles in the
Bible. Women characters are especially significant in the David story. Several
of Davids wives—Michal, Ahinoam, and Abigail—play crucial parts in his
rise to kingship. Other women in his life—Bathsheba, Tamar, Rizpah, and
Abishag—bring out his more human qualities. The more we know about the
characters around David, female and male, and their interactions with him,
the richer our understanding of him and his personality will be.
Obviously, these principles and techniques will yield a much less flattering portrait of David than if we take the Bible's account at face value. But
this portrait will be more realistic and therefore closer to the historical
David. In the end, I am claiming simply that King David was human and
had the same drives and ambitions as any powerful man. Our ultimate goal
is to understand as much as we can about David the man. We now turn to
that task.

3
Was David a Shepherd?
David's Origins and Youth

When Kingly David of his owne accord,
Though he were then th'anointed of the Lord,
And though his Sheephooke might his Scepter be,
This holy Youth so humble is, that he
Will back to th' fields his fathers flock to keepe
And make his subjects, (for a while) his Sheepe.
—Michael Drayton, "David and Goliath"
And I first played the tune all our sheep know, as, one after one,
So docile they come to the pen-door till folding be done*
They are white and untorn by the bushes, for lo, they have fed
Where the long grasses stifle the water within the streams bed;
And now one after one seeks its lodging,
as star follows star
o o'
Into eve and the blue far above us,— so blue and so far!
—Robert Browning, "Saul"

Shepherd as a Metaphor
imagine rolling hills covered with thick grass under a glorious
deep blue sky. Here and there the dark exclamation point of a tree punctuates the green carpet. The ribbon of a tiny brook meanders through the
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hills. Its steady gurgle is interrupted only by the occasional bleating of one
of the cottony creatures lapping at its bank. An adolescent boy sits with his
back to a tree beside the brook. His voice floats above the noises of the
water and the sheep in clear, reverent tones. His hands strum a small harp
cradled in his lap, while his eyes scan the horizon for any threat to his sheep.
David's boyhood is often depicted in Western art as just such an idyllic
scene. Unfortunately, there is hardly an element of it that has any basis in
historical reality. The landscape is European and comes from Renaissance
painters who used their own countryside as the background for their studies of biblical figures. The area around Bethlehem is hilly but rocky and
dry, and there is no brook. Davids instrument was the lyre, smaller and
simpler than the harps we know today.1 Even the sheep raised in Palestine
were a different species from those in Europe and America.2 Most important, the entire idea that David was a humble, rural shepherd is questionable. It owes more to the 23rd Psalm than to 1—2 Samuel, where it is
relatively rare. But as we saw in the previous chapter, Psalm 23 was probably
not written by David.
References to David as a Shepherd in I Samuel l6—l Kings 2

1.

His anointing, i Sam. 16:11: "Samuel said to Jesse, Are all your
sons here?' [Jesse] replied, 'There is still the youngest who is tending the sheep.'"
2. His summons to court, i Sam. 16:10:
"Saul sent messengers
to
s
O
Jesse and said, 'Send me David, your son, who is with the sheep.'"
3. The story of David and Goliath, i Samuel 17: "David went back
and forth from Saul to tend his father's sheep in Bethlehem, (v. 15)
. . . When Eliab, [David's] oldest brother heard what he said to
the men, Eliab became angry at David and said, 'Why did you
come [here]? With whom did you leave those few sheep in the
wilderness?' (v. 28) . . . David said to Saul, 'Your servant was a
shepherd for his father's sheep' (v. 34) . . . David took his stick in
his hand and chose from the dry stream bed five smooth stones,
which he placed in his shepherd's bag." (v. 40)
4. Yahweh's promise of a dynasty, 2 Sam. 7:8: "Thus says Yahweh
of hosts, 'I took you from the pasture, from behind the sheep, to
be leader over my people Israel.'"
1
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This well-known image of Davids youth occurs in only four contexts in
the Bible's main narrative about him. It is a literary creation in each of
these contexts rather than a historical reality. The metaphor of the king as
a shepherd is very common in ancient Middle Eastern countries. The
pharaohs of Egypt, for example, are sculpted holding a shepherd's crook in
one hand (Fig. 7). The metaphor also occurs frequently in the Bible. The
prophets Ezekiel (chap. 34) and Zechariah (chap. 13), for example, use it to
condemn Israel's unrighteous leaders for leading their "flock" astray. Micah
prophesies the coming of a new shepherd, "who is to rule in Israel" (Mic. 5:
2—4). Even a foreign king like the Persian Cyrus can be called a shepherd
(Isa. 44:28) because the people of Judah were his subjects and thus part of
his flock. But most important for our purposes is the explicit use of this
metaphor in the story of David. The elders of Israel quote Yahweh as
telling David,
D

It is you who shall shepherd my people Israel.
It is you who shall be the ruler over Israel. (2 Sam. 5:2)

This metaphor has been adopted to explain David's origins. We have
already seen that 16:1—13 ^s a secondary addition to Dtrs history. This
becomes more apparent in the fact that the rest of 1—2 Samuel makes no
reference to this anointing. David is anointed king twice more (2 Sam.
2:1—4; 5: i—5), first over Judah and then over Israel. Yet neither of these passages mentions or presupposes the anointing in i Sam. 16:1—13. More
important, the purpose of this anointing story is patently theological. As a
prelude to what follows, it makes the point that David was chosen by God
to replace Saul. If there is any history here it is to be found in the remarkably candid admission that David was made king while Saul was still alive.
The second reference to David as a shepherd in i Sam. 16:19 follows an
extraordinary description of David in verse 18. We will analyze this
description shortly. Among other things, it refers to him as eloquent and
an expert warrior. These are not qualities of a simple shepherd. They
belong to someone with experience as a statesman and a soldier. It is
unlikely that a man of such qualities and experience would be serving his
father as a shepherd. This reference to David as a shepherd also has an
important literary and theological function. It hints that this summons to
the royal court is David's first step toward kingship. Thus, in taking him
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from tending his father's sheep, Saul sets David on the road to becoming
the shepherd over Israel.
The famous tale of Davids defeat of Goliath, which is the third place in
i Samuel where David is described as a shepherd, is an independent legend.
We will study it in detail in the next chapter. It was not an original part of
the History of Davids Rise but was combined with it, probably by Dtr. It
contradicts the surrounding narrative at several points. The stories on
either side of it depict David as a seasoned warrior before his encounter
with Goliath. In i Sam. 16:18, he is described as a "man of war," and in 18:7
the women of Israel laud him for killing "his tens of thousands." Both of
these texts contradict the picture of David the shepherd boy, fresh from the
pasture, who slays his first and only enemy soldier. At the end of chapter
16, Saul and David have formed a close relationship, with David as Saul's
beloved armor bearer (16:21). Yet at the end of the Goliath story
(17:55—56) Saul does not know who David is.
Part of the explanation for these contradictions is the legendary character of the Goliath story. David may have defeated a large opponent like
Goliath at some point in his career. But like all legends, the original story of
that encounter has grown over time. The tendency in retelling the story was
to enhance David's faith and courage as well as his youth and inexperience.
The shepherd image is part of that enhancement. David's oldest brother
scolds him for leaving his "few sheep" to come watch the battle. David himself expresses confidence in Yahweh's protection based on his experiences
defending his sheep against wild animals. The shepherd image also hints at
the future that awaits this exceptional youth as the ruler of his people.
Outside of i Samuel 16—17, David is referred to as a boy shepherd only
in 2 Sam. 7:8, which was composed by Dtr. That it is playing on the
metaphor of the ruler as shepherd is clear from the previous verse, which
refers to Israel's previous leaders, "whom I commanded to shepherd my
people Israel." Again, therefore, it is closely connected with the literary and
theological motif of King David as the shepherd of his people Israel.
In line with the principles that guide our analysis of the David story, we
must be skeptical about the historical validity of this depiction. It is certainly possible that David tended sheep as a boy; as we will see, his father
was a prosperous sheep "rancher." But the Bible's claim that David was
anointed king or came to Saul's attention as a shepherd boy is doubtful historically. It was not so much a claim about historical fact as a metaphor for
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David's future position as king. Over time, as the stories were passed on, it
became a popular part of the tradition about him.

A Kingly Description
Unlike modern novels, the Bible rarely describes either the physical appearance or the personality traits of its characters. Think about Moses and
Jesus, for instance. The Bible says nothing about what they looked like. The
portraits that readers form of biblical characters are usually based on incidental remarks made in the course of the plots of the stories. For David,
however, there is one verse that contains a remarkable concentration of
descriptive terms:
I have seen a son of Jesse, the Bethlehemite, who knows how to play. He is a
powerful nobleman, a warrior, eloquent, and a handsome man, and Yahweh
is with him. (i Sam. 16:18)

This verse is a kind of job recommendation. Saul is looking for a musician to soothe him on those occasions when the "evil spirit from Yahweh"
torments him. One of Sauls servants recommends David for his musical
ability and then goes into some detail describing him. The description
stands out from its context because it does not fit with the image of David
as a shepherd boy. It may, however, give us a glimpse of the historical
David. And in any case, the qualities in this verse furnish a useful structure
for examining David s early life. They also summarize the traits he exemplifies in the stories throughout i Samuel 16—i Kings 2.
f

D

O

"A Son of Jesse the Betklehmite"

All parents know what it is like to be recognized through their children:
"You must be John's mother." "Hello, I'm Mary's father." Imagine how
Jesse might feel! His name is found throughout the Bible because he was
David's father. Thus, he is the source of the Davidic dynasty, which
includes every king of Judah. Isaiah 11:1 refers to him as the stock from
which the expected Messiah will emerge: "A shoot shall come out from the
stump of Jesse." Matthew and Luke in the New Testament are at pains to
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describe Jesus' lineage from David, the son of Jesse (Matt. 1:5—6; Luke
3:31—32). Yet, despite the frequent mention of Jesse's name, we know next
to nothing about him as an individual. He was famous not for own accomO

plishments but because of his son.
Still, the glimpses of Jesse in the Bible contain some hints about him
and about David's background. The servant who recommended David to
Saul called him "a son of Jesse the Bethlehemite" without any explanation
as to who Jesse was. Even in the very first mention of Jesse in the Bible his
name occurs without any introduction. Yahweh simply tells Samuel, "I will
send you to Jesse the Bethlehemite" (i Sam. 16:1). The abruptness of these
references suggests that Jesse was a well-known figure not only in Bethlehem but also in the tribe of Judah, where Bethlehem is located, and perhaps even in Benjamin, Saul's tribe. First Samuel 16:5 says that Samuel
commanded the elders to consecrate themselves. It then goes on to say that
Samuel consecrated Jesse and his sons, indicating that Jesse was one of the
elders or leaders of Bethlehem.
Bethlehem is in the area of Palestine known as the central highlands or
hill country. This is a mountainous strip of land, running north and south
through the region west of the Jordan River (Map z). In it nestle several
places that were important in David's life, including Gibeah and Jerusalem,
the capitals of Saul and David, respectively. All three places are in close
proximity. Bethlehem lies only about five and a half miles south of
Jerusalem, which is about three miles south of Gibeah (Map z). All three are
within easy walking distance of each other. This means that Bethlehem was
not as isolated as is sometimes imagined. David and his fellow townsfolk
were very near to Saul's capital and likely well aware of what went on there,
all the more since Jesse was an elder or official in Bethlehem.
The Bible gives sparse information about the other members of David's
immediate family. His mother's name is never mentioned. Three different
passages refer to his brothers, but they are not in complete agreement.
David and his Brothers
I Sam. 16:6—10

l Sam. lj:l2.—1<j

l Chron. 2.-!j—1J

1. Eliab

i. Eliab

i. Eliab

2. Abinadab

2. Abmadab

2. Abinadab

3. Shammah

3. Shammah

3. Shimea
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4.

4.

4. Nethanel

5.

5.

5. Raddai

6.

6.

6. Ozem

7.

7.

7. David

8. David

8. David
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The difference between "Shammah" and "Shimea" is a matter of spelling
and therefore inconsequential. Likewise, the name Elihu in i Chron. 27:18 is
probably an error or a variant spelling for Eliab. The greatest difference in
these lists is in their reckoning of the number of Jesses sons. There are two
crucial verses: "Jesse brought his seven sons (or "seven of his sons") before
Samuel, but Samuel said, 'Yahweh has not chosen any of these'" (i Sam.
16:10) and "David was the son of an Ephrathite from Bethlehem of Judah
whose name was Jesse and who had eight sons" (i Sam. 17:12).
First Chronicles 2:13—15 lists David as the last of seven sons. The idea
that the seventh son is special and favored is common in ancient literature
and probably lies behind the reference to David as the seventh son.3 The
notion that he was the eighth
seems to have come from confusion between
O
i Sam. 16:10 and 17:12. The writer of 16:10 probably meant to include
David among Jesse's sons who all eventually came before Samuel. Unfortunately, by placing the statement in 16:10—before David arrives—this
writer made it sound like David had seven brothers. This is how the writer
of 17:12 interpreted it.
However, some scholars have offered another explanation. They suggest
that the description of David as the eighth son is the author's way of empha4
sizingO Davids lowly
beginnings.
Rather than being
the seventh son, as one
/
&
O
O

might expect in light of his future greatness, David was the eighth son, a
nobody. His greatness is due to Yahweh's choosing him, not to his birth order.
Both of these positions, seventh and eighth, then, are possibly of literary and folkloric origin. Neither can be considered historically reliable. The
stories in i Samuel mention only three of David's brothers by name: Eliab,
Abinadab, and Shammah. So it may be that David had only three brothers
instead of six or seven. The book of Chronicles gives
a full list of fJesse's
O
seven sons by name. But since Chronicles was written so much later than
Samuel, it is impossible to know whether this list is historically reliable.
One thing all these lists agree on is that David was the youngest. This
may also be to accommodate literary and theological considerations. The
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book of Genesis, for instance, describes a series of important characters —
Isaac, Jacob, Rachel, and Joseph—as younger siblings. Its message is that
God prefers to work with the disadvantaged—the young, the weak, and
the poor. The story in i Sam. 16:1—13 stresses the choice of David despite
his youth and appearance because "Yahweh looks upon the heart" (v. 7).
But there is also surprising evidence about the society and environment
at David's time to indicate that his place as the youngest may have been a
consideration in his choice of career.5 As mentioned in Chapter One, there
was an increase in the population of the central highlands about the time
David was born. The resulting scarcity of natural resources meant that
there was often not enough land to support all of the sons of a family with
their own families. The youngest, like David, were forced to strike out on
their own and find their livelihood in other pursuits. Later in this chapter,
we will explore how this affected Davids career choices.
First Chronicles also identifies two sisters of David:
Their sisters were Zeruiah and Abigail. The sons of Zeruiah were three:
Abishai, Joab, and Asahel. Abigail bore Arnasa, and the father of Amasa was
Jether the Ishmaelite. (i Chron. 2:16—17)

David's sisters are mentioned together only one other place in the Bible:
Absalom appointed Amasa in the place of Joab over the army. Amasa was
the son of a man named Ithra the Israelite who had had sexual relations
with Abigail, the daughter of Nahash, the sister of Zeruiah, the mother of
Joab. (2 Sam. 17:25)

There are several peculiar features about the references to these sisters.
Sons in ancient Israel were customarily known by their fathers name rather
than their mother's. It might be that Joab and his brothers were known as
"the sons of Zeruiah" because she was Davids sister. But she is identified
as his sister only once in the Bible—in i Chron. 2:16. Another possibility is
that Zeruiah was really the father of Abishai, Joab, and Asahel, and not their
mother.6 It is also odd that the sons of Zeruiah play virtually no role in the
story of David until he becomes king of Judah. If they were really Davids
nephews, one might expect them to appear earlier and to have a greater
involvement in his rise to the throne.
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The reference to Abigail in 2 Sam. 17:25 is even more perplexing. It calls
her the daughter
of Nahash, not of JJesse. How, then, could she be David's
o
sister? Again, there are several possibilities. This could simply be an error.
The name Nahash, which occurs two verses later, may have been accidentally written by a scribe in place of "Jesse." Or perhaps Abigail was David's
half sister; his mother could have married Nahash after Jesse died. It is also
intriguing that only two women in the Bible are named Abigail, and both
are related to David. This has led some scholars to suggest that the two
women were one and the same.7 Since the other Abigail was David's wife,
this would mean that David married his own (half) sister.
These difficulties may have arisen because social relationships are often
described in the Bible (and other ancient documents) as blood relationships. Thus, other army commanders besides Joab are also said to be
related to their king. Abner is called Saul's cousin (i Sam. 14:50) or uncle
(i Chron. 8:33; 9:36, 39). And Amasa is Absalom's cousin (2 Sam. 17:25).
Joab may not have had a blood relationship to David. But their social relationship of king and commander led to his being known as David's
nephew. This in turn could have led to Zeruiah being identified as David's
sister. Zeruiah may actually have been Joab's father. But since his name did
not appear in the lists of David's brothers, later tradition assumed that
Zeruiah had to be David's sister and Joab's mother.
To judge from their first mention in the story (i Sam. 26:6—9), the
"sons of Zeruiah" joined David only after his marriage to Abigail
(i Samuel 25). As we will see, this marriage was a crucial political step for
David. It placed him at the head of the Calebites, the most important clan
in Judah. From there, it was a short step to kingship over all of Judah. Perhaps the sons of Zeruiah were kinfolk of Abigail and joined David because
of his marriage to her. Because Joab was described as David's nephew, and
Zeruiah and Abigail were related, Abigail had to be David's sister as well. In
other words, it is possible that neither Abigail nor Zeruiah was really
David's sister and that Zeruiah was not even a woman.
This solution is obviously speculative. The fact is, we do not know much
about David's family. The few lists diat are in the Bible are confused. What we
know of the social and environmental conditions from the time supports the
possibility that he was the youngest son of a fairly large family. Exactly how
large, it is impossible to say. Social factors at work in the tradition have probably led to some who were not Davids blood relatives being described as such.
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"Who Knows How to Play"
According to i Sam. 16:14—23, David's musical talent is what first brought
him to Saul's attention. It is ironic that David of all people should be Saul's
comforter, since he is really the source of Saul's distress. Though Saul does
not yet know it, David is his chosen replacement. As the story in i Samuel
unfolds, Saul grows increasingly unstable and insanely jealous of David.
This portrait of Saul is historically very dubious. The writer is obviously
building a contrast between Saul and David and promoting the latter at the
expense of the former. We have already seen how later tradition enhanced
and exaggerated David's reputation as a psalmist by attributing both the
temple music and most of the book of Psalms to him. Nevertheless, his
musical ability may have a foundation in history, particularly if we understand its function.
Saul did not want music for entertainment. In the ancient world, music
served more of a religious and magical function. It played an important
role in the temple worship, as we have seen. It was also used to induce
prophetic trances. Saul began prophesying when he met a band of prophets
carrying musical instruments (i Sam. 10:5—6, 10). Similarly, the prophet
Elisha called for a musician and then prophesied while he played (2 Kings
3:15). David's strumming on the lyre was meant to relieve Saul from the tortures of the evil spirit sent from Yahweh. But this was not just because of
its soothing sound. Music was believed to possess magical powers to keep
away or exorcise demons and evil spirits. David was a magician as much as
a musician.
Once this function of the musician is understood, it casts a different
light on David's initial presentation to Saul as a musician. Saul would have
wanted a musician as a regular and necessary part of his entourage to ward
off evil spirits and bring good fortune. The writers behind the biblical
story, however, exploited this information against Saul and on behalf of
David. They portrayed Saul as a man driven out of control by an evil spirit.
This may have been an ancient way of referring to mental disease. Saul is
certainly seen as irrational. Only David's music can calm him; and even it
does not always work. David's playing, on the other hand, gave rise to the
tradition that he was a psalmist and the one who arranged the temple
music. Note, though, diat this passage does not tout David's abilities as a
singer or poet, but only as one who plays (literally "strums") the lyre.
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We have no idea how the lyre (Hebrew kinn<r) sounded, but we do know
what it looked like. None has ever been found in Palestine, but there are
examples from other countries. There is also a particularly nice drawing of
one on a seal from Jerusalem (Fig. 8 ). The lyre typically consisted of a rectangular sound box and two unequal arms with a bar between them from
which three to twelve strings were stretched. It was small enough to be cradled in one arm while the other hand strummed it. Lyres were expensive to
make and were used mainly by the aristocracy. This does not fit well with
the image of a poor shepherd. But it does agree with the other descriptive
terms used for David in i Sam. 16:18, especially the next one.

"A Nobleman"
The literal meaning of this Hebrew expression is "a powerful man." Some
English translations take it in a military sense: "a man of valor" (NRSV).
But it is better understood here as a reference to social standing,
for two
O
reasons. First, virtually the same expression is used of Saul's father, Kish,
and the NRSV translates it, "a man of wealth" (i Sam. 9:1). Kish was a
"business man" rather than a military figure. Second, the next item in the
description of David calls him "a man of war." But this would be redundant if David's military ability had already been mentioned.
The attribution of wealth and status to David's family background
again contrasts with the common portrait of him as a humble shepherd.
But it provides another explanation for his being known as a shepherd. In
ancient Israel there was no system of currency or banking. Wealth was measured in land and livestock. As a "powerful man," Jesse would have owned
many sheep. David could have been a shepherd, not in the sense of the lone
and lowly herdsman, but in the sense of an owner or "sheep rancher."
Indeed,' Mesha,* the same king
of Moab whose stele was discussed earlier,
O
was a "sheep breeder" (2 Kings 3:4). However, this does not change the fact
that the Bible's image of David as a shepherd was probably drawn from the
metaphor for a king.
David's upper-class background fits with the clues we have seen that
Jesse was a respected nobleman in Bethlehem and one of the city's elders.
This background would have been an important item in the recommendation to Saul. It identified him as a young man of good upbringing. He was
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of the same social class as Saul and would know how to behave in the royal
household. It would also have helped David in his later negotiations with
the elders of Israel and Judah concerning the leadership of both peoples.
In both cases he was dealing with people of his own social level. His social
class did not pose
a barrier to his beingO considered a king,
as it might
have
1
O
O
if he had arisen from an inferior stratum of society. The judge Jephthah,
for example, was driven out of his clan, despite his leadership qualities,
because of his low social status (Judg. 11:1—3).
Davids status as a noble is also supported by the book of Ruth. Its main
characters, Ruth and Boaz, are identified as David's great-grandparents.
Boaz was a wealthy landowner, who is described in Ruth with basically the
same phrase as the one that we are now considering for David: "a prominent rich man" (NRSV). The genealogy connecting David with Boaz and
Ruth may have been tacked on to their story, but it is essentially the same
as the one given for David in Chronicles. Assuming it is genuine, it gives
important information about David s family background.
David's Genealogy (Ruth 4:18—22 and 1 Chron. 2:4—13)

Judah
Perez
Hezron
Ram
Amminadab
Nahshon
Salma or Salmon
Boaz
Obed
Jesse
David
Both Ruth and Chronicles list women in Davids ancestry. This is
unusual, since lineage was typically traced through males. Comparable
genealogies
in the Bible do not mention any
women. What makes these
O
O
J
lists for David even more remarkable is that the women they mention were
not Israelites. Ruth was from Moab; Tamar (mentioned in i Chron. 2:4)
was Canaanite. The Gospel of Matthew (i: 5) names a third woman among
Davids ancestors, Rahab, also a Canaanite.
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The stories about these women in the Bible are not of the sort that one
expects to find for the line of Israel's most renowned king. Tamar seduced
her father-in-law, Judah, and bore his twin sons. Rahab was a prostitute by
profession. Ruth "uncovered the feet" of Boaz before they were married—
an idiom for exposing (at least) the genitals. But these women also displayed other, extraordinary qualities. Tamar was more righteous than Judah
by his own admission (Gen. 38:26). Ruth exemplified loyalty, and Rahab
faith. All three were courageous, resourceful, and independent. The preservation of their stories as part of David's background may reflect an effort
to counter the narrow nationalism of some Jews at a later period. But
David's Canaanite heritage could well be historical, and his connection
with the Moabites may be too. If so, Israel's greatest king was not of pure
Israelite stock!

"A Warrior"
Literally, "a man of war," this item refers to someone with considerable
experience and success on the battlefield. It therefore contrasts markedly
with the stories that portray David as a shepherd boy with no military
7 before the battle with Goliath he is so unaccustrainingo or experience;
r
tomed to a soldier's armor that when he tries it on for the first time he cannot move (17:38—39).
First Samuel 16:18 does not explain how David acquired his expertise as a
warrior. It only lists this as one of the attributes he brought with him to
Saul's court. The statement goes together with the notice that Saul took into
his service every warrior or valiant man he saw (14:52). But archaeology provides a clue about this aspect of David's life and career. As we have mentioned, the evidence shows that there was a population increase in the central
highlands a little before 1000 B.C.E. This had a devastating impact on the natural resources of the area and consequently on the livelihood of its inhabitants. There were more people and less fertile land to support them. A new
social class of landless people emerged. Some of them attached themselves to
existing institutions as mercenaries, priests, or "squires" to the wealthy. Others lived as outlaws in competition with the established institutions.9
David became a member of this class. For part of his career, according
to the biblical stories, he was attached to Saul as a musician and squire.
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Later he was a mercenary pursued by Saul and employed by the Philistines.
He became the commander of a small army of persons who were discontent with or refugees from structured society (i Sam. 22:2). We have seen
that David's place as the youngest son may have been a factor that drove
him into this new social class. As each of Davids brothers married and
fathered his own children, more demand was placed on Jesse's estate. By the
time David came of marriageable age, there was not enough land available
to sustain him with a family of his own. Thus, despite his noble and
affluent origins, David referred to himself as a poor man who could not
afford the bride price for the king's daughter (i Sam. 18:23).
Away from the prosperity of his family, David learned to live by his wits
and his arms. His skill as a warrior was the single most important attribute
in his rise to power. He quickly became Saul's armor bearer (i Sam. 16:21).
His later success in the army, first as a soldier and then as a commander,
eventually brought him into conflict with Saul himself. He gathered a band
of outlaws around him and became their chief in direct rivalry to Saul.
They lived on what they could plunder and hired themselves out to the
Philistines as mercenaries. When David became king,
he continued his milo
itary triumphs. He consolidated Israel and Judah into a nation and held
them together by strength of arms. He even subjugated surrounding clans
and built a small empire in Palestine and its immediate environs. Thus,
Davids skill as a warrior is a key ingredient in the Bibles description and
probably in the career of the historical person as well.

"Eloquent"
There are several dimensions to this expression. Literally it means "clever
of word." It indicates David's familiarity with proper protocol among the
upper class. It also suggests his shrewdness and intelligence as well as his
facility with words. The speeches attributed to David play an important
role in the effort to justify his actions and present him favorably. They portray him as remarkably pious and faithful, as in his reply to Goliath:
You come to me with sword and spear and javelin; but I come to you in the
name of Yahweh of hosts, the God of the ranks of Israel, whom you have
defied. This very day Yahweh will deliver you into my hand, and I will strike
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you down and cut off your head; and I will give the corpses of the Philistine
army this very day to the birds of the air and the wild animals of the earth,
so that all the earth may know that there is a God in Israel and that all this
assembly may know that Yahweh does not save by sword and spear; for the
battle is Yahweh's and he will give you into our hand, (i Sam. 17:45—47)

David's confidence is not in his own expertise but in Yahweh. And the reason he can be so confident is that the Philistine has openly defied Yahweh.
In other speeches, David's piety is mingled with humility and respect
toward Saul, even though Saul is seeking his life. There is no trace of any
political ambition on David's part. On two occasions the tables are turned,
and David has an opportunity to kill Saul (i Samuel 24; 26). But he refuses,
saying that he cannot extend his hand against "Yahweh's anointed" (24:6;
26:9—11). He then confronts Saul with proof that he spared the king's life
out of loyalty. He addresses Saul respectfully as "my lord" and "my father."
At rpoints he is even more self-effacing:
whom has the kingo of
o "Against
o
Israel marched out? Whom do you pursue?—a dead dog, a single flea!"
(24:14). The dog metaphor is common in royal settings in the ancient
Middle East10 and again attests David's nobility as well as his eloquence.
Other features of this speech are intended to show David's cleverness in
speech. He does not blame Saul directly but deflects the blame to nameless
others: "Why do you listen to the words of those who say 'David seeks to
do you harm?'" (24:9). He levels a curse not at Saul, but at those people
who have moved Saul against him. The reason for the curse is that they
have driven him away from Yahweh:
If Yahweh has incited you against me, let him accept an offering, but if mortals, let them be cursed before Yahweh, because they have driven me out today
from sharing in Yahweh's heritage, saying, "Go serve other gods." (26:19)

At the same time, the speech may have a subtle edge to it. David's question
is ambiguous: if Saul thinks he is pursuing a mere flea, he is mistaken. The
flea is quick and hard to catch, and its pursuer soon becomes its victim; the
flea bites.11
David's dealings
with the Philistines in i Samuel also illustrate his clevo
erness. Here,' he is more devious,' though
no less admirable as far as an
O
Israelite reader would be concerned. In his dealings
with the Philistine
O
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King Achish, David and his men raid settlements and bring the plunder to
Achish (i Samuel 27). But they lie to the king and tell him that the plunder
was taken from clans in Israel or Judah. The text makes it clear that David
did not actually attack any settlements of Israel or Judah but only told
Achish this to deceive him. And Achish falls for it. He comes to trust
David implicitly, m the belief that he had betrayed his own people. Thus,
when war erupts between Israel and the Philistines, Achish expects David
and his men to fight on the side of the Philistines: "You and your men
must march out to battle with me" (28:1). Davids reply is duplicitous:
"Then you will learn what your servant does." What David does, of course,
is to feign loyalty to Achish and the Philistines. So his invitation to Achish
masks a threat, clear to the reader but not to Achish. In the heat of battle,
David will turn against the Philistines.
Fortunately for Achish, the other Philistine leaders know David only
through his reputation as a killer of Philistines. They do not share Achish s
enthusiasrn for having David join them in war. They demand instead that
he dismiss David and his mercenaries. David responds with genuine disappointment and reaffirms his desire to "fight against the enemies of my lord
the king" (29:8). But it is Saul, not Achish, who is David's true lord and
king. The real enemies against whom David wishes to fight are Achish and
the Philistines.
These speeches obviously fit the pro-Davidic purpose behind 1—2
Samuel. They do not tell much about the historical figure. But Davids
"cleverness of speech" hints at his personal charm and political savvy,
which may well have been qualities of the historical man. In 1—2 Samuel,
Davids success at attracting leading people to his side is phenomenal. In
the beginning, Saul himself is quite taken with David and "loved him
greatly" (i Sam. 16:21). The same is true of Saul's children, Jonathan
(i Sam. 18:1; 19:1) and Michal (18:20). Both of them help David flee from
their father after Saul's own affection turns to rage. David acquires the support of the leading citizens in the kingdom, such as the priests and
prophets. And of course he is very popular with the people at large.
One must take these reports with the proverbial grain of salt, because
they reflect the writer's desire to elevate David and alienate Saul. Nevertheless, Davids popularity is realistic, and there is no reason to believe that the
royal family was immune to his charm. Even aside from these stories, the
portrait of David remains that of a skillful politician and a persuasive
C?

O

i
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diplomat. He gathered followers in part with promises of rewards for their
service. This is implied in a speech by Saul to his own men: "Will the son
of Jesse give any of you fields and vineyards? Will he make any of you commanders of thousands or commanders of hundreds?" (i Sam. 22:7).
Before Saul was dead, David began moving toward the throne of Judah,
courting the elders with gifts from his conquests: "Here is a present for
you from the plunder of the enemies of Yahweh" (i Sam. 30:26). As king
of Judah, he set his sights on the crown of Israel. His diplomatic skills are
apparent in his letter to the citizens of Jabesh—Gilead, strong supporters
of Saul:
May you be blessed by Yahweh because you showed this loyalty to Saul your
lord and buried him. Now may Yahweh treat you loyally and faithfully. I
also will reward you because you have done this thing. Now, let your hands
be strong, and you be valiant, for your lord Saul is dead, and the house of
Judah has anointed me king over them (2 Sam. 2:5—7).

David congratulates the people of Jabesh for their loyalty to Saul and subtly invites them now to cast their support behind him. For the people of
Jabesh this would mean turning against Saul's heir and successor. But David
suggests that their debt to Saul has been paid, and now that he is dead they
owe nothing to his son.
David consolidated and enlarged his domain not only by military means
but also through treaties with the surrounding peoples. He negotiated at least
some of these treaties before he was crowned king,
cr when, as a rising
o chieftain
vying for power, he needed the help of other rulers. They were happy to lend
aid to a known rival of their enemy, Saul. Later, as king, David was able to
renegotiate the treaties from a position of greater strength. His political and
diplomatic skill as much as his military strength brought him the kingdom
and held it together while he worked to build an empire.

"A Handsome Man"
This designation for David, literally a "man of form," tells us very little
about his actual appearance. It may simply be a literary motif for a king.
Saul was also said to be handsome—strikingly so: "[Kish] had a son
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named Saul, a handsome young man. No one among the sons of Israel was
more handsome than he. He stood head and shoulders above all the people" (i Sam. 9:2).
Saul looked like a king should look. So did Davids oldest brother,
Eliab. At least Samuel thought so: "Surely," he thought, "Yahweh's
anointed stands before him!" (i Sam. 16:6). But Yahweh rebukes Samuel:
"Do not regard his appearance or his stature, for I have rejected him. For
God does not see as humans see. Humans see the face, but God sees the
heart" (i Sam. 16:7). The obvious point of this verse is to contrast David
with Saul. Still, it raises the question of David's physical appearance by
hinting that outwardly he did not seem very kingly.
So what did David look like? In the absence of a detailed description, we
can only make guesses from a few hints in the stories. First, the contrast
between Saul and David suggests that David was short. Saul stood "head and
shoulders" above everyone in Israel. David's brother must also have been tall
because Samuel was told not to look on his stature. David was the youngest
or "smallest" (the same word in Hebrew can have both meanings) of the
brothers. The contrast is even more exaggerated when he faces Goliath.
The writer obviously has a special interest in stressing the contrasts
between David and Saul. However, David's small stature also is suggested
in
o&
other stories where this interest does not seem to be in focus. On one occasion, David's wife, Michal, fools Saul's messengers by placing a household
idol in bed under the covers and telling them that David is ill (i Sam.
19:16). In order for Michal's ruse to work the idol would have to be about
the same size as David. In a story in Genesis, Rachel is able to hide more
than one of these idols (same Hebrew word) under the saddle of her camel
(Gen. 31:19, 30, 34—35). Surely the idol in the David story was not this
small. But it was probably not life-size if Michal was easily able to move it
about. It may have been able to serve as a convincing substitute for David
precisely because he was a small man.
To complete the ruse deceiving her father's guards, Michal placed a tangle of goat's hair at the head of the idol in the bed (i Sam. 19:13). The
clump of goat's hair would have to resemble David's own hair for the trick
to work. This suggests that his hair was thick and wild, and probably curly.
There are other hints at the color of David's hair and his complexion.
When Samuel first saw David "he was ruddy and attractive, handsome to
the eye and of good appearance" (i Sam. 16:12).I2 Similarly, against Goliath
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(17:42) he is described as "ruddy and handsome in appearance," The word
"ruddy" in Hebrew, as in English, means "reddish" as for Esau in Gen.
25:24: "The first came out reddish all over."
Obviously, this is all quite speculative. But to the extent that the Bible
says anything about his physical appearance, we may imagine David as a
short man with a ruddy complexion and thick, reddish-brown, uncontrollable hair. That is the way he will appear in my portrait.

"Yahwel is with him"
In the mouth of the servant who recommended David to Saul this expression may have meant nothing more than that he was successful or had
promise. He might have been saying that David was lucky and "fortune
smiled on him." This would have been important for a musician whose
playing was supposed to bring fortune and drive out evil spirits. But in 1—2
Samuel, the statement takes on theological significance. Together with
David's trust in Yahweh, it forms the overriding message of these books.
In Samuel, David is the "man after God's own heart," chosen by Yahweh
to replace Saul as king. Yahweh defeated the lion, the bear, and the Philistine by David's hand (17:34—37), and gave him victory over all his enemies
(18:13, 16). Saul feared David because Yahweh was with him (18:12, 15).
Saul's plots against David all backfired. David became increasingly successful and popular. Yahweh's prophets and priests helped protect David and
guide him away from Saul (i Samuel 19; 21—22). When Saul had David
trapped (23:24—28) he was "providentially" forced to withdraw at the last
minute. Yahweh even gave David opportunities, which he piously declined,
to kill Saul (i Samuel 24; 26). After Saul died, Yahweh led the new king to
victory over the Philistines (2 Sam. 5:19—20, 23—25) and wherever he went
(2 Sam. 8:14). Yahweh promised him a continuing dynasty (2 Samuel 7).
Even in his troubles, Yahweh did not abandon David but restored him to
the throne, according to his hopes (2 Sam. 15:25; cf. 16:12).
David's attitude toward Yahweh, in turn, is consistently depicted as one of
trust and obedience. In flight from Saul he constantly divined the will of
Yahweh. He refused to kill "Yahweh's anointed" (i Sam. 24:6, 10; 26:9). He
complained that Saul had forced him to leave Yahweh's land and tempted
him to worship other gods (26:19). In time of crisis, David "strengthened
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himself in Yahweh his God" (i Sam. 30:6). He divided the spoil equally
among his men because it came to them from Yahweh (i Sam. 30:23—25).
Yahweh guided David to Hebron where he was made king (2 Sam. 2: i). King
David then brought the ark up to Jerusalem (2 Samuel 6) and desired to
build the temple (2 Sam. 7:2). In flight from Absalom, he was concerned for
the ark (2 Sam. 16:24—29). Even in suffering, he saw himself as being in Yahweh s hands (2 Sam. 15:25—26). His execution of Saul's descendants was a
pious act, which he was forced to carry out in order to remove bloodguilt
from Israel (2 Samuel 21). In another act of piety (2 Sam. 24:18—25), he erected
an altar and sacrificed to Yahweh in order to turn a plague away from Jerusalem.
He insisted on buying the property and the animals for the sacrifice, refusing to
offer to Yahweh what had cost him nothing. Finally, on his deathbed in
i Kings 2:1—4, David charged Solomon to follow his example of righteous
obedience to the word of Yahweh. As the psalm in 2 Samuel 22 neatly puts
it: "Yahweh rewarded me according to my righteousness" (vv. 21, 25).
Yahweh's presence with David, of course, is not verifiable, historical
reality. A historian might affirm that David had remarkable success in his
military and political endeavors but would attribute it to other factors such
as Davids tactical military skill and political astuteness. Neither can
Davids faith and piety be verified historically. The Bible clearly exaggerates
them in its glorified image of David. But, it is safe to assume that he was
religious according to the standards of his day. Like other ancient Middle
Eastern kings, he would have guarded sacred objects and sites carefully to
avoid divine wrath. He would have practiced divination through priests and
prophets to determine the will of Yahweh in various circumstances. He
would have wanted to build a temple to Yahweh both as a sign of his devotion and as a perpetual testament that God was on his side. David no
doubt saw himself as a faithful servant of Yahweh who was rewarding him
in kind. As we survey the events of his life in the following chapters and try
to uncover the true motives for his actions, it will be important to judge
him by the religious ideals of his day, not ours.

Summary

Our biographical portrait of David's background and early life, then, is
built around the description in i Sam. 16:18. Physically, we envision him as
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a short man, redheaded and fair complected. He came from a prominent,
upper-class family. David may have spent time as a boy tending some of his
fathers many sheep. But that is not the origin of the Bibles image of him
as a shepherd. That image reflects a common metaphor for rulers and
alludes to Davids future as king.
David was forced by economic pressures on his family to make his own
way in life and developed a variety of skills. He may originally have
attached himself to Saul's household as a musician. It was a common
superstition of the day that music could ward off the constant threat of
evil spirits. However, i Sam. 16:18 says he was already a formidable warrior.
So his main reason for joining Saul may have been military service. Once
there, he quickly became Saul's armor bearer. This was just the first step in
an accelerated military career. David already displayed a keen political sense
and shrewd diplomatic and negotiating skills. These qualities guaranteed
that he would advance quickly.
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Who Killed Whom?
The Goliath Story and David's Career
as a Soldier in Saul's Army

Valiant—the word and up he rose—
The fight—he triumph'd o'er the foes,
Whom God's just laws abhor,
And arm'd in ogallant faith he took
Against the boaster, from the brook,
The weapons of the war.
—Christopher Smart, "A Song to David"

And now the youth the forceful pebble flung,
Philistia trembled as it whizz'd along:
In his dread forehead, where die helmet ends,
Just o'er the brows the well-aim'd stone descends,
It pierc'd the skull, and shatter'd all the brain,
Prone on his face he tumbled to the plain:
Goliath's fall no smaller terror yields
Than riving thunders in aerial fields:
The soul still ling'red in its lov'd abode,
Till conq'ring David o'er the giant strode:
Goliath's sword then laid its master dead,
And from the body hew'd the ghastly head;
The blood in gushing torrents drench'd the plains,
The soul found passage through trie spouting veins.
—Phillis Wheatley, "Goliath of Gath"
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Frankly, the way I saw it, Goliath didn't stand a chance.
—Joseph Heller, Cod Knows

David and Goliath
JUSt before halftime during the broadcast of Superbowl XXIX
in 1995, an adolescent with shoulder-length hair and a simple white smock
appeared on the TV screen. A leather sling dangled from his left hand and
he was leaning on a shepherds crook. Facing him was a line of burly men
with thick beards, clad in bronze armor with crested helmets and clutching
swords and spears. The men were all mocking and ridiculing the boy. The
tallest among them began to threaten him.
Unshaken, the boy silently and deliberately loaded a stone in the pocket
of his sling and started whirling it overhead. The camera focused in on the
sling; the picture blurred with its increasing speed. Suddenly, the sling
stopped, and the camera shifted to the giants stunned face, the stone now
embedded in his forehead. The giant fell forward to the ground, and the
boy knelt to retrieve the stone. He looked at it and smiled approvingly,
then held it up to reveal the logo of a famous sporting goods manufacturer.
The advertisers never mentioned the names of the characters. They didn't
need to. Whether you have read the Bible or not, you know the story. It is
the quintessential triumph of the underdog. But is it historical? That is a
difficult question to answer. As we shall see, the biblical story holds quite a
few surprises for the careful reader. All of them have a bearing on the
story's historical credibility.

Two Stories in One
We have already noted several contradictions between the Goliath story
and the description of David's arrival at court in i Sam. 16:14—23. In the
latter, David is a warrior and Saul's beloved armor bearer. But in the
Goliath story, he is a young shepherd boy carrying food and messages back
and forth between his father at home and his brothers in the army. He has
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no battle experience and has never worn armor. Saul does not even know
him and asks Abner, "Whose son is this?" (17:55), a Hebrew idiom for
"Who is this?" Yet, Saul had earlier sent a messenger to Jesse (16:22),
showing that he knew all about David and his home. These contradictions
exist because the story of David and Goliath was an independent tale that
Dtr inserted into the History of David's Rise, even though the two documents did not entirely agree.
Dtr s version of the Goliath story was much shorter than the one now in
the Bible, however. The story as it now stands in the Hebrew Bible (known
as the Masoretic text) is a combination of different versions. The ancient
Greek translation of the Hebrew Bible known as the Septuagint (LXX)
preserves the original version of the story, which included only verses i— n,
32—49, 51— 54.1 Stories of this nature tend to grow over time, and that is
what has happened here. The other verses (12—31, 50, 55—58) were added to
the Hebrew text sometime after the LXX translation was produced (ca.
200 B.C. E.). These additions increase the legendary flavor of the story. This
situation spills over into chapter 18, where vv. 1—5, 10— n, 17—19, zgb— 30 are
additional, that is, absent from the LXX but included in the Hebrew Bible.
The Older Version of the David and Goliath Story (Preserved in the LXX)

1The Philistines gathered their camps for war and assembled themselves at

i
Socoh, which belongs to Judah. They camped between Socoh and Azekah at

Ephes-dammim. 2Saul and the men of Israel had gathered together and
camped in Terebinth Valley; they prepared to meet the Philistines in battle.
3

The Philistines stood on the hill on one side and Israel stood on the oppo-

site hill with the valley between them. 4A representative [exact meaning
uncertain] emerged from the Philistine camps. Goliath was his name, from
Gath. He was six cubits and a span tall. 5A bronze helmet was on his head
and he wore plated body armor, which weighed 5000 bronze shekels.
6

Bronze greaves were on his legs and a bronze scimitar hung between his

shoulders. 7The shaft of his spear was like the rod on a weavers' loom; its
blade weighed 600 iron shekels. And a shield carrier walked in front of him.
8

He stood and called out to the ranks of Israel saying to them, "Why do

you come out in battle array? I am a Philistine, am I not? And you are Saul's
servants, are you not? Choose for yourselves a man to come down to me. 9If
he prevails fighting with me and kills me, we will be your slaves. But if I pre-
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vail against him and kill him, then you will be our slaves and will serve us."
IO

The Philistine continued, "I defy the ranks of Israel today, give me a man

and let us fight together." n When Saul and all Israel heard these words of
the Philistine they were dismayed and terrified. 32But David said to Saul,
"Don't be disheartened, my lord. I, your servant, will go and fight with this
Philistine."

33

But Saul said to David, "You can't go to fight against this

Philistine! You are a youth and he has been a warrior since his youth."
34

David answered Saul, "Your servant was a shepherd among the sheep, and

whenever a lion or bear would come and take a sheep from the flock,

3S

I

would go out after it, knock it down, and save the sheep from its mouth. Then
if it attacked me I would ograb its beard,' strike it down,' and kill it. 36Your servant has killed both lions and bears, and this uncircumcized Philistine will be
like one of them because he has defied the ranks of the living God. 37Yahweh,
who saved me from both lion and bear will save me from this Philistine." So
Saul said to David, "Go. Yahweh will be with you."
in a uniform with a bronze helmet on his head

39

Saul then dressed David
and Saul's own sword on

top of the uniform. After David tried a time or two to walk, he said to Saul,
"I can't walk in these because I'm not used to them." So they took them off
of him. 40Then [David] took his stick in his hand and choosing five smooth
stones from the wadi, he put them into the pouch (his shepherd's bag), and
with his sling in his hand he approached the Philistine.

41-

The Philistine

drew closer and closer to David, his shield carrier in front of him.

42

When

the Philistine looked closely and saw David, he disdained him because he
was a youth. 43The Philistine said to David, "Am I a dog that you come to
me with a stick?" And the Philistine cursed David by his gods. 44Then the
Philistine said to David, "Come to me so I can give your flesh to the birds
of the sky and the beasts of the field." 45David replied to the Philistine,
"You come against me with sword, spear, and scimitar, but I come against
you in the name of Yahweh of hosts, the God of the ranks of Israel, whom
you have defied.

46

Yahweh will hand you over to me today. I will kill you,

cut off your head, and leave your corpse and the corpses of the Philistine
camp for the birds of the sky and the beasts of the field. Then all the earth
will know that Israel has a God, 47and all those gathered here will know that
it is not by sword or spear that Yahweh gives victory. Rather, the battle
belongs to Yahweh, and he will hand you over to us." 48Then as the Philistine approached David, David also ran quickly toward the battle line to
meet the Philistine.

49

David reached into the bag, took out a stone, and

slungo it, hittingo the Philistine in the forehead. The stone sank into his fore-
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head, and he fell face forward to the ground. 51Then David ran and stood
over the Philistine. Unsheathing his sword, he killed him, cutting off his
head with it. When the Philistines saw that their champion was dead, they
fled. 52Then the men of Israel and Judah arose with a shout and pursued the
Philistines as far as Gath and the gates of Ekron. The Philistine wounded
fell along the Shaarim road all the way to Gath and Ekron. 53When the
Israelites returned from pursuing the Philistines they plundered their
camps. And David took the Philistine's head and brought it to Jerusalem,
but he put his weapons in his own tent.
The additions to chapter 17 (vv. 12—31, 50, 55—58) are sometimes in tension
with the original story. For example, v. 51 says that after David had injured the
Philistine with the sling, he finished him off by beheading him with his own
sword. But v. 50 disagrees. According to it, David killed the giant with the
sling, and there was no sword in his hand. As the Hebrew (Masoretic) text
now reads, therefore, David kills Goliath twice—once with the sling stone
and then again with a sword. In the original version, therefore, David
O

O

beheaded his enemy. The difference between these two verses is reinforced by
Psalm 151, the LXX's addition to the book of Psalms. It says that David
beheaded Goliath with his own sword, and it does not even mention his
famous sling! Its author was familiar with the version of the story in the
LXX but not with the secondary additions to it in the Masoretic text.
As mentioned, the additions enhanced the legendary nature of the
Goliath story. The main section of the addition, verses 12—31, emphasizes
David's youth and inexperience. He is a mere boy running errands between
his father and brothers. He gets excited at the prospect of witnessing a battle. His youthful faith is offended at the giants defiance of Yahweh, so he
volunteers to serve as Israel's champion. He goes in the name of Yahweh,
the God of Israel. It is the legendary aspects of the story that have made it
so popular over the centuries. And its popularity in turn caused the legend
to grow. David became younger and more inexperienced. His faith and the
size of the giant increased proportionately.

Not~So~Gigantic Goliath
It turns out on closer inspection of the text that Goliath was not all that
big. According to the Masoretic text he stood six cubits and a span (v. 4).
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A cubit was about eighteen inches and a span about six, making the Philistine an impressive nine and a half feet tall! But there is textual evidence that
this unrealistic figure is inflated. The LXX and a Dead Sea Scroll fragment
of Samuel (4QSama) for this verse read "four cubits and a span." This
would put Goliath's height at about six and a half feet—still tall but
hardly extraordinary by today's standards. He would be just tall enough to
play guard or maybe small forward in the NBA.' Since the tendency in a
story like this is always toward exaggeration, the smaller number must be
considered more original. Besides, the word "six" in Hebrew occurs just a
few lines later (v. 7). It could have come into v. 4 by accident if a copyist's
eye unintentionally skipped ahead. A man six and a half feet tall might
have been considered a giant in David's day, when people were generally
shorter than today, without being out of the realm of possibility.
It used to be thought that the description of Goliath (vv. 5—7) genuinely reflected Philistine armor and weaponry of the time.2 His arms were
compared to those of the Greeks and other inhabitants of the western
Mediterranean where the Philistines came from.3 The practice of individual combat was also taken to be Philistine and compared with the fight of
Hector and Achilles in the Iliad.4 It is now recognized, however, that
Goliath is accoutered with a sampling of weapons from different parts of
the ancient Middle East at a later date.5 They do not match the depictions
of Philistine warriors in Egyptian reliefs, who are shown wearing feathered
headdresses rather than bronze helmets and do not have the body armor or
greaves (shin guards) of Goliath (Fig. 9). There never was a soldier
equipped quite like Goliath. His outfit is drawn from the writer's knowledge of different kinds of weaponry in his (the writer's) day. Its function in
the story is literary rather than historical. It serves to impress upon the
reader the fearsomeness and apparent invincibility of the Philistine in contrast to David, whose principal armor and weapon is his faith. Thus, the
writer stresses not only the diversity of the giant's armor but also its
weight. His coat of mail weighs more than 125 pounds, and his iron spear
tip more than 15. The humorous interlude where David tries on Saul's
armor and cannot move (17:38—39) reinforces the contrast between him
and the giant.
Two pieces of Goliath's armor deserve special attention. The first is his
spear. The Bible says it was "like a weaver's beam" (17:7). Some have suggested that this was an Aegean-style javelin.6 Such javelins had a loop or
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thong in the middle to increase leverage and therefore hurling distance. It
was this loop that supposedly made Goliath's spear "like a weaver's beam."
But weaver's shuttles have many more than one loop. The reason for the
comparison of Goliath's spear to a weaver's beam seems to be size, especially considering the next statement about the weight of its tip. Six hundred shekels of bronze is conservatively estimated to be about fifteen
pounds, which indicates that the weapon was not intended for hurling.
The second interesting item is Goliath's helmet. How could Davids stone
have hit him in the forehead if he was wearingc> a helmet? The LXX translation
reflects an awareness of this difficulty. After it tells how the stone sank into the
Philistine's forehead, the LXX adds, "through the helmet" (v. 49). One modern scholar who was also bothered by this question made the unique suggestion that the stone actually hit the Philistine in the knee where his leg guards
or greaves left a space for bending. The stone disabled him long enough for
David to come and decapitate him. The suggestion is supported by the similarity between the Hebrew words for "forehead" (mesah) and "greaves"
(mishah).7 Although clever, this explanation seems a little far-fetched.
There is another, simpler solution that also has to do with the nature of
the equipment. The copyist or translator responsible for adding the
explanatory phrase in the LXX was probably thinking of the Greek helmets of his day with their nose guards. But the helmet that the writer of
i Samuel 17 had in mind was more likely a conical helmet like those worn
by the Assyrians (Fig. 10). This kind of helmet has no nose guard; it leaves
an open space at the top of the nose, between the eyes. It was that spot that
the writer had in mind as the target of David's stone.
The motif of individual combat also serves a literary purpose. Goliath is so
intimidating that the entire Israelite army stands in awe of him. Only David,
moved by righteous indignation and faith, steps forward. The Philistine's
defiance of Israel provides an opportunity for David to distinguish himself from
the rest of his countrymen. From here on he will be the focus of the narrative.
O

A Case of Mistaken Identity
"Then there was another battle with the Philistines at Gob; and Elhanan
son of Jaareoregim, the Bethlehemite, killed Goliath the Gittite, the shaft
of whose spear was like a weaver's beam" (2 Sam. 21:19, NRSV).
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AccordingO to this verse, it was not David who killed Goliath but a man
named Elhanan from Bethlehem! There have, of course, been attempts to
explain away the contradiction between this verse and i Samuel 17. Some
have suggested that there was more than one large Philistine warrior from
Gath (= "the Gittite") named Goliath. But this is improbable given that
the same description of the shaft of his spear occurs in both cases.
Another explanation is that Elhanan was Davids real name. However, other
than the fact that they are both from Bethlehem, there is no connection
between them in the Bible.
The biblical writers themselves felt uneasy about the contradiction. The
Chronicles parallel to this verse reads: "Again there was war with the
Philistines; and Elhanan, son of Jair, killed Lahmi, the brother of Goliath
the Gittite, the shaft of whose spear was like a weavers beam" (i Chron.
20:5, NRSV). According to this verse, Elhanan killed not Goliath but his
brother, Lahmi. The name Lahmi is actually the second part of the word
"Bethlehemite" (Hebrew: leth~lahmi). The Chroniclers solution to the contradiction, therefore, was to invent a brother for Goliath. He then made up
a name for him out of the word "Bethlehemite" from 2 Sam. 19:21.
The reason the contradiction exists in the first place is that some of the
details from the notice of Elhanan's victory have been appropriated into the
more famous tale of David's victory. In addition to the description of the
spear being like a weavers beam, the name "Goliath" itself is one of those
details. It is not Hebrew but a genuine Philistine name. But it is not original
to the story in i Samuel 17. It occurs only twice in the entire chapter (vv. 4
and 23). Most of the time, the text refers to Davids enemy simply as "the
Philistine." It is original to the mention of Elhanan and not to the story of
David. Thus, David did not kill Goliath! The oldest version of the story
does not preserve the name of the giant Philistine whom David vanquished.

A Historical Kernel
The conflation of two versions of the story, the magnification of Goliath's
size, even the identification of his name and weaponry are all the results of
the way in which this tale has become enlarged over time. Nevertheless, the
basic story is quite plausible—especially considering the nature of the
weapons and battle tactics involved. Indeed, the great Israeli general, Moshe
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Dayan, once wrote an article showing how David's victory was a masterpiece of military strategy.8 David had the advantage of mobility. He could
not defeat the Philistine at close quarters in hand-to-hand combat, but he
could elude him indefinitely. Saul's effort to get David to wear armor reflected a clear failure to understand this advantage.
David also had the advantage of being able to strike from a distance.
Missing from the Philistine's arsenal was a bow or other long-range weapon.
Even with his spear, as heavy as it was, he was basically limited to close-range
fighting.
But David had a sling.
Modern readers tend to think of the slingO as
O
O
O
a toy for children, especially in rural settings. But in the ancient Middle East,
the sling was a standard military weapon wielded by entire divisions of
armies (Fig. 20). It could be very effective in war. Sling stones, about the size
of tennis balls and carved out of flint, are a common find at ancient battle
sites. David had no ready sling stones. He used a stick (often misinterpreted
as a shepherd's staff) to rake the ground in search of stones. It was this stick
that the Philistine noticed as David approached, and he taunted him about it:
"Am I a dog that you come to me with a stick?" (v. 43). He did not mention
the sling. This suggests a third advantage of David's weapon—it could be
easily concealed. All of these tactics combined—Davids mobility, his ability
to conceal his weapon and then to attack from a distance—would have given
him somethingO of an advantage
over the Philistine.
O
Does this story, then, have a basis in history? We will probably never
know for certain because over the centuries it has taken on the properties of
a legend, as such stories often do, through exaggeration and accretion. In the
process, it also attracted elements from other, lesser-known stories—
including the name and description of Goliath. Still, many elements of the
story are quite believable. David could well have distinguished himself early
in his career by defeating a formidable Philistine opponent. In any case, the
older version of i Samuel 17' agrees
with 16:18 and the surrounding
context
O
O
in describing the young David as a skillful and clever warrior.

The Conflict Between Saul and David
i Samuel 18—20
According to these chapters, the same victory that brought David such fame
also sparked the controversy with Saul that would lead to open conflict
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between the two of them. Not surprisingly, the narrative places the blame
for the controversy entirely upon Saul. The problem arose when the Israelite
women, emerging from their villages to greet the returning army, chanted,
Saul has slain his thousands
and David his ten thousands (i Sam. 18:7).
Saul was overcome with jealousy.9 The next verse ominously reports that he
watched (literally, "eyed") David suspiciously from then on.
Saul's reactions to David are part of the characterization of him as inept
and unstable. They follow on the heels of the description of him as tormented by an evil spirit from Yahweh (16:14—23). Saul's jealousy, says the
writer in effect, is irrational, even insane; David is completely blameless. He
is, in fact, Saul's most valuable asset, though Saul is blind to this fact. In
short, David succeeded in all that he did, and Saul stood in fear and awe of
him (i Sam. 18:12—16).
The women's victory song has some interesting features. The numbers
"thousands" and "ten thousands" cannot be taken literally. They are standard poetic variants for large numbers. The insult to Saul lies in comparing
him, the king, with one of his servants and even crediting the servant with
greater accomplishments.
Since the numbers are poetic hyperbole, they must be interpreted with
caution. But the women's song suggests that David had slain many more
than one Philistine. This may be because Dtr chose to replace many battles
with the Philistines that David took part in while in Saul's army with the
more legendary and theologically potent tale of his triumph over
"Goliath."10 In any case, though the depiction of Saul as insanely jealous
and David as completely innocent reflects the writer's pro-Davidic bias, the
source of the conflict between the two was likely what the writer portrayed
it to be: Davids military prowess. His success on the battlefield and accompanying popularity at home made tension with Saul inevitable.
Outline of I Samuel 18—2,0 in the Masoretic Text

18:1—5

Jonathan makes a covenant of friendship

18:6—9

with David
Saul's jealousy is aroused at the song of the women
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18:10—ii
18:12—16
18:17—19
18:20—30
~"
19:1—7
19:8—10
19:11—17
19:18—24
20:1—42
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Saul tries twice to pin David to the wall with
his spear
David is a successful and beloved military leader
Saul promises his daughter Merab to David
but reneges
o
David marries Saul's other daughter,
Michal
o
Saul orders his servants to kill David;
Jonathan intercedes
Saul tries again to kill David with a spear
Michal helps David escape
David flees to Samuel at Ramah
David and Jonathan make a covenant of friendship

Saul's suspicion and mistrust moved him to plot against David's life.
These chapters describe a series of plans by Saul to rid himself of David
by more or less secret means. In each case, the plan "backfires" so that
David gains even more power and prestige than he had before. With each
plan Saul's action against David grows more overt. Finally he is forced to
devote himself openly to David's destruction.
This neatly escalating sequence of violence and overtness is obscured by
the present order of episodes in the Masoretic text. This is a continuation
of the same phenomenon seen in chapter 17. Just as the Masoretic text of
the "David and Goliath" story combines different versions, chapter 18 in
the Hebrew text contains a handful of additions that are lacking
o in the
LXX. The principal additions are as follows.
i.

18:1—5 describes an encounter between Saul's son Jonathan and
David immediately after David's victory over "Goliath." These verses
presuppose the passage of an extended period of time, saying that
Saul kept David in his service, that David's military success continued, and that Saul therefore made him commander of the army.
This long interlude breaks the continuity between Davids victory
and the celebration of that victory, which took place "as they were
coming home when David returned from killing the Philistine"
(18:6). The disruptive character of 18:1—5 is another indication,
besides their absence from the LXX, that these verses are not origio
nal here. In addition, the picture of Jonathan in these verses is unre-
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alistic. We read that Jonathan loved David instantly (v. i), that he
made a covenant with him (v. 3), and that he gave him his own
armor, robe, and weapons (v, 4). This gift symbolizes Jonathans
relinquishing his place as crown prince to David.11 The two may
have been friends. But it is hard to believe that Jonathan would give
up his future as king to someone he had just met.
2. 18:10—ii contains another version, besides the one in 19:9—10, of
Saul's attempt to kill David with his spear. The repetition is a sign
that one of the versions is secondary, and comparison with the
LXX confirms that 18:10—n is a later addition.
3. 18:17—19 has Saul offering his older daughter, Merab, to David in
marriage. The episode is similar to 18:20—27 where he gives his
other daughter, Michal, to David. Saul's offer here has often been
related to his promise that the slayer of the Philistine giant would
be given his daughter (17:25). However, this connection is not made
in the text itself; Merab s hand is a reward for future gallantry, not
for past deeds (18:17). In fact, Saul's promise is within one of the
additions to the Masoretic text in chapter 17 not found in the LXX.
4. i8:29b—30 reiterates David's military success especially against the
Philistines (compare 18:14—16). Like the other additions it is repetitive and unnecessary.
Once these later additions are removed, the story line emerges clearly:
1.

Saul first made David a commander of a thousand (18:12—16),
ostensibly as a promotion in reward for heroism. His real motivation, though, was fear. The text expresses it ironically—Saul was
afraid because Yahweh was with David. So Saul "removed him from
his presence" (v. 13). In doing so he hoped also to remove David and
his accomplishments from the national spotlight. But his main hope
was more sinister. As a commander out in the field David might be
killed in battle, thus solving all of Saul's problems. He would be rid
of David forever without having to lift a finger against him. But
Saul's plan backfired. David's military success continued (v. 14), and
his popularity grew until all Israel and Judah loved him (v. 16).
2. The king's second stratagem was only slightly more direct (18:20—293).
Saul offered David the chance to become his son-in-law by marrying
O
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his daughter Michal. His motive was "that she may be a snare for
him and that the hand of the Philistines may be against him." David
expressed interest in the proposal but lamented that he was poor and
could not afford the bride price for the king's daughter (v. 23). This
allowed Saul to lure David into the trap represented by an unwitting
Michal. The only bride price required by the king was a hundred
Philistine foreskins. Once more, Saul was hoping that his foreign
enemies would do his dirty work for him.
But again his plan backfired. David accomplished the mission and
delivered the foreskins. (The Masoretic text reports that David
brought two hundred foreskins—twice the number demanded by
Saul—but the LXX reading of one hundred is the better one.)
David's success compelled Saul to go forward with the marriage to
Michal. This, in turn, brought David back into Saul's presence and
also gave him an indirect claim to the throne. What is more, David's
completion of this task could only have increased his popularity in
Israel. Not only did he kill Israel's enemies, he mutilated them, symbolically making Israelites of them. It was a classic case of adding
insult to injury.
3. Both of Saul's attempts to use the Philistines against David having
backfired, he now acted more directly through his own servants. His
next move is out of sequence in the book of i Samuel. The story
that appears in 19:11—17 takes place on David's wedding night and
should follow directly after the account of the marriage in 18:20—25.
Saul stationed men around the couple's home intending to arrest
David in the morning. But Michal learned of Saul's plan and
warned her new husband (19:11). She then helped him escape by
lowering him from the window of their house. Apparently, the
house was built into the wall of the city (like Rahab's in Josh. 2:15)
so that David was able to leave unobserved.
Michal then deceived her father's messengers, placing a household
idol in David's bed with a tangle of 2°at hair at the head, and telling
them that he was sick. She later told Saul (v. 17) that David had
threatened her if she did not help him. But this was clearly a lie. Her
deception of Saul's messengers with the idol and die goat hair was
her own doing, after David had gone. So it could not have been
motivated by a threat from him. Saul's failure to arrest David on this
O

D

O
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occasion taught him an important and heartbreaking lesson. His
own daughter had demonstrated that her devotion to David was
greater than her loyalty to her father.
4. Not only Michal, but also Jonathan, the crown prince, sided with
David. In his next initiative against David (19:1—7), Saul tried to persuade his servants to kill David (v. i). But Jonathan warned David
and told him to remain hidden until he (Jonathan) could speak with
his father and determine the source of his hostility. This presupposes
that David was already in hiding from Saul and thus this passage
must originally have come after the story of David's flight (19:11—17).
When Jonathan met with Saul he spoke in Davids defense and
eventually persuaded Saul to retract the death warrant. David came
out of hiding, and he and Saul were reconciled (v. 7). It was an
uneasy reconciliation, however, and destined to be short-lived. But it
had an important and enduring result: Jonathan would never again
be privy to his fathers machinations against David, for Saul had
learned where Jonathan's sympathies lay.
5. The brief reconciliation between Saul and David was broken the next
time there was war (19:8—10). As usual, David fought loyally in the
service of his king. But his heroics aroused Saul's envy. Upon returning from the battle, Saul sought comfort in David's lyre from the torments of Yahweh's spirit. But his jealous rage overcame him, and he
tried to kill David with his spear. This episode marks the decisive
break in David's relationship with Saul in i Samuel. Saul had now
made a personal, conspicuous attempt on David's life. His hostility
was out in the open. There was no more need for secretive plots.
6. The last two episodes in this section illustrate the finality of David's
break with Saul. The story of David's trek to Ramah (19:18—24)
confirms Saul's open aggression against David. He not only tried to
kill David but also set out in open pursuit of him. A glance at a map
shows the historical unlikelihood of this episode (Map i). Ramah
was probably located directly north of Gibeah. But David's ultimate
destination was south, in Bethlehem, his hometown, and the Judean
wilderness beyond. It would have made no sense for David to flee
north from Saul. The story serves a purely apologetic purpose. It
reintroduces Samuel and makes clear his support and that of the
prophets for David.12 It also shows Yahweh's support for David
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against Saul. The prophetic ecstasy from Yahweh that falls first upon
Saul's messengers and then upon Saul prevents him from harming
David at Ramah. In a degrading spectacle, the king loses control of
himself and lies naked on the ground all night "prophesying."13
7. Finally, the test devised by David and Jonathan in chapter 20 proves
that reconciliation between David and Saul was not possible. Following the episode in Ramah, David sought out Jonathan in Gibeah
for help (20:1). Jonathan did not know that Saul had tried to kill
David. Apparently believing that things were not as bad as David
was painting them, he agreed to test his father's resolve to destroy
David. The test took place at a feast where David was expected and
Saul had plans to arrest or kill him. When David did not show up
and Jonathan defended him, Saul became furious and aimed his
spear at his own son (v. 33). Humiliated and convinced that further
lobbying was futile, Jonathan left the table to warn David according
to a prearranged signal (vv. 34—39). Saul and David would be at
odds from this point on until one of them died.14

The Historical Value of the Account
The Bibles presentation of this period of David's life is dominated by theological and literary themes. These themes serve the apologetic interests of
the writers. Followingo the oguidelines we have established, therefore, we
must be skeptical about the historical validity of these stories. However,
there are still some useful insights into this stage of Davids career that
emerge from a careful reading.
The main point of this section is the contrast between Saul and David.
Saul is depicted as insanely jealous, while David is innocent of even the
thought of replacing Saul as king. The fact that everyone else loves David is
proof of Saul's paranoia. The army, the common people, the prophets, the
priests (in i Samuel 21), and even the king's own daughter and son are
admiring supporters. Only Saul fears him, and Saul is irrational.
This picture is certainly exaggerated, to say the least. If support for
David had been this widespread, Saul would not have been able to drive
him out or lead the troops against him. We have already seen that the story
of David's support from the prophets at Ramah (19:18—24) is unhistorical
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and a later addition. But what about the other relationships David has in
the story and his popularity in general? Did he actually marry Michal and
become Saul's son-in-law? Was Jonathan's devotion to David as strong as
the narrative depicts? Just how widespread was David's support in Israel?
The relationships between Saul, David, Michal, and Jonathan form a
complex web at the literary level.15 Both brother and sister love David; both
risk their lives for him. David returns his affection but not hers. Yet his
official relationship through marriage is to her. As crown prince, Jonathan
is an obstacle to Davids becoming king. But Michal is the means through
which he lays claim to the throne.
From a historical perspective, though, David's relationships with both
Michal and Jonathan are questionable. His marriage to Michal has such
political significance that it must be regarded skeptically. Almost all of
David's marriages were politically motivated. But none of the others had the
same propaganda value as this one (c£ 2 Sam. 3:13). This marriage makes
David Saul's son-in-law and gives
him a legitimate,
though
indirect claim to
o
o
o
the kingdom.
In
other
words.
Michal
transforms
David
from
a usurper
into
O
JT
an heir. But in 2 Samuel we will see evidence that David took Michal only
after Sauls death. We will also see that he had another reason for bringing her
to Jerusalem in addition to the claim to Saul's crown that she represented.
Jonathan's relationship to David in the narrative establishes two important apologetic points. First, their covenant of friendship demonstrates
David's faithfulness to his friend. His promise not to cut off Jonathan's
"house" (20:15, 42) looks forward to 2 Samuel 9, which describes his care
for Jonathan's remaining son, "Mephibosheth." It is remarkable that King
David allows this son to live, and this may reflect a genuine sense of affection on David's part for Jonathan.
Second, Jonathan's "love" for David has political overtones. Love in this
context is political loyalty,16 Jonathan is willing to step aside to let David
become king (18:1—5; 23:15—18). The writer even casts David as Jonathan's
brother or alter-ego. Unlike Saul, Jonathan is always viewed positively. In
chapter 14 especially, he is clever, strong, and brave, and most of all, he
trusts in Yahweh. In short, he is much like David. So when Jonathan volunteers to abdicate the throne for David, he is really just acting on behalf of
another version of himself.
The exaggeration in this relationship is obvious. It is hard to imagine
Jonathan joining with David in a conspiracy against his father. And it is
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simply beyond belief that the crown prince would surrender his right to
the throne in deference to David. Moreover, the larger picture sheds a different light on the friendship between Jonathan and David. While the two
of them may have been friends once, David's break with Saul was a break
with Jonathan as well. Jonathan did not leave his father's household to flee
with David into the wilderness. And in the end, he died in battle with his
father.
It is sometimes suggested that David and Jonathan were more than
friends, that they were homosexual lovers. This is based on Davids lament
for Saul and Jonathan, which reads "your love to me was wonderful, surpassing the love of women" (2 Sam. 1:26). There are two issues involved
here: the meaning of this verse and the historical relationship of David and
Jonathan. As we have seen, the stress on the relationship between Jonathan
and David is part of the apology for David. Their historical relationship
was not as close as it is depicted in i Samuel. It is also far from certain that
David was really the author of this lament.
As for the meaning of this poetic line, it is extremely unlikely that it is
intended to describe a homosexual relationship.17 It is, rather, hyperbole.
Homosexual acts were condemned in Israelite law (Lev, 20:13). So Davids
apologist would hardly have described him as homosexual or included a piece
that described him that way. This line in v. 26 illustrates a cultural difference.
Middle Easterners still speak of and display affection between members of
the same sex much more readily than do Westerners. Such displays do not
imply homosexual attraction. By contrast, public displays of affection
between men and women are regarded as scandalous in the Middle East.
Apart from David's relationships with Saul's family members, the general perspective on David in this section of i Samuel is historically credible.
The description of David's success in Saul's army is believable, although we
do well to think in terms of a militia rather than a real army. According to
the Bible the standing army was a new creation under Saul (i Samuel n;
13:2). Still, David may well have served as Saul's armor bearer and, later on,
his commander. He was successful in battle against the Philistines. There
are indications, which we will see later on, that he was a brilliant military
tactician. His victories would have made him a popular figure in Saul's
"army," even if not to the extent that i Samuel would have us believe. His
personal charm, added to his prowess as a soldier, probably made him wellliked in Saul's inner circle. In short, if we overlook the Bible's exaggeration,
OO
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there is no reason to doubt that at one time Saul regarded David highly or
that David and Jonathan were friends.

An Attempted Coup?
If David once had the favor of Saul as the Bible indicates, what was it that
poisoned their relationship and turned them into enemies? First Samuel
blames this entirely on Saul, who is portrayed as paranoid and unbalanced.
But this explanation is questionable to say the least. Not only is the writer
of i Samuel obviously biased in favor of David and against Saul, but he
voices Saul's thoughts and intentions, which he could not have known.
Saul's jealousy can hardly have been the whole story.
There are several elements in the story that suggest a different answer to
this question. The first is Saul's fear. The narrative mentions more than
once that Saul was afraid of David (18:12, 15, 29). Exactly what was it that
he feared? The answer is clear from Saul's words to Jonathan, "As long as
the son of Jesse is alive upon the earth, you will not establish your kingship" (20:31). Saul fears that David will thwart him from establishing a
dynasty by preventing Jonathan from becoming king. The way David would
do this is to become king himself. But there is more. The stories make it
clear that Saul is not just afraid for his heir but for himself. In other words,
his fear is that David will lead a revolt and overthrow him as king.
o
Was Saul's fear reasonable? It is clear from the biblical story that David
had both the capability and the desire to lead a revolt. Saul's authority was
based on military leadership; he was acclaimed king after a military victory
(i Samuel n). Control of the kingdom depended on control of the military. Thus, kings and other rulers in the Middle East were (and are) often
toppled by their own generals. David was a very successful and popular
military commander. The Bible says that all Israel and Judah loved him
(i Sam. 18:16). This is even more significant than appears at first.
The word "love" is well attested in ancient Middle Eastern literature as
a term for political loyalty. One of the clearest examples is 2 Sam. 19:6.
Here Joab scolds David for not congratulating his troops because he is preoccupied with mourning for Absalom. He says David loves those who hate
him and hates those who love him. Absalom "hated" David because he
rebelled against him. But David's troops "love" him because they remained
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loyal. When the Bible states that all Israel and Judah loved David (i Sam.
18:16), it is saying that the people of Israel and Judah were loyal to him.
The reason for their loyalty is that he "went out and came in before them"
(v. 13). This is an idiom for military success. David "had success in all his
undertakings" (v. 14). He had won the devotion of the army as a war hero
by his victories over their enemies. In other words, the verse is saying that
the army's primary loyalty was to David. The claim that all Israel and Judah
were loyal to David is an exaggeration. But the verse admits that David had
acquired the power to rival Saul.
The story of David's marriage to Michal suggests that David also had
the political ambition to lead a coup. Saul took a great risk in endorsing
the marriage. He obviously did not expect David to succeed against the
Philistines. If the marriage went forward it would place David very close to
Saul's person and give him some legitimacy as a claimant to the throne. But
David also took an awful risk. He placed his life on the line. What could
motivate him to take such a gamble? The answer was entry into the royal
family, by which he moved a giant step closer to the power he craved. Saul
spoke of Michal being a "snare" for David (v. 21). But it was not Michal
who was the real lure; it was the position of son-in-law to the king. This
marriage was not about love. It was about political status. We are told that
Michal loved David (v. 20) but not that her love was reciprocated. Both
Saul and David speak not of his marrying Michal but of his becoming the
king's son-in-law. Michal is not consulted, nor are her feelings ever considered. David is driven not by feelings for her but by ambition. To be raised
to a position proximate to the throne is worth risking his life for. His
ambition is obvious. And the Philistine foreskins attest his ruthlessness.
Saul has good
reason to be afraid ("18:20").
O
\
.-'/
The stories in i Samuel 18—20 urge strongly that David was innocent of
any intention to overthrow Saul. The modern reader "against the grain" is
compelled by their "overstress" on this point to suppose precisely the
opposite.18 I would speculate that the ultimate reason for Saul's pursuit of
David was a failed coup attempt. All the ingredients were present. David
had the power and the ambition to try to overthrow Saul. The biblical story
admits that he was suspected of plotting to do just that. The apology
protests so much against this accusation that one can hardly avoid the suspicion that there is something to it. Saul drove David out and sought to kill
him because David had tried to overthrow Saul. This is a radical suggesO

1.

O

O
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tion, and impossible to prove. But it would account for the events the Bible
describes as well as the vehemence of its apologetic
denial of such a charge.
1
O
D

Summary
The conclusions reached in this chapter fill out the portrait of David in several surprising ways. First, the famous "David and Goliath" story as we have
it is legendary. However, David did distinguish himself in battle against the
Philistines, exhibiting exceptional skill and judgment in combat. Saul was
pleased with him and promoted him to be one of the commanders of his
developing army. His continued military success brought him a significant
following among Saul's subjects, though the extent of his success and popularity have been exaggerated in the Bible.
David's popularity owed as much to his personal charm as to his victories on the battlefield. He endeared himself to Saul's own household.
Again, this has doubtless been exaggerated in the Bible. He was probably
not married to Michal—at least not yet. Nor was his friendship with
Jonathan as close as the Bible depicts it. But his advancement in Saul's army
indicates that there was a period of amicable relations between them.
Saul soon came to fear that David would try to overthrow him. The fear
was reasonable. David was very ambitious. His growing power and popularity supplied him with the tools to act on his ambitions. The threat Saul
sensed was real. The story protests David's innocence strongly—maybe
too strongly. I suspect that David was actually involved in a plot to usurp
the kingship. Saul was forced to go on the offensive while he still had the
upper hand. But before Saul could have him arrested him and executed,
David escaped.

5
Holy Terrorist
David and His Outlaw Band

I do not believe that the hiphlv
ones are &good
o 1 sifted, bold, ambitious
g
fortune for the world.
—Grete Weil,TheUeBride Price

Ln 1985, Paramount Studios released King David. In the film,
Richard Gere played a politically correct and ultramodern David who
believed that the one true God accepted people of all nations. This David
defied the prophets and the law, refusing to attack foreigners within the
land of Israel, He advocated following the feelings of one's heart instead of
the principles of the law or the instructions of some "holy man." It was
through the heart, he said, that God really speaks to people. This portrayal
of David was ahistorical in many ways (David is essentially non-violent!).
But the movie was right about one thing. On his way to be king David
treated people of all ethnic backgrounds the same. He had a common goal
for everyone—subjugation.

The Fugitive
With his flight from Saul, David's social status changed again. He was now
an outlaw. The rest of i Samuel reports how he went south to the wilderness area of Judah. Its rugged terrain had afforded good hiding places to
fugitives from the authorities since time immemorial. David no doubt
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knew the land well and could count on help from his kinfolk, some of
whom joined him. He quickly became the leader of a band of renegades.
Like others before and after them who hid out in this area, David and his
men did what they had to do to survive. They raided and pillaged settlements in the vicinity.
The biblical stories about this period of David's life are episodic and
loosely bound. They fall into two main sections. First Samuel 21—23 is
transitional. It continues the theme of David's support among the leading
citizens of Saul's realm, focusing on the priests. The material in i Samuel
24—2 Samuel i is then concerned with Saul's death. It advocates David's
innocence by disassociating him from the battle in which Saul was killed.
The themes of Yahweh's protection of David and Saul's instability continue throughout this section.
The principal story in this first section is the one about the priests of
Nob. It is recounted in three scenes separated by other material, as the following outline shows.
Outline of l Samuel 2.1—23
21: i—9 1

Scene I: David flees to the priestly city of Nob

21:10—15

David feigns madness before King Achish of Gath

22: i—2

David gathers an army of 400 at Adullam

22:3—5

David takes his parents to Moab for safety

22:6—10

Scene II: Saul learns that the priests at Nob

22:11—23
23:1—14

helped David
Scene III: Saul slaughters the priests of Nob
David liberates the town of Keilah from

23:15—18

the Philistines
Jonathan comes to David and encourages him

23:19—28

David is trapped by Saul and narrowly escapes

The Priests of Nob
In the first scene (21:1—9), David stops briefly for provisions in the town of
Nob. He does not tell the priests who live there that he is fleeing from Saul.
Instead, he invents a story about being on a secret mission for the king
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(21:2). Ahimelech, the leading priest, gives David food and the "sword of
Goliath" (v. 9). He also divines for him (22:10, 13).
After several intervening episodes, the story of the priests of Nob continues in 22:6—23. -"-n tne second scene (22:6—10), Saul finds out from an
Edomite servant named Doeg that the priests have aided David. Then in
the final scene (22:11—23) Saul acts on what he has learned. He has the
priests brought to Gibeah and accuses them of treason. He dismisses
Ahimelech's claim to know nothing of the rift with David. Then Saul
orders the execution of the priests and the annihilation of their village.
This story is filled with irony and with themes of special interest to the
writer. It graphically depicts Saul's insane jealousy and shows the lengths to
which it drove him against David. It also brings out the animosity between
Saul and Yahweh and blames it on Saul. Ahimelech's defense (22:14) eloquently expresses the authors own view: "Who among all your servants is
as faithful as David, the king's son-in-law, the commander2 of your bodyguard, who is honored in your household?" These reminders serve only to
infuriate Saul all the more. The story depicts him as attempting to destroy
the worship of Yahweh in Israel by killing all of Yahweh s priests. By taking
in Abiathar, the one surviving priest, David rescues the worship of Yahweh
from extinction.3
Abiathar's survival is especially important to the theme of Yahweh's protection of David because he brings the ephod with him. This was a garment worn only by priests, and it contained special implements used for
divining Yahweh's will. Through it, David is able to inquire of Yahweh and
receive guidance that keeps him one step ahead of Saul's pursuit. This is
the point of the stories about David's movements and near escapes following the arrival of Abiathar (i Samuel 23).^ Of all the players in the tragedy
in Nob, David is the only one who came out ahead. The priests lost their
lives; Abiathar lost his family; Saul lost any hope of reconciliation with
Yahweh. But David gained special access to Yahweh through Abiathar and
the ephod.
The predominance of these literary and theological themes raises doubts
about the historicity of the Nob episode. We have already seen that the
depiction of Saul as insane is historically dubious. This story of his slaughter of the priests is the most extreme example of that characterization. It
serves an important function in the narrative by showing how dangerous
and unstable Saul has become. This in turn justifies all of David's subse-
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quent efforts to get away from him. The fact is that Saul was as much a
worshiper of Yahweh as David. He would not have tried to wipe out the
worship of Yahweh in Israel. He could hardly have killed the priests at Nob
without grave repercussions from his other subjects.
This story has more to do with events in Dtr's day than in Davids. Dtr
used it to explain how the clan of priests in Jerusalem, known as the
"Zadokites," came to replace the priests of the outlying areas. First Samuel
2:27—36 contains a prophecy written by Dtr about the destruction of the
house of Eli, the priest who was Samuel's mentor. The prophecy stated that
at some time in the future there would be only one member of Eli's household left. "I will spare you one man at my altar to wear out his eyes and use
up his strength, but all the rest of your house will die by human swords."5
The priests at Nob were Eli's descendants, and their destruction was the
fulfillment of this prophecy. Abiathar was the prophesied single survivor.
The prophecy also foretold the rise of a "faithful priest" (2:35) who would
replace Eli. "I will raise up a faithful priest for myself. He will act according to what is in my heart and in my mind. I will build a secure [literally
"faithful"] house for him, and he will go before my anointed one forever."
Later on, Zadok would join Abiathar as David's priest. Later still, Solomon
would banish Abiathar, leaving Zadok and his heirs as the only priests in
Jerusalem. The actual process by which the Zadokites in Jerusalem came to
prominence must have been more complex than these stories indicate and
took place long after David. But the point is that the story of the annihilation of Nob was meant to explain this development rather than historical
events from the time of David.

Other Episodes in Chapters 2.1—23
The three episodes that come between the first and second scenes of the
Nob story deserve comment. The first (21:10—15) tells how David pretends
to be insane in order to escape from Achish, king of the Philistine city of
Gath. The name "Achish" is not Hebrew but a real "Philistine" name of
Indo-European origin. It is apparently the same name (though not the
same person) as that of Anchises, father of Aeneas, the legendary founder
of Rome.6 This encounter contradicts die later, more detailed account of
David's service under the Philistines (chap. 27 and 29). Achish would
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hardly have accepted David into his service (27:2—3) if he had believed
from earlier experience that David was insane.
The story in chapter 21 parodies the Philistines. It depicts them as
gullible and unable to distinguish reason from insanity. It also lauds David
for his cleverness in dealing with Israel's enemies. Finally, it contributes to
the contrast between David and Saul. Saul is insane. Davids feigned insanity is only a clever ploy for tricking the Philistines. In short, despite some
genuine elements, the historical value of this story is quite doubtful.
The other two episodes, however, may well contain historical information. The picture of David as an outlaw leader collecting a small army of
the disgruntled and indebted (22:1—2) fits well with what we have learned
about him. As a fugitive from Saul, David now shared these people's social
status. His background
in Saul's court made him the ideal candidate to
o
lead them.
The transfer of his parents to the king of Moab for safekeeping
(22:3—5) is connected with the Moabite lineage for David at the end of the
book of Ruth. This kinship would explain why David chose Moab as a
refuge for his parents. At the same time, Davids concern for his parents'
safety is another positive reflection on his character. Portraying David as a
solicitous son certainly fits well with the intent of this literature to promote him as an exemplary figure.
The main point of the stories of David's narrow escapes is theological. They show Yahweh's presence with him and against Saul, especially in
light of the arrival of Abiathar with the ephod. Still, even these stories
hint at some details that are historically valuable. The account in 23:1—14
affords insight into the way in which divination, through the ephod and
other means, was practiced. Note that all the questions David asks of
Yahweh can be answered yes or no: "Shall I go attack those Philistines?"
(v. 2), "Will Saul come?" (v. n), "Will the men of Keilah hand me over?"
(v. 12). The process of divining was mechanical, something like flipping a
coin. It did not impart detailed predictions. These two stories also reveal
something of David's method of dealing with towns like Keilah and
Ziph. We will explore this in more detail later in this chapter. For the
moment, it is worth noting that these two towns in Judah are quite willing to turn their fellow tribesman David over to Saul. They do not
exhibit the loyalty one would expect to find if David had indeed freed
them from oppression and plundering.
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Finally, the account of the last interview of David with Jonathan
(23:15—18), like the earlier ones, is not historical. The crown prince would
hardly visit an outlaw who was being pursued by his father. (How did
Jonathan find David when Saul could not?) And it is simply unbelievable
that he would turn over the crown to him: "You shall be king over Israel,
and I shall be second to you" (v. 17). This is the most obvious example of
the effort in i Samuel to depict Jonathan as David's supporter and to stress
the covenant between them (v. 18).
Briefly, then, the stories in i Samuel 21—23 are concerned primarily with
building the contrast between David and Saul. Except for a glimpse or two
at David's outlaw activities in the wilderness, this material is not very useful
for purposes of historical reconstruction.
O

David's Innocence in Saul's Death
With chapter 24, the story of David in i Samuel begins to prepare for Saul's
death. The subsequent narrative consists of three subsections, each with its
own point to make regarding David's non-involvement in the death of Saul.
Outline of I Samuel 24—2 Samuel I
Subsection I: David did not kill Saul when he had the chance
23:29—24:22 7
25:1—42
25:43—44
26:1—25

David has a chance to kill Saul in a cave at En-Gedi
Death of Nabal and marriage of David to Abigail
Notice about other marriages of David
David's second chance to kill Saul

Subsection II: David was far away from the battlefield where Saul died
27:1—28:3

Achish of Gath grants David asylum and the city
of Ziklag
Saul consults Samuel's ghost through a medium
at En-dor
The Philistine lords refuse to let David go to war
with them
David and his men pursue the raiders who
burned Ziklag
O

28:4—25
29:1—11
30:1—31

O
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Subsection III: Saul died at the hand of the Philistines, and David mourned him
31:1—13
2 Sam. 1:1—16
1:17—27

Saul and his sons die on Mt. Gilboa
A variant story of Saul's death told by
an Amalekite
Davids lament over Saul and Jonathan

i Samuel 24—26
This first subsection contains two versions of the same story (chap. 24 and
26). It is not clear whether one was written on the basis of the other or
each is a separate version of a common tradition.8 But they have a common
structure. David finds himself with an opportunity to kill Saul. But he
refuses to take advantage of it because he will not "extend his hand against
Yahweh's anointed." Instead, he takes something of Saul's to prove that he
was close by. Then, when Saul is again at a distance, David calls to him and
shows him the items he has taken as proof that he is innocent of any plot
to harm Saul. At the end of each story Saul acknowledges that David is in
the right. Both stories make the point that because David did not take
advantage of earlier opportunities to kill Saul, he must not have been
involved in his fall on Mount Gilboa.
The speeches in these two stories are strongly apologetic nature. In the
second story, Abishai stands over the sleeping Saul begging for the privilege
of pinning him to the ground with a single stroke of his own spear
(26:8)—apparently the same spear Saul cast at David earlier. But David
forbids Abishai, "Do not destroy him. For who can extend his hand against
Yahweh's anointed and be guiltless?. . . Yahweh forbid that I should extend
my hand against Yahweh's anointed" (26:9, n).
By making off with Saul's spear and water jug David proves that he
intends the king no harm (26:13—16). Saul is chasing him without reason.
David curses those who have stirred Saul up against him because they have
driven David away from Yahweh. By this, David means that they have forced
him to leave the land of Israel (26:18—20). Saul is moved by Davids words to
confess his wrong (v. 21). He blesses David, saying he will succeed in whatever
he does (v. 25). In this way he looks forward to David's kingly future.
The first story is more blatant. In a particularly degrading depiction,
Saul enters a cave to defecate (literally "cover his feet"). Unknown to him,
David and his men are hiding in the cave. While Saul is crouching, defenseO

O
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less, David sneaks up behind him and cuts off a piece of his robe. This may
have been understood by the ancient audience as a symbolic emasculation.
When David's men want him to kill Saul, he responds, "Yahweh forbid
that I should do this thing to my lord, Yahweh's anointed, to extend my
hand against him, for he is Yahweh's anointed" (24:6). Saul leaves the cave,
and David, following closely behind, calls to Saul and offers him the bit of
hem cut from his robe as proof that "there is no evil or conspiracy in my
hand" (v, n). "This day your eyes have seen how Yahweh gave you into my
power [literally, "hand"] in the cave . . . . But I thought, 'I will not extend
my hand against my lord, for he is Yahweh's anointed'" (v. 10).
As in the other story, David is again self-effacing:
After whom has the king of Israel marched out?
After whom are you chasing?
After a dead dog? After a single flea? (24:14)

However, David's question here could also be taken as an assertion of
power with a veiled threat—if Saul thinks he is pursuing a mere dog or a
flea he is badly mistaken. Still, the story emphasizes that David does not
try to take vengeance himself but calls upon Yahweh to judge between him
and Saul. The verdict is obvious to everyone—including Saul! Saul even
admits that David will become king: "I know that you will surely be king
and that the kingdom of Israel will be established in your power" (24:20).
These speeches are thus designed to show not only David's reverence for
Yahweh's anointed but also Saul's recognition of David as his successor.
It goes without saying, in light of their apologetic nature, that the value
of these two chapters for historical reconstruction is virtually nil. It is
extremely unlikely that David ever found himself with any such advantage
over Saul. Indeed, the historical David would doubtless have taken advantage of the opportunity to kill Saul had it been presented to him.
Sandwiched between these two versions of David's opportunity to kill
Saul is one of the most extraordinary texts in the Bible. The story about
Nabal and Abigail (i Samuel 25) is a literary masterpiece that seems also to
contain valuable historical information.9 While it may seem out of place
initially, its setting between chapters 24 and 26 is intentional and reinforces
their message
about David's leavingo vengeance
to Yahweh. What makes the
o
o
story in chapter 25 remarkable, however, is its depiction of David as fully
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intent on avenging himself. He is prevented from doing so only by Abigail,
who was sent by Yahweh (v. 32). She alone keeps him from shedding innocent blood (v. 33), which would have tainted his future kingship (w. 30—31).
Nabal, David's nemesis in this story, is very much like Saul in some
respects. He is rich as a king (v. 2) and, judging from his wealth, was probably the chief of the Calebites (v. 3), the leading clan in the tribe of Judah.
So Nabal was an important political figure, the closest thing there was at
the time to the king of Judah. He is portrayed as a most unsavory character—brutish and mean (v. 3). The Hebrew word ndbdl itself means "fool"
or "criminal." This was not, however, the man's real name (who
would&
give
\
such a name to a child?). His real name may have been Jether or Ithra. This
conjecture is based on two passages found elsewhere. First Chronicles 2:17
refers to Jether as the father of Abigail's son, Amasa. And 2 Sam. 17:25
names Ithra the Ishmaelite as the husband of David's sister, Abigail. Jether
and Ithra are variant spellings of the same name.
"Nabal" infuriated David with an insulting refusal of Davids request
for provisions. The request really amounted to extortion—"protection
money" paid to a mafioso. David makes it clear that he could take what he
wanted from Nabal's shepherds at any time (v. 7). The peace he wished to
Nabal was contingent on Nabal's payment of the "gift." The ten men
whom David sent furnished a good idea of the size of gift he was looking
for. But at least David's message was couched in polite language. He
referred to his men as Nabal's servants and to himself as the older man's
"son" (v. 8). Nabal, in contrast, replied with an insult:
Who is David? Who is the son of Jesse? Today there are many slaves who
break away from their masters. So should I take my bread and my water and
the meat I have butchered for my sheepshearers and give them to men who
come from I don't know where? (vv. 10—n)

It was not that Nabal actually did not know who David was. He knew all
too well. It is as if Nabal is playing on his own name by saying, "Only a
fool would give his hard-earned income to a nobody vagabond like
David."10
Insulting David by calling him a runaway slave and a beggar turns out to
be a very foolish thing to do. David is furious when he hears Nabal's reply,
and he sets out to avenge the insult. He is about to do to Nabal what he
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wisely resisted doing to Saul. He plans to obliterate Nabal's entire household. But even if Nabal deserves a violent death, the others in his household are not to blame for his acts. So David is not only about to take
vengeance for himself a task he should leave to Yahweh, but he is also on
his way to shedding innocent blood. Abigail saves him from himself. Using
an idiom meaning "males" (rendered literally in the King James Version as
"one who pisseth on the wall"), David's oath of vengeance (v. 22) spells out
his intention to kill every male pertaining to Nabal. This is very important;
because she is a woman, Abigail
alone can save the day.
o
1 A male would be
killed on sight, but the woman Abigail is allowed to approach David (v. 23)
and intercede.
Abigail's speech and demeanor are models of diplomacy. She is obviously a person of refinement and sophistication. We would recognize
immediately that she is very different from Nabal even if the story did not
say so (v. 3). The servants are aware of the difference. They go to her when
they realize the trouble their master has brought upon them (vv. 14—17).
She instantly comprehends the danger of the situation and acts decisively
(v.
18).
She rides out to meet David herself, knowing
that no mere messen\
/
O
ger will do. When she sees him, she throws herself at his feet. In her speech
she consistently refers to him as "my lord" and to herself as "your servant."
Whether she is sincerely approaching David as a future king or is merely
using flattery to soothe an explosive male,11 her speech is persuasive.
2

*Upon me alone, my lord, be the guilt; please let your servant speak in your

ears, and hear the words of your servant. 25My lord, do not take seriously
this ill-natured fellow Nabal; for as his name is, so is he; Nabal is his name,
and folly is with him; but I, your servant, did not see the young men of my
lord, whom you sent.

2S

Now then, my lord, as the LORD lives, and as you

yourself live, since the LORD has restrained you from bloodguilt and from
taking vengeance with your own hand, now let your enemies and those who
seek to do evil to my lord be like Nabal. 27And now let this present that
your servant has brought to my lord be given to the young men who follow
my lord. 28Please forgive the trespass of your servant; for the LORD will certainly make my lord a sure house, because my lord is fighting the battles of
the LORD; and evil shall not be found in you so long as you live. 29If anyone
should rise up to pursue you and to seek your life, the life of my lord shall
be bound in the bundle of the living under the care of the LORD your God;
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but the lives of ]your enemies he shall simp
out as from the hollow of a sling,
O
O
30

When the LORD has done to my lord according to all the good that he has

spoken concerning you, and has appointed you prince over Israel, 3Imy lord
shall have no cause of fygrief, or pangs
L
D of conscience, for having
o shed blood
without cause or for having saved himself. And when the LORD has dealt
well with my lord, then remember your servant. (NRSV)

Abigail's acceptance of responsibility for David's displeasure is mere
politeness. She is not to blame for Nabal's misdeeds (25:24—25). Nabal is a
scoundrel who should not be taken seriously (v. 26). She asks David to
accept the gift she has brought, never implying that it has been in any way
coerced (v. 27). Then, politely asking forgiveness for speaking further (v.
28), she refers flatteringly to David's bright future under Yahweh's blessing.
Her point, made very gently, is that taking innocent lives could cause David
grief as king. Her words hint that his vengeance might even hinder his
ascent to the throne. Her speech alludes to Saul as David's pursuer and
enemy (v. 29). In the context of chapters 24—26 the message is clear. David
has refused to harm Saul and has left it to Yahweh to judge him. He should
also leave the task of revenge toward Nabal to Yahweh. That way he can
accede to the throne without bloodguilt.
Abigail's mission is successful. David aborts the attack on Nabal, leaving it
to Yahweh to exact vengeance, Yahweh promptly does just that. When Nabal
learns of his narrow escape he falls into a coma and dies a few days later (vv.
37—38). Duly impressed with Abigail's wisdom and charm, David has Abigail
brought to him, and they wed (vv. 39—42). Part of the purpose of telling
about their encounter is to show that the two of them are ideally suited for
each other. This marriage was a very important step in Davids political
career. Through Abigail he assumed Jether s (a.k.a. Nabal) wealth and status
as leader of the Calebites. It was a short step from there to the kingship over
all Judah. Thus, when David entered Hebron, the Calebite capital, to be
crowned king over Judah, he did so with Abigail on his arm (2 Sam. 2:2).
The benefit of this marriage for David's career is an element of the
story that is historical. This raises doubts, however, about the claim that
David had nothing to do with Nabal's death. In fact, this story is a sort of
ancient "Whodunit," a murder mystery. The pattern of events surrounding
Nabal's death will become familiar in the rest of 1—2 Samuel as David's
typical modus operandi: an enemy of David's dies at a time that is very conveO

O

O

O

O
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nient for his political ascent. What sets Nabal's death apart from the
deaths of Saul, Abner, Ishbaal, and Amasa is that Nabal dies not at the
hand of Joab or another human agent but is killed by Yahweh. This could
be a theological explanation of a more "natural" cause for death, such as
heart attack or even overindulgence in the wine that he refused to give to
David. (The name Nabal is also very similar to the Hebrew word nebel
meaning "bottle" or "wineskin.") But the writers perspective is that Yahweh caused Nabal to die. Still, the parallel with other stories suggests a
more sinister cause—murder—plotted by David but carried out by someone else (Nabal is also similar to the Hebrew word n'beldh, meaning
corpse!). In this case, the prime suspect has to be Abigail. She alone had
direct access to Nabal. She also had motive; David offered her liberation
from a bad marriage and the prospect of greater prosperity and status in
the future.
Abigail is subtly implicated by hints in her speech. She wishes that all
Davids enemies and those who seek to do him harm will be like Nabal (v.
26). The statement presupposes Nabal's death before it occurs. Some commentators even conclude that the verse is out of place,12 although there is
no manuscript evidence to this effect. As the story stands, Abigail is portrayed as having knowledge beforehand of the disaster that is about to
strike her husband. She also wishes that Yahweh would sling David's enemies away with a sling (v. 29—who could miss the allusion to David's
weapon of choice?), and the story reports that Nabal's heart died inside of
him and became "like a stone" (v. 37). Abigail thus appears to know the
form Nabal's death will take before he dies. This would be impossible
unless she is responsible for it,
Abigail's closing remark contains a suggestive double meaning: "When
Yahweh has dealt well with my lord, then remember your servant" (v. 31). The
first half of the statement can be interpreted in two ways: (i.) "When Yahweh has rewarded my lord David with kingship" or (2.) "When Yahweh has
given my husband (Nabal) his just deserts." It is difficult to decide between
these two interpretations, and perhaps the sentence is deliberately ambiguous.
But the unfolding of the story favors the second interpretation. Abigail's
request that David "remember" her is a thinly veiled marriage proposal.
David "remembers" her when he sends for her to take her as his wife (w.
39—42). This happens after Nabal is dead but before David becomes king—
that is, when Yahweh has "done well" with Nabal but not yet with David.
O
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Abigail, then, appears to be a much more developed character than first
meets the eye. Intelligent, charming, and eloquent, she shares many traits
attributed to David. She also appears like David in other ways that are not
immediately apparent in the story. Ruthless, or at least desperate, she was
willing to conspire with David to murder her husband in order to forward
his career and secure her own future. Her similarity to David may be
another reason why she comes to be known as his sister (see Chapter Three).
Returning to the idea of this story as a murder mystery, if we ask who
had motive, that is, who benefited from Nabal's death, the first answer is
David. It is hard to overstate how important this episode was for him. He
got the dead man's wife, property, and position. Overnight he became the
richest and most powerful man in Judah. As mentioned, the same modus
opemndi will appear several more times in the David story—an important
figure who stands in his way dies under questionable circumstances.
But Abigail benefited by being freed from a terrible marriage and positioned to become the wife of Judah's and Israel's rising star—and therefore
herself a future queen. She seemed to know about the crime beforehand,
and she had opportunity. David was behind Nabal's death, but the biblical
story suggests it was a conspiracy.
J

O

i Samuel 27—30
This subsection describes the events leading up to Saul's death in battle. Its
purpose is to show that David was far away tending to other matters when
Saul died and therefore could not possibly have had a hand in his fall. It
begins by describing how David served the Philistines and was even the
bodyguard of Achish, king of the Philistine city of Gath (28:2). This is an
astonishing admission given that the Philistines were Israel's main enemy!
But it is an excellent example of the nature of the apology for David. The
writer admits Davids collaboration with the Philistines but offers extenuatingo circumstances. In fact, the writer blames Saul, because it was his relentless pursuit that drove David to seek asylum among the Philistines (27:1).
The story also explains how David deceived Achish into believing that
he had become a traitor to his own people. David told Achish that the
plunder he brought him came from Judah or one of its clans (27:10). But
that was just to fool him. In reality, says the writer, David never attacked
Judah or Israel (27:8). The reason Achish never discovered the truth was
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that David killed everybody in the villages he plundered (v. 9). No one survived to report to Achish. As a result, Achish came to trust David implicitly. He thought David had no choice but to be loyal to him since he had
"burned his bridges"
in Israel and JTudah.
o
David also hid the truth from Achish behind clever words, as we have
seen. When war again broke out between Israel and the Philistines (28:1)—
the war in which Saul would die—Achish assumed that David would join
him. David expressed his willingness: "Then you will know what your servant does" (28:2), but the attentive reader recognizes a veiled threat and
David's true intent. In the heat of battle Achish would learn that David's
loyalty remained with Israel. As gullible here as when David feigned madness (21:10—15), Achish took David's statement as an indication of his
eagerness to avenge himself on Saul. He even made him his bodyguard
without the slightest inkling of the danger in which he was putting himself.
The story of David and Achish is continued in chapter 29. The intervening story of Saul's seance (28:3—25) is a later addition.13 Although
intrusive, the episode fits well with the theme of this subsection. In it, Saul
is clearly portrayed as no longer fit to be king. He is desperate, frantic for
some word from Yahweh, with whom he longO ago
severed relations. In his
o
desperation he consults a medium, an occupation which he himself outlawed. A ghost is called up. In the present version of the story, the ghost is
identified as Samuel, who announces that Saul and his sons will be "with
me" the next day. Saul's fate has been sealed. His death has been decreed by
Yahweh. Thus, as in the case of Nabal, it is not David who brings about
Saul's death but Yahweh. The next set of stories will show that David is
nowhere near at the time.
With chapter 29 the scene shifts back to David and Achish. The Philistine army is gathering for war against Israel. The Philistine commanders are
not as happy about the presence of David and his men as is Achish. They
recall that "Saul has slain his thousands and David his ten thousands." The
question of how Philistines would have known the victory chant of
Israelite women does not detain the narrator. For these Philistines, David is
inseparably linked with Saul as an enemy. Wiser than Achish, they fear that
he may attempt to regain Saul's favor at the price of their lives. They
demand that Achish send David and his men away.
Achish is disappointed. His regretful dismissal of David again shows
how blind he is to David's true actions and loyalties. "As Yahweh lives," he
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swears (by the God of Israel.'), "you are honest" (29:6—7). Then, "you are
as good in my opinion as an angel of God" (v. 9). David responds that he
wishes to "fight against the enemies of my lord the king." His words again
have double meaning. The reader understands what Achish does not. The
Philistine commanders were right. David's loyalty remains with Saul. Fortunately for Achish, he must acquiesce to the wishes of the commanders.
He sends David with his men back to Ziklag early the next morning. The
story makes clear that before Saul's final battle begins David is well on his
way back south to Ziklag, far away from the battlefield on Mount Gilboa.
The last episode of this subsection recounts Davids retrieval of the
people and property taken from Ziklag. It places David a great distance
away from where Saul was killed. In fact, it took David and his men three
days just to reach Ziklag (30:1). And what they encountered there took
them even farther from the battlefield where Saul was dying. Ziklag had
been burned, and all their families taken away,
Davids capable handling of this crisis contrasts with Saul's utter collapse.
David's men were distraught at the loss of their families. They blamed him
and threatened to mutiny (30:6). But David "strengthened himself in Yahweh
his God." He consulted Yahweh through Abiathar and the ephod and then
set out in pursuit of die raiding party. On die way, they "happened" upon an
Egyptian slave who had been left to die in the desert. The Egyptian led diem
straight to the raiding party that had attacked Ziklag. They turned out to be
Amalekites. Their presence contradicts i Samuel 15, where Saul reportedly
annihilated die Amalekites. This contradiction confirms the suspicion that
chapter 15 is secondary. In the final form of this literature, however, the
Amalekites become a subtheme. As the people whom Saul failed to annihilate, they symbolize his rejection as king and continue to plague his reign. It
is David who completes the task upon which Saul founders.
David led his men in a surprise attack. They slaughtered most of the
Amalekites, recovering their own families and property and a great treasure
of loot stolen from elsewhere. When a dispute arose among the men about
the division of the plunder, David again showed his leadership capability.
He issued a decree: all will share alike (30:25). The writer notes that this
decision became a (royal) statute and ordinance for Israel. Though not yet
king, David is already acting the part.
Historically, there is little reason to doubt that David spent time as a
mercenary for the Philistines. A pro-Davidic author would not invent such
O
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a charge. It makes sense that he and his men were given the city of Ziklag.
The Philistines cannot have been as gullible as Achish is pictured, and they
had their own best interests at heart. Ziklag was an outpost on the edge of
the southernmost region known as the Negev (Map 2). David was stationed
there to protect the southern flank of Philistine territory. From there, he
could conduct raids on surroundingO areas.
David and his men survived on what they were able to plunder from
others. The claim that they never attacked settlements inhabited by Israelite
or Judahite people is not historical. These ethnic distinctions were not
clear-cut, and David would not have had time to check them anyway.
Besides, he and his men were concerned with survival. Their targets were
chosen based on economic considerations, not ethnic ones.
The story of the Amalekite raid on Ziklag and David's counterattack is
historically plausible. It is the timing of these events that is questionable.
According to i Samuel they occurred at the same time as the battle in
which Saul was killed. The reason for this is evident. David could not have
fought against Saul because he was far away chasing Amalekites at the time.
It is the apologetic nature of this presentation that makes it doubtful historically. The more the writer denies David's participation in Saul's downfall, the more a critical reader suspects it.

i Samuel 31—2 Samuel i
The last chapter of i Samuel and the first chapter of 2 Samuel offer different accounts of how Saul died. In i Samuel 31 Saul was badly wounded by
arrows. To avoid humiliation and death at the hands of his enemies, he
committed suicide. The Philistines found his corpse along with those of
Jonathan and Saul's two other sons. They mutilated and displayed all four
of them on the city wall of Beth-shan. But the men of Jabesh-Gilead
retrieved the bodies and took them to their city for burial. This version is
paralleled by i Chronicles 10, which adds nothing of historical value.
The second version in 2 Samuel i shares the general setting of battle on
Mount Gilboa but is significantly different in its details. It comes from the
mouth of an Amalekite who brought Saul's crown and bracelets to David.
The Amalekite claimed to have found himself on Mount Gilboa when the
Philistines were closing in on Saul. As in the first version, Saul was badly
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wounded. But here the Amalekite takes credit for finishingo him off, though
o
at Saul's request.
These two accounts are not real variants. The Amalekite s story does not
ring true, and one must conclude that he is lying. What was he doing
strollingo around Mount Gilboa in the heat of battle? The characterization
of Amalekites as scavengers (cf. i Samuel 30) suggests that this man went to
the battleground ahead of the Philistines to rob the dead and dying (i Sam.
31:8 says the Philistines arrived the next day). There, he found Saul's royal
insignia on his already dead body and took them to David in anticipation
of a reward.
The two stories have different functions in the overall narrative. The
first explains how Saul died, by his own hand, far from David. The second
describes how David learned of Saul's death and reports his reaction. It
also continues the theme of the sanctity of Yahweh's anointed. The
Amalekite was a resident alien (Hebrew: glr) and therefore subject to the
same laws and customs as a citizen of Israel (i: 13). Therefore David asks
him accusingly why he was not afraid to destroy Yahweh's anointed (v. 14).
The Amalekite had condemned himself by claiming to have taken Saul's
life. There can be only one punishment for such a grievous crime—death.
Besides, after his recent experience (chap. 30), one less Amalekite in the
world could hardly have troubled David. The reference to an Amalekite
here again contradicts i Samuel 15, where the Amalekites were supposedly
obliterated. But also again the insertion of that chapter provides an intriguing irony. Since Saul's offense was in failing to destroy the Amalekites, his
death is in a sense his own responsibility. Once more, it is left to David to
complete the task that Saul had failed to perform.
In addition to executing the Amalekite, David and his men mourned
the death of Saul and Jonathan, fasting, weeping, and tearing their clothes
(2 Sam. 1:11—12). The eulogy over Saul and Jonathan (2 Sam. 1:19—27) is
attributed to David as his composition for the occasion. There is no way
of knowing whether David really wrote it, but it serves an apologetic purpose. The lament and the fact that David ordered that it be taught
throughout all Judah (v. 18) are intended to assure the reader of David's
sincere grief at the passing of Israel's two great heroes. Surely the poet
who expressed such affection for Saul and Jonathan could not have assassinated them.
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Historical Assessment of I Samuel 2.4—z Samuel I
In the Wilderness
Now that we have identified the more apologetic and literary elements of
this material, we can piece together what remains into a historically viable
portrait of this portion of David's life. As his speeches in chapters 24 and
26 recount, Saul's efforts to kill him forced David to flee south into the
rugged Judean wilderness. He was no doubt familiar with this terrain
because Bethlehem was not far away. He may even have spent time here
before comingO to Saul's court. The region
was a traditional haven for outO
laws and fugitives, and David's leadership skills quickly attracted a following among them. Those who came after him were debtors and people
disgruntled with the status quo (i Sam. 22:1—2). One of the tactics David
used to attract them is indicated by Saul's words to his own men: "Listen,
you Benjamimtes. Will the son of Jesse give any of you fields and vineyards?
Will he appoint any of you commanders of hundreds or commanders of
thousands? Is that why all of you have conspired against me?" (22:7—8).
Saul accuses his fellow Benjaminites of betraying him. Assuming there
was some validity to the charge, what would have motivated them to support
David over their own tribesman? Saul's own words provide an answer. They
indicate that David had been making promises of land and promotions to
his adherents. This means that his eyes were already fixed on the crown, for
only the king could grant lands and make such appointments. These "campaign promises" were part of his efforts to build a groundswell of support
that he could ride to the throne. Saul's words further indicate that the bulk
of David's support came from his own people in Judah. First Samuel 22:1
also mentions David's kinfolk. Most of his fellow renegades in the wilderness probably came from Judah and felt threatened by the Benjaminite king
Saul. David thus made use of sectional rivalries and suspicions to set himself against Saul as a better leader for his own people of Judah. David's own
son Absalom would later use the same tactics against him.
David organized his followers into a small "army" or a raiding band.
TheyJ were bandits. TodayJ we might
even call them terrorists, consideringO
O
the political nature of David's agenda (see below). This band survived by
pillaging settlements in the area. The Bible denies that they ever conducted
raids against settlements of Judah (i Sam. 27:8—12). David only claimed to
attack Judah so as to deceive the Philistines into believing that he had
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become a traitor to his people. But this denial is part of the apology for
David. Even in it one sees something of David's ruthless nature. He kept
the Philistines from rinding out what he was really doing by slaughtering all
the inhabitants of the villages he and his men raided. But if the Philistines
could not tell the ethnic affiliation of the victims from their property how
could David know the identity of every individual or village he destroyed?
And was he really that careful?
Other stories suggest that David was not so discriminating. For example, the inhabitants of Keilah and of the Wilderness of Ziph both betrayed
David to Saul, according to i Samuel 23. The people of Keilah evidently
found life under David's "liberation" no less oppressive than it had been
under the Philistines. The Ziphites also seemed eager to turn David over to
Saul. In both cases, the Judahite settlers in the region saw themselves as
potential prey for David as much as any other people. The story in
i Samuel 25 is the best illustration of David's operation. When the inhabitants of the area, like the chieftain "Nabal," resisted his demand for provisions, David moved to attack and take what he wanted. The composite
picture, then, indicates that Davids band survived in the wilderness by terrorizing the local population. They made no real allowances for any ethnic
or tribal group except, perhaps, for Davids immediate clan. Everyone was
fair game.
David's band had no political allegiance. They were an army for hire—
mercenaries. This may be the meaning of the term "Hebrews," used by the
Philistines for David and his men in i Sam. 29:3. At that time, the word
may have designated a social class rather than an ethnic group.14 David
fought for the Philistines just as he had fought for Saul. This was a great
embarrassment to the writer of David's apology, who explained that
David had fooled the Philistines. But David's ties with the Philistines continued into his reign. Even after David had become king of Israel, an
important segment of his army continued to be made up of Philistines
(2 Sam. 15:19—23).
For their part, the Philistines were happy to lend aid to an enemy of
Saul. David the outlaw was as much a thorn in their side as in Saul's. They
were willing to give him Ziklag because it was more convenient than trying
to root him out of the notoriously rugged terrain in which he was
ensconced and which he controlled. Besides, at Zildag he and his men
could serve as guardians of the southern Philistine frontier.
O
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Political Ascendancy and Saul's Death
David and his band were good at what they did. They soon became a force
to be reckoned with both militarily and politically. The single most important step in David's political rise was his removal of the Calebite chief
whom the Bible calls Nabal. By marrying his widow Abigail, David appropriated not only his wealth but also his social and political position. This
also significantly enhanced his power base. From there it was a short way to
the throne of Judah, It is no accident that David was anointed king of Judah
in the Calebite capital of Hebron, or that Abigail accompanied him there.
As chief of the Calebites, David could no longer
simply
o be regarded
o
r ] as
an outlaw. His relationship with the Philistines must have changed. This is
speculation, but it fits well with the sequence of events described in the
Bible. Combining the territory where he had conducted his outlaw raids
with the holdings of the former Calebite chief, David now controlled the
Negev bordering both Saul's domain and that of the Philistines. His political strength is suggested by the Philistines' reference to him as "the king of
the land" (i Sam. 21:12). This text is set long before David became king of
Judah, so it does not refer to his position as king of Judah or as king of
Israel. It does, however, show that David became a significant force in the
Negev, one that neither the Philistines nor Saul could ignore. But they
chose to deal with him in different ways. The Philistines bargained with
David, while Saul sought his life,
By all indications, Saul was a strong military leader. He fought against
Israel's enemies in every direction and defeated most of them (i Sam.
14:47—48).
His strategy
against
the Philistines was well-planned
and effec'
~'
~ /
OJ
O
i
tive. Samuel tells of several triumphs over the Philistines by Israel under
Saul. His only recorded loss in battle was the one on Mount Gilboa. What
brought about this sudden and devastating loss? The answer may be David,
or more precisely, the league between David and the Philistines, Saul was
prepared to confront the Philistines on his west, as they encroached from
the coast. But he did not anticipate that a formidable enemy would
threaten him from the south, David forced Saul to defend two fronts. This
weakened his resistance to the Philistines and eventually brought about his
collapse, David, therefore, was more than a mere outlaw who was a thorn in
Saul's southern flank. He challenged Saul's dominion in Judah and then
O
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formed the crucial part of the coalition that destroyed him. In that sense,
David was the one ultimately responsible for toppling Saul.
There is reason, moreover, to believe that David's involvement in Saul's
death on the battlefield was more direct.15 The strenuous defense of David
in i Samuel 24—2 Samuel i is enough to raise suspicions. The more forcefully the writer denies David's participation in Saul's last battle, the more
we suspect it. There are also some peculiarities about the accounts of Saul's
death (i Samuel 31; 2 Samuel i) that fuel such suspicions. For example, the
location of the battle on Mount Gilboa does not make much sense historically. It is too far north of the territory of both Saul and the Philistines.
Why would both armies go so far out of their way to fight? This setting for
the battle seems fictional. It may be due to the authors attempt once more
to distance David from Saul's death. David occupied the south, so the
writer moved the battle in which Saul was killed far away to the north.
Even more important is the function of the story in 2 Samuel i. The
Amalekite's story and David's reactions to it are designed to deflect speculation away from the significance of Saul's crown and bracelets. These were
the very symbols of Saul's power. The Amalekite recognized this and
brought them to David hoping for a reward. His actions bespeak a widespread understanding that Saul was David's enemy and that David wished
to be king. The apology tries to show that this understanding was mistaken
because it did not take David's character into consideration. We are told
that David acted properly toward Saul, despite the friction between them.
But the story also indicates that David ended up with the tangible symbols
of Saul's royal authority. This is strongly incriminating evidence! We may
never know for sure exactly how or where Saul died. But we must at least
suspect that David was involved.
There is yet one more indication of this. Much later, during David's
reign, 2 Samuel tells how Davids son Absalom revolted against him and
succeeded in briefly deposing him. As David fled Jerusalem before the
charge of his son, he was greeted by a Benjaminite named Shimei who
cursed him and jeered at him. Shimei told David, "Yahweh has requited
you for all the blood of the house of Saul, in whose place you have become
king, by handing the kingdom over to Absalom, your son" (2 Sam. 16:8).
Shimei obviously saw David as a usurper who had stolen the throne
from Saul in the same way that Absalom was now stealing it from him. No
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doubt Shimei was expressing a widely held viewpoint and one that may
well have a basis in history. The young man David, who, if my suggestion is
correct, had failed years earlier to overthrow Saul, finally succeeded with
the help of the Philistines.

Summary
We have now added the following scenes to the biographical portrait we
are painting. David fled from Saul to the wilderness of Judah. There he
gathered a substantial following of men who were also outlaws. He organized them into a raiding band that terrorized the inhabitants of the
Negev and pillaged their settlements. The writer of the apology for David
has tried very hard to cover up and explain his activities in the wilderness
but with only limited success. Contrary to the apology, there is no indication that the band discriminated between ethnic Judahites and people of
other origins, assuming there was really a difference between them.
David's most important single conquest in this period was that of the
Calebite chief, "Nabal" (Jether?). Nabal's wife Abigail may have been
David's own sister or half-sister. The two of them conspired to have Nabal
killed, and then David married her. He took over both Nabal's wealth and
his leadership position. This effectively gave David control over Judah and
the Negev. He thus became a force to be reckoned with. The Philistines
dealt with him by treaty. They hired David and his men as mercenaries and
made them the guardians of their southern frontier.
The alliance of David's forces with the Philistines proved too much for
Saul, who was killed in battle against the coalition. David may have taken
part in the battle, although the apology has covered up his participation.
David,' therefore,' finallyJ succeeded in bringing
Saul down. Next,' he would
O
&
move toward taking Saul's place as king.
O
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Fig. I . Michelangelo's David. (COURTESY OF THE ACCADEMIA MUSEUM, FLORENCE, ITALY)

fig 2 top T h e "house of O,ivid
inscription from Tel Dan, Israel.
^COURTESY OF HEBREW U N I O N COLLEGE-JEWISH INSTITUTE OF RELIGION,
JERUS-U EM

Fig. 3, above: The Mcsha Stele or Moabitc
stone.;'COURTESY OF THE MUSEE DU LOUVRI-; PARIS i
Fig, -i, right: Relief of Egyptian king Sheshonq, showing name
rings where Kitchen reads "David" (D-w-t). (SOURCE: HFRSCHEL SHANKS, "HAS DAVID BEEN FOUND IN
fcGYPr"
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Fig. 5, above: Modern Jerusalem
showing the "City of David"
and the temple mount.
(COURTESY OF WILLIAM G.
DKVL-R)

Fig. 6, left: The "stepped stone
structure" in the "City of
David."

Fig. 7. Canopic coffin from the tomb ot Tutankhamun. (COURTESY OF THE CAIRO MUSEUM, EGYPT J

Fig. 8. Depictions of lyres from the ancient Near East.
(SOURCE: NAHMAN AVIGAD, "THE KING'S DAUGHTER AND THE LYRE," ISRAEL EXPLORATION JOURNAL 28
(1978), PP. 146 AND 148; COURTESY OF THE ISRAEL EXPLORATION SOCIETY)

Fig 9, above Relief depicting
Philistines with feather headdresses from Medinet Habu,
Egypt. (PHOTOGRAPH BY ERICH
LESSING )

Fig. 10, right: Relief depicting
the attack on Lachish from
Sennacherib's palace in
Ninevah, showing Assyrian soldiers with conical helmets and
slings (PHOTOGRAPH BY ERICH
LESSINGj
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Assassin
David's Reign as King of judah

Notes by Ethan ben Hoshaiah which he wrote down in haste during
the next part of the deposition of the princess Michal: two assassinations closely upon one another by which Abner removed and also Ishbosheth the only two men still obstructing David's grasp for power over
all Israel/query: by hand of God or hand of David/common traits
—Stefan Heym, The King David Report

"What is the nature of the Lord?" Bathsheba asked.
"He is like me," said King David.
—Torgny Lindgren, Bathsheba
Like Samuel, I hate to say this, but like Samuel, most of my life, I have
had no difficulty in persuading myself that my will is, by a stroke of
great good fortune, the Almighty's. And it may have been. I can't be sure
it wasn't. The successes I've had, my recoveries from die depths, they
make me believe, at the right moment, that I am indeed the Chosen of
die Lord, here to enact His will. Which I can only interpret as my own.
—Allan Massie, King David

IMUTI Bosch combined careers as Roman Catholic priest, statesman, professor of political science, and author. He worked for years in his
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native Dominican Republic against an oppressive dictatorship and was
finally elected president in 1963 by a huge majority. After only nine months
in office, though, he was forced into exile by rebels. While in exile he wrote
David: The Biography of a King.
Bosch probably understood better than anyone else who has studied
David the kinds of dangers faced by public officials—especially in a government in transition. It is interesting, therefore, that in writing about the
assassination of Abner (2 Samuel 3), Bosch raised the question of David's
involvement.1 He did not expand on this other than to say that the question remained unanswered. In this chapter I wish to propose a more
definite answer.

The Throne of Judah
Following the deaths of Saul and Jonathan, the kingship of Israel might
appear to have been David's for the taking. But things were not so simple.
Second Samuel 2 reports that David's accession to the kingship of Judah
was immediate but that it was another seven and a half years before he was
crowned kins
o over Israel. Those Jyears witnessed a bitter civil war between
the "house of David" and the "house of Saul" that culminated in the
assassinations of the two leading figures in Israel, Abner and Ishbaal. The
early chapters of 2 Samuel skim over those years quickly. But even they
indicate that this was a difficult period. The actual historical circumstances
were even more complicated.
Outline of 2 Samuel 2:Z—j.j
2:1—43
2:4!)— 7

David anointed king of Judah in Hebron
Davids letter to Jabesh-Gilead

2:8—11
2:12—32

Abner makes Ishbaal king of Israel
War between David and Ishbaal; Abner kills Asahel

3: i
3:2—5
3:6—39

Notice that David's side is gradually winning the war
List of David's sons born in Hebron.
Abner's defection to David and murder by Joab

4:1—12
5:1—5

The assassination of Ishbaal
David anointed king of Israel in Hebron
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According to the Bible (2 Sam. 2:1—4), David did not seek the throne
but had it thrust under him. It was at Yahweh's order that he moved to
Judah, specifically to Hebron. Once there, he was anointed king by the
elders of Judah at their initiative. We have already seen that Hebron was the
capital of the Calebites, Judah's most powerful clan. It was, therefore, the
logical dwelling place of the king of Judah. Yet there is no hint in this text
that David's motives were at all political. He did not go to Hebron in
search of the kingship
o r but because Yahweh commanded it.
The historical David no doubt actively pursued kingship. His anointing
as king first over Judah and then over Israel was the culmination of a series
of carefully calculated steps designed to bring him to power. We hinted at
some of these steps previously. We can now discuss them in more detail
and relate them to each other. The order of these steps is not certain. The
steps themselves, moreover, should be understood as tentative.
Steps That Led to David's Anointing over Judah
Became leader of raiding band of outlaws in Judean desert
Served Philistines as mercenary
Married Ahinoam of Jezreel (Saul's wife?)
Had "Nabal" killed and married Abigail, became chief of
the Calebites
5. Sent gifts from raids to elders of Judah
6. Anointed "king" by elders of Judah in recognition of his
de facto control

1.
2.
3.
4.
~

1.

J

O

O

David became the chief of an outlaw band in the wilderness of
Judah (i Sam. 22:2). We noted that, if Saul's words to his servants in
22:7 are taken seriously, David was already "campaigning" at this
early stage by promising land and promotions to those who would
serve him. Since only a monarch could grant such favors, David had
already set his sights on the throne.
2. Saul pursued David into the wilderness. His pursuit may have been
motivated by an attempted coup led by David. According to
27:1—4, it was Saul's pursuit that first drove David to seek help from
the Philistines. As Saul's enemy, they welcomed him. David served
the Philistines as a mercenary (2 Samuel 27). They profited from
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him in two ways. First, they placed him and his men in Ziklag to
guard their southern frontier. Second, from Ziklag David and his
men continued to conduct their raids on the inhabitants of the
Negev and to share the plunder with their Philistine patrons. While
it is historically doubtful that David maintained his loyalty to Saul,
as the Bible claims, it does seem likely that he fooled the Philistines
in a sense. His raids enriched Philistine coffers. But they also established and expanded the territory that David himself, not the
Philistines, controlled and that would serve as a base for his further
acquisition of power.
3, and 4. David's marriages were an essential part of his claim to royal
power. As far as the people of Judah were concerned (2 Sam.
2:2—4), his most important marriage was to Abigail because of her
status among the Calebites. But his other marriages also supplied
him with other important credentials. Although the marriage to
Michal in i Samuel 18 is probably not historical, David may have
taken another woman from Saul's household, namely Saul's wife
Ahinoam. Both Saul (i Sam. 14:50) and David (i Sam. 25:43) had
wives named Ahinoam, and the name does not occur anywhere else
in the Bible. As with Abigail, this seems likely to be more than a
coincidence, especially in light of 2 Sam. 12:8, where Nathan refers
to David having Saul's wives in his harem. Only Ahinoam is mentioned as wife to both Saul and David. Thus, it could well be that
"David swaggered into Hebron with the wife of a Calebite chieftain
on one arm and that of the Israelite king on the other."2
We do not know the details of Ahinoam's identity or of her marriage to David. She is said to be from Jezreel. It is not clear which of
two places this refers to. It could have been a site in the same region
of Judah as Abigail's Carmel (Josh. 15:56). This would explain why
Ahinoam is consistently referred to in tandem with Abigail (i Sam.
25:43; 27:3; 30:5; 2 Sam. 2:2) and why the two women are an important element in David's claim to sovereignty over the Calebites and
Judah (2 Sam. 2:2). Or it could be a reference to the Jezreel valley at
the northern edge of Saul's kingdom. Either way, the marriage was
clearly political.
5. When David and his men rescued their property from the Amalekites,
they also took the loot that had been plundered from other cities.
OO

O

O

O
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David distributed part of this booty among the elders of Judah
(i Sam. 30:26—31). These were the leaders of the various city-states
in Judah. This may not have been the first time that David sent gifts
to them. It comes as no surprise, therefore, to read that these same
elders chose David to rule over them (2 Samuel 2); he had stacked
the deck in his favor. If they had forgotten the effectiveness he had
shown as a military commander under Saul, his command of the
band of raiders in the wilderness of Judah reminded them. This
reminder was two-pronged. David's domination and annihilation of
villages in the wilderness suggested that failing to choose him as
king could be perilous, while being his subjects could bring rewards.
6. When David arrived in Hebron, therefore, it was a foregone conclusion that he would be crowned king. The elders of Judah were quite
aware of both the positive and negative potential of his military
capabilities. His marriages gave him royal pedigree and experience as
a statesman. There was no other option.
O

I

O

>

O

O

As we will see in the next chapter, it might be more accurate to call
David "chief" over Judah rather than "king." Judah was not yet a true
nation. But Davids leadership was an important step in that direction.
Under his central authority the individual clans and the territory they controlled were brought together for the first time.

The Kingship over Judah and Saul's Death
There was always a distinction between Israel and Judah—even during the
"United Monarchy" of Saul, David, and Solomon. David and Solomon
treated them differently, as we will see. They are mentioned separately in
the Bible's account of Saul's reign: "all Israel and Judah loved David"
(i Sam. 18:16). And David ruled over Judah alone before he became king
over Israel. Saul probably never had a firm hold on Judah at all. The stories
in i Samuel 13—15 indicate that his kingdom encompassed primarily the
highlands of Benjamin and Ephraim. Once David surfaced as his rival,
whatever hold Saul may have had on Judah disappeared in short order.
As a separate entity, Judah's political development was not necessarily tied
to that of Israel. Davids rise to king in Judah did not depend on Saul's vacat-
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ing his throne. Second Samuel 2 relates that Davids anointing over Judah took
place after the death of Saul. But the figures it gives for Davids reign suggest
that he actually rose to that position beforehand. It says that David ruled over
Judah from Hebron for seven and a half years (v. n) but also that Ishbaal
(=Ishbosheth), Saul's son and successor, reigned only two years over Israel (v.
10). This indicates that during the final five and a half years of Saul's reign
David was ruling over Judah. The story of Davids anointing in i Sam. 16:1—13
agrees. Even though this story is likely a later addition it is remarkably frank in
its admission that David was anointed king long before Saul died.
One reason for David's success as king of Judah was his relationship with
the Philistines. There is no indication in die Bible of any friction widi them
during his reign over Judah. So, we must assume that the affiliation he had
established with them as a mercenary continued widi his assumption of larger
leadership roles over the Calebites and Judah. The affiliation may have become
formalized. I have suggested that David had an agreement, perhaps even a
treaty, with the Philistines that united them in opposition to Saul. No longer
their "employee," he dealt with them as a sort of head of state. He employed
Philistines as his personal guard; they were among his most loyal soldiers during his reign over Israel (2 Sam. 15:18—22). Nor was it with the Philistines
alone that David made such arrangements. David sent envoys to the new king
of the Ammonites promising to "deal loyally" with him as he had with his
father, Nahash (2 Sam. 10:1—2). This language implies that there was a treaty
or covenant between David and Nahash. But Nahash was Saul's enemy, indeed
the enemy who, in a sense, launched Saul's career (i Sam. loizyb—11:15).
Together, David and the Philistines and perhaps others like the Ammonites
represented a coalition against Saul. This coalition was what toppled Saul by
forcing him to fight on two fronts. I have suggested that Davids involvement
in Saul's fall was more direct than the Bible indicates. He was an active participant at least in the planning if not in the fighting of the battle in which Saul
and his sons lost their lives. This was what David had wanted all along and
what he probably tried earlier in his career to accomplish. Saul's throne was left
for him to claim. That claiming process would take an additional seven years.
O

O

OO

From the Throne of Judah to the Throne of Israel
But Saul's throne was not quite vacant yet. Two members of the house of
Saul remained in the way of David's ultimate goal: Abner, the commander
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of Sauls army, and Ishbaal, Saul's son and successor. Both were assassinated at opportune moments for David, and both deaths brought important political gains his way. Following the now-familiar pattern, the book
of 2 Samuel denies that David had anything to do with the two assassinations and plays down his ambition to be king. But historical analysis will
again produce a very different and much more realistic picture of David.3

The Assassination of Abner
With Saul o
gone, the most powerful
man in Israel was Abner. It was he who
r
placed Ishbaal on the throne (2 Sam. 2:8—10). Why Abner did not take the
throne himself is not clear. Perhaps, because he was not an heir, he feared
this would divide what few subjects were left. In any case, however, Abner
was the real obstacle standingo in the way
of David becomingo kingo over
J
both Israel and Judah. As soon as Ishbaal had seated himself on the throne,
civil war broke out between the "house of David" and the "house of Saul."
The cause for this war was David's aggression spurred by his ambition to
annex Israel. We will see how the biblical story reveals this after we explore
Abner's murder.
Abner's assassination is the focus of 2 Samuel 2—3, which recounts two
important episodes as background. The first is the initial battle of the civil
war (2:12—32). The battle was fierce, but David's forces, under Joab, carried
the day. Among the casualties was Joab's youngest brother, Asahel. According to the story (2:18—23) 'r was Abner who killed him, though hardly out
of malice. As Abner was retreating with his army, Asahel pursued him,
intent on making a name for himself by slaying the enemy commander.
Despite being repeatedly warned, he refused to give up the chase, until
Abner in self-defense struck him down. The battle ended before Asahels
brothers, Joab and Abishai, could exact revenge (2:24). But Joab particularlyJ bore a grudge
against
Abner.
O
O
O
The second background scene concerns Abner and Ishbaal (3:6—11). It
__presupposes an important principle about monarchy that surfaces repeatedly in the David story, namely that sleeping with a member of the royal
harem is tantamount to stakingo a claim on the throne. Thus, when Ishbaal
accused Abner of sleeping with Saul's former concubine Rizpah (3:8), he
was not concerned with matters of morality or propriety but with a challenge to his kingship. Rizpah was in the harem, and Abner's affair with her
was an affront to Ishbaal's authority.
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Abner did not deny the charge but contemptuously expressed his annoyance at Ishbaal for bringing it up. His response to Ishbaal, in effect, was,
"How dare you charge me with a crime when I have the power to make or
break you" (cf. v. 8). He further announced that he would transfer the
kingdom to David (v. 10). The note in 3: i that the "house of Saul" was losingo the civil war suggests
that Abner had another motive. He was anxious
oo
to avoid defeat and keep his military command. Whatever his real motive,
he contacted David with an extraordinary offer. Abner would bring "all
Israel" over to David. This would mean the final defeat of Ishbaal. It was
exactly1 what David had been waitingO and fighting
for. Second Samuel
O
O
3:17—19 also reports that Abner spoke with the elders of Israel and his fellow Benjaminites about making David their king. He therefore came to
Hebron ready to offer the kingship over Israel to David.
Several facets of this episode make it historically suspect. Private conversations such as the one between Ishbaal and Abner are, of course, of dubious
historical worth. How could the writer know what was said? Ishbaal's accusation and Abner's actions are also somewhat hard to believe. Both of them
would have understood the implications of the affair with Rizpah. But it is
unlikely that Abner was covertly trying to replace Ishbaal, since he had the
power to do so openly at any time. It would also be very foolish of Ishbaal to
accuse Abner of treason knowing that he actually controlled the power of the
kingship. If Abner was annoyed with Ishbaal, why not remove him and seize
the throne personally? This entire story may have been contrived as a way of
attributing to Abner the initiation of the parley with David. We may suspect
that the historical situation was otherwise and that David lured Abner to the
negotiation session in order to have him assassinated.
An earlier verse had explained that Saul had given Michal in marriage to
another man after David's flight from Gibeah (i Sam. 25:44). David now
demanded that Abner restore Michal to him (3:13) before he would agree
to meet for negotiation. Michal's husband, Palti(el) ben-Laish, felt genuine
affection for Michal and went running after her as Abner carted her away
(2 Sam. 3:16). But she was important to David for different reasons. In all
the time they had been apart David had never once tried to get her back.
But now, with Abner's defection, Saul's throne was in sight, almost in
Davids grasp. As Saul's son-in-law through his marriage to Michal, David
was a member of the royal family with a legitimate claim to the crown.
Michal was a political asset.
O
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Strikingly, 2 Sam. 3:14—15 says that it was Ishbaal, not Abner, who
acceded to David's demand and retrieved Michal from Paltiel. Ishbaal's
intervention on David's behalf appears very odd considering their adversarial relationship, not to mention Michal's political benefit to David. It
may be that Ishbaal was under some kind of legal obligation to return
Michal or that he was trying to curry favor with David, whom he recognized as the imminent victor in their conflict. But the apologetic
nature of
r
o
this material leads us to regard this detail as an indication that the story of
David's marriage to Michal was contrived. In other words, David had
Michal brought to him for the first time at this point as a way of solidifying his claim on the crown. This would mean that Palti(el) was Michal's
original husband. Michal was taken from him and brought to David. It
explains why David did not have her brought to him during his time in the
wilderness. He was not married to her then and was in no position to
demand her. It may be, in fact, that David took Michal only after he had
become kingo of Israel.
With respect to Abner s murder, the writer goes to great lengths to show
that Joab acted purely on his own. In the first place, David had no incentive
to kill Abner. Abner came to Hebron offering to end the war and hand the
kingship of Israel over to David. This was everything David had been
working toward. Killing Abner would only have jeopardized David's position. The text states three times that Abner left his meeting with David "in
peace" (vv. zi, 22, 23). It also says explicitly that David knew nothing of
Joab's summons of Abner (v. 26) and that he found out about the murder
only after it had happened (v. 28). It even hints that David was aware of
Joab's grudge against Abner and tried to avoid any confrontation by sending Joab out on a raid when Abner was due to visit (3:22—25).
When Joab returned he was furious to learn that his enemy had come
and gone peacefully. He immediately recalled Abner and, pretending to
have private business with him, murdered him in cold blood (3:27). Joab's
main motive was revenge for Asahel. But the story also suggests another
motive. David evidently had made Abner his new army commander. That
explains why Abner speaks to David as "my lord the king" in 3:21. He asks
permission of his new commander-in-chief to go rally "all Israel" behind
David. This new post would naturally place Abner in direct conflict with
Joab, giving Joab all the more incentive for murder. This is no doubt an
impression the writer wishes to create.
O
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David's innocence is further indicated in his reaction to Abner's murder.
He is described as distraught and terribly upset with Joab. He announces
immediately that he and his kingdom are innocent of Abner's blood (v. 28).
He places the guilt squarely on Joab and curses his family with disease and
suffering as retribution (vv. 28—29). He distances himself from the "sons
of Zeruiah," who are too violent for him. He also composes a eulogy for
Abner (vv. 33—34) and calls him "a prince and a great man in Israel" (v. 38).
He mourns bitterly for him with fasting (v. 33) and commands Joab and the
army also to mourn (v. 31). The end result, reports the writer, is that everyone was pleased with David's actions and understood that he had no part
in Abner's death (v. 37).
However, the very fervency with which David's innocence in this matter
is asserted can lead a historian to suspect his complicity. A closer consideration of certain details of the story augments this suspicion. To begin with,
David had incentive to Oget rid of Abner. Abner would have been a constant
source of worry for David if he had lived. He was obviously very influential—in the story he persuades both the army and the elders of Israel to
go over to David. His dealings with Ishbaal demonstrated that he was independent and would be difficult to control. Moreover, he was a Benjaminite
and would always be inclined to keep the kingship within that tribe rather
than letting it become the property of David and Judah. Most of all, the
Bible makes very clear that Abner was the power in Israel. Whether he actuallyJ brought
from the elders of Israel to make David king
o an agreement
o
o or
the allegiance of the Israelite army is uncertain—and irrelevant. With
Abner gone, dominion over Benjamin and Israel would be there for the taking,
and David would be without challengers.
But Abner's removal had to
o
o
be explained in such a way that David could claim innocence and ignorance
of the deed. Enter Joab.
The apology for David describes Joab's motive as personal—vengeance
for the death of his brother Asahel. The other brother, Abishai, is also
named as an accomplice: "So Joab and his brother Abishai murdered
Abner because he had killed their brother Asahel in the battle at Gibeon"
(2 Sam. 3:30). Verse 39 also implies Abishai's involvement when it mentions
the "sons of Zeruiah." But the story itself records no role for Abishai in
the murder. The inclusion of his name, therefore, is probably meant to
emphasize the writer's point that Joab's deed was an act of familial blood
vengeance rather than a political murder.
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Though supposedly the occasion for Joab's vengeance, Asahel's fall in
2 Sam. 2:1—23 has some peculiar features that call its historical veracity into
question. Again, private conversations between the two men on the battlefield could not have been known and are likely invented by the author. In
addition, the portrait of Asahel here stands in tension with his inclusion in
the list of David's "mighty men" (2 Sam. 23:18—19). The story in 2 Samuel
2 ascribes to Asahel the attributes of youth and inexperience in battle. He
was "swift of foot" and rashly ignored the old soldier's warnings, intent on
bolstering his reputation in imitation of his older brothers. By contrast, the
list of "mighty men" describes Asahel as the commander (literally "head")
of the honor guard known simply as "the Thirty." (Some manuscripts have
"the Three," making Asahel a member of an even more elite honor guard.)
The list also tells of Asahel's great expertise in battle that earned him a
place as commander of the Thirty. Ironically, it was the way he wielded his
spear against three hundred opponents that brought him renown! This Asahel is an experienced and valiant warrior and not the ambitious youth who
naively falls victim to the butt of Abner s spear. It is also curious that Asahel appears on the honor roll for David's army when he supposedly had
died before David even became king of Israel.
The story of Asahel's death serves an important literary function in the
context of the apology for David. Abner himself hints at the function of
the story in his speech to Asahel: "Turn away from following me; why
should I strike you to the ground? How then could I show my face to your
brother Joab?" (2 Sam. 2:22). The story provides a motive for Joab to kill
Abner, which is important for the claim that Joab acted alone and for reasons of personal revenge. But the dissonance with the image of Asahel in
the list of mighty men indicates that the earlier story about his death is not
historical but an invention of the apologist to explain why Joab would have
wanted to kill Abner and to deflect suspicion from David. This in turn
would mean that the murder was not a personal vendetta but was otherwise
motivated. It is logical to assume that Joab acted on orders from David,
who was the chief beneficiary of Abner s death.
There are several indications that David's profuse display of grief at the
news of Abner's death (3:31—39) was not entirely sincere. First, Abner's
death fits a pattern that we have witnessed before in the deaths of Nabal
and Saul. One prominent person after another dies under questionable circumstances, and David's career benefits enormously. Despite (and partly
O

O

s
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because of) the biblical writers strenuous efforts to deny David's culpability, key elements in each instance point to him as the leading suspect. The
comparison between Abner's death and Nabal's is made more overtly in
2 Sam. 3:33. The opening line of David's lament over Abner asks, "Should
Abner die as A fool dies?" The word "fool" is ndbdl, the same as the alias of
Abigail's former husband. So one could translate, "Should Abner die as
Nabal dies?" It should probably be translated as a noun rather than a name,
but the allusion to Abigail's former husband is unmistakable. This comparison also seems to confirm that Nabal's death too was murder. David has to
be a prime suspect in both cases, and his quest for power the motive.
Finally, despite the condemnations and curses that David heaps on Joab in
the story, he does not punish him. This is a strong indication that he sanctioned Abner's death. It is true that on his death bed David ordered Solomon
to execute Joab as punishment for his murders of Abner and Amasa. But this
episode is not historical. It is part of an apology for Solomon in i Kings 2
defending him for the bloodbath that accompanied his accession to the
throne. The real reason for Joab's execution is that he supported Adonijah as
David's successor instead of Solomon. Besides, the events in i Kings 2 take
place thirty-three years later according to the chronology of 2 Samuel, when
Joab is an old man. The punishment is meaningless after so long a time. As it
is, Joab gets away with murder. So does David.
O

The Assassination of Ishbaal
Abner's placement of Ishbaal on the throne of Israel illustrates the principle of dynastic succession. As Saul's son, Ishbaal had a right to the throne
that Abner could not or would not claim. This explains why David and his
apologist sought to claim heritage from Saul through marriage. It will also
explain David's treatment of Saul's natural heirs.
Readers may be confused by the name Ishbaal. The book of 2 Samuel
calls him "Ishbosheth." This is because scribes who copied the book found
the presence of "Baal" in an Israelite name offensive, so they replaced it
with the word bosheth, which means "abomination" or "shame" in Hebrew.
Other scribes were not so scrupulous. So, i Chron. 8:33 and 9:39 retain the
-baal element and give this name as "Eshbaal." This -baal element probably
did not originally refer to the Canaanite god, Baal. The word means "lord"
or "master" and could also be used for Yahweh.
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Ishbaal's name does not occur in previous lists of Saul's sons in
i Samuel. Furthermore, when i Samuel 31 relates the deaths of Saul and his
three sons, Jonathan, Abinadab, and Malchishua, the implication is that
these are Saul's only sons. The parallel in i Chron. 10:6 clearly interprets it
this way, stating that "Saul and his three sons and all his house died
together." The simplest solution to this problem is to identify Ishbaal with
Ishvi, whose name is found in one list of Saul's sons (i Sam. 14:49). The
two names could be variant spellings of the same original.5
Ishbaal is characterized in 2 Samuel as nothing more than a puppet in
the hands of Abner. The fact that Abner places him on the throne suggests
that he was a youth. Second Samuel 2:10 says he was forty years old. But
forty is a round number for a generation in the Hebrew Bible, so the figure
is suspect. Another sign of Ishbaal's youth is his ineptitude. The brief
description of his reign makes clear that Abner was in charge. The few
decisions Ishbaal undertakes on his own demonstrate his incompetence.
Even with Abner behind him he was no match for David, and once he had
alienated Abner, his downfall was imminent.
Abner brought
Ishbaal to Mahanaim and made him kingo over "Gilead,
o
8
the Geshurites, Jezreel, Ephraim, Benjamin, and all Israel" (2 Sam. 2:8—9).
These verses assign a large geographical area to Ishbaal, including regions
on both sides of the Jordan. This list is clearly an ideal. Ishbaal never came
close to controlling all this territory. This is the same domain claimed in
the narrative for Saul, and the writer has simply transferred the claim to his
son. And even Saul's control of anything beyond Benjamin and Ephraim
was tenuous. These same verses make clear that Ishbaal had no real hold on
all this land when they say that Abner brought Ishbaal to Mahanaim to
install him as king. This is very strange, since Saul's capital had been at
Gibeah. Further, Mahanaim was east of the Jordan River (Map i), while
the bulk of Ishbaal's kingdom was west of it. The reason for this move was
the Philistines. They had captured nearly all of Israel's territory in their
defeat of Saul, so that Ishbaal was no longer
secure even in Gibeah, Abner
O
moved east of the Jordan to regroup his forces for an attempt to regain the
lost territory. In the meantime, Ishbaal ruled his "kingdom" from its fringe
and exercised no control over most of the land he claimed.
It was David who provoked the war with Ishbaal. He did so by challengingO Ishbaal's claim even of the land east of the -Jordan where Abner had
brought him. The challenge appears subtly in the letter David wrote to
1
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Jabesh-Gilead (2 Sam. 2:5—7). The region of Gilead north of Mahanaim
was one of the areas claimed by Ishbaal (2 Sam. 2:9). The city of Jabesh in
Gilead had a tradition of support for Saul, perhaps because of ties of kinship with Gibeah, Saul's hometown (cf. Judg. 21:1—15). The Jabeshites also
had a special affection for Saul, who had first proved himself as king by
rescuing them from the Ammonites (i Samuel n). It was gratitude for their
rescue that motivated the Jabeshites to risk their lives to retrieve Saul's and
his sons' corpses for burial (i Sam. 31:11—13).
David wrote his letter to the Jabeshites in his capacity as king of Judah.
He congratulated them for their act of loyalty toward Saul (2 Sam. 2:4—7).
But this letter was much more than a gesture of friendship or a formality of
state. It was an outright political overture: "Let your hands be strong and
be courageous. For Saul, your lord, is dead, and it is I whom the house of
Judah has anointed king over them." David was telling the Jabeshites that
their debt to Saul was paid in full. They were not obligated in any way to
Ishbaal but were free to support David. The letter was, in effect, an invitation to the Jabeshites to establish a treaty with David against Ishbaal. The
letter was an assault on the very heart of the constituency that Ishbaal had
inherited from his father. It implied that David was Saul's successor. Ishbaal was not even mentioned.
To make matters worse for Ishbaal, David had already made a treaty
with the king of Geshur. This was another area north of Mahanaim in the
present-day Golan Heights that was also claimed by Ishbaal. The treaty is
indicated by David's marriage to Maacah, the daughter of the king of
Geshur and the mother of Absalom (2 Sam. 3:3). Such marriages among
royalty in the ancient Middle East were typical ways of sealing treaties
between states. Davids maneuverings in international relations, therefore,
had Ishbaal hemmed in. David was in Judah, south of Ishbaal. The
Philistines were west, and the Geshurites, with whom David also had an
alliance, were north. And now, with his letter to the Jabeshites, David was
attempting to entice Ishbaal's remaining supporters away from him. Ishbaal
had no choice but to attack.
Since Ishbaal was the aggressor on the battlefield, David could choose
the site for the first battle and wait for Ishbaal's forces to arrive. He
shrewdly chose the city of Gibeon. The Gibeonites bore a grudge against
Saul, according to z Sam. 21:1—19, because he had executed some of them.
The historical authenticity of this passage is questionable because it proOO
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vides a justification for David's execution of Saul's heirs. But if the
Gibeonites did indeed harbor animosity toward Saul for some reason they
would have assisted David against Saul's son Ishbaal.
Only one battle of the entire civil war between David and Ishbaal is
reported in the Bible (2 Samuel 2). The war itself dragged on for the entire
duration of Ishbaal s two-year reign (2:10). It must have been bitterly
exhausting for both sides. The Bible reports that Abner and his troops were
gradually losing (3:1, 6). This would have provided additional incentive for
Abner to negotiate
with David. It made it that much easier to lure Abner
O
into the trap that cost him his life.
With Abner gone, Ishbaal was powerless. He was left without an army
and without subjects, since the elders of Israel had agreed to make David
king (2 Sam. 3:17—21). Naturally, this picture is exaggerated. A later verse
(4:1) says that "all Israel" was dismayed to learn of Abner's death, so it is
unlikely that everyone in Benjamin, much less Israel, was ready to embrace
David as king. It is safe to say, though, that with Abner out of the picture
Ishbaal was not a serious obstacle for David. Ishbaal must have known that
his days were numbered.
Even though he wielded no power and posed no real threat, he was
Saul's heir and therefore would always be a source of concern for the
usurper, David. Second Samuel 4 tells how two of Ishbaal's own captains
assassinated him as he slept and brought his head to David. We are told
that these two men were brothers and, like Abner, Benjaminites. There was
thus opposition to Ishbaal within his own forces, especially after Abner's
departure. There may even have been a faction within Israel that favored
David over Ishbaal as Saul's successor. In any case, Ishbaal's captains perceived that his end was near, even if he did not. They hoped that by hastening the inevitable they could reap a reward. Like the Amalekite in 2 Samuel
i, their actions appear to reflect a widespread understanding that David was
the enemy of Ishbaal and would soon be king in his place.
As with the earlier killings, the writer claims that David was unaware of
and uninvolved in this assassination. The story says David had the two
assassins summarily executed and their dismembered corpses displayed in
Hebron to show his displeasure at their crime. Once again, however, this
contention is difficult to believe. Ishbaal's death came at an extremely convenient time for David, since he represented the last obstacle between David
and the throne of Israel. Also, as with Saul's death, David ended up with the
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incriminating evidence in his possession. Just as the Amalekite's story in 2
Samuel i may be designed to explain how David got Saul's diadem and
bracelets, so this story explains how he came to have Ishbaal's head!
With Abner and Ishbaal gone, the elders of Israel (probably leaders of
the highland city-states) had no alternative but to make David their king
(2 Sam. 5:1—5). There was no one else to whom they could turn. David was
in control of the army. The Israelite elders' anointing of David was as
much a capitulation to his de facto power and position as it was an invitation
for him to lead.
The list of steps taken by David in his ascent to the kingship of Judah
may now be extended to include the stages by which he finally came to rule
Israel.
Steps By Which David Came to Rule Israel

7. Hemmed in Ishbaal by treaties with Philistines and Geshur
(2 Sam. 3:3)
8. Provoked war with the overture to Jabesh-Gilead
(2 Sam. 2:4—7)
9. Lured Abner into a trap and had him assassinated
(2 Sam. 3:22—30)
10. Had Ishbaal assassinated (2 Sam. 4:1—12).
n. Anointed king over Israel in Hebron (2 Sam. 5:1—5)

Summary
The David who has emerged in our biographical portrait was a shrewd
politician. His assumption of Saul's position was the result of several calculated moves. Astute political maneuvering involving mercenary agreements
with the Philistines, usurpation of Calebite chieftaincy, key mar- riages, and
gifts (not to say bribes) to local leaders made David the natural choice to
be king over Judah. Indeed, the local leaders had no other real option,
because the guerrilla tactics of Davids outlaw band gave him control of
the Negev and of Judah.
David's reign as king of Judah overlapped with the last five and a half
years of Saul's life. In this new role, David may have formalized his agree-
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ment with the Philistines. In any case, the combination of David's growing
power and the Philistine threat eventually proved too much even for Saul's
considerable military prowess, and he perished in battle against the Philistines. David immediately provoked war with Saul's successor, Ishbaal. The
war lasted the two years of Ishbaal's reign. The Bible claims that David's
forces were gradually triumphing, and this may be true. However, the war
came to an abrupt end when David engineered the assassinations of both
Abner and Ishbaal. David then laid claim to Saul's throne.
The elders of Israel, like the elders of Judah before them, had no choice
but to accept David as their king. He was in command of the army of
Judah, and there was no one to rally the Israelites against him. His rule over
the territory that had been Saul's domain was still nominal. It remained for
him to take control of it. Consolidating his new kingdom was his first priority. In the next chapter we will explore how David went about this, and
we will see exactly what kind of king he was.
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These will be the ways of the king who will reign over you: he will take
your sons and appoint them to his chariots and to be his horsemen,
and to run before his chariots; and he will appoint for himself commanders of thousands and commanders of fifties, and some to plow
his ground and to reap his harvest, and to make his implements of war
and the equipment of his chariots. He will take your daughters to be
perfumers and cooks and bakers. He will take the best of your fields
and vineyards and olive orchards and give them to his courtiers. He
will take one-tenth of your grain and of your vineyards and give it to
his officers and his courtiers. He will take your male and female slaves,
and the best of your cattle and donkeys and put them to his work. He
will take one-tenth of your flocks, and you shall be his slaves.
—i Sam. 8:11—17

The Bible says the people of Israel wanted a king to protect
them from their enemies and make them like the other nations. "We will have
a king over us. Then we also will be like all the nations. Our king will rule us
and will go out before us to fight our battles" (I Sam. 8:19—20). In Dtrs judgment this demand bespoke a lack of faith in Yahweh. Historical research can
neither confirm nor deny this interpretation, but it can supplement it by
pointing to other factors that contributed to the appointment of a king. Paral-
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lels with other societies indicate that the establishment of a monarchy was a
complex process. Anthropologists have sometimes referred to three stages of
development: segmented or tribal society, chiefdom, and kingdom. In Israel
the segmented society was the time of the judges. Saul was chief over the central highlands.
David became the first real kingo of the nation of Israel.1
o
This three-part scheme is not ideal.2 It is oversimplified, for one thing.
In each of David's roles described in the Bible—mercenary and guerrilla
captain, leader of the Calebites, and "king" of Judah, as well as in the first
part of his reign over Israel—David could be designated a "chieftain" in
anthropological terms. Moreover, the three categories are not found in the
Bible, which uses only the term "king" or "king designate" (ndgid ) to refer
to Saul and David. It is probably better, therefore, to think of Saul and
David as representing different stages in the formation of a monarchical
nation or state.3 Whatever terminology we adopt, it is important to recognize that David's reign was a much fuller development of kingship than
Saul's. In this chapter I will trace the differences that the Bible describes
between the reigns of Saul and David. Then I will survey the innovations
David introduced as king and the impact they had on his subjects.

Consolidating the Kingdom
The Bible's account of David's reign in z Samuel is not chronological. Dtr's
organizational principle was topical rather than chronological. Hence, for
example, he lists David's sons born in Jerusalem as a group (5:13—16) rather
than supplying a notice for each at the time of his birth. David's wars with
the Philistines (5:17—25) are recounted separately from his battles with
other surrounding peoples (8:1—14). And the victories over individual
Philistines, which must have occurred during the Philistine wars, are
described in yet another place (21:15—22). Again, 6:1—13 te^s °f both
attempts to install the ark in Jerusalem together without giving details
about what happened in the interval between them.
Outline of 2 Samuel j — 1O

5:1—5
5:6—10

David anointed king of Israel in Hebron
Conquest of Jerusalem
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5:11—12
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Hiram of Tyre sends builders and supplies for
Davids palace
List of Davids sons born in Jerusalem
Victories over the Philistines
The ark is installed in Jerusalem
Michal confronts David
Yahweh promises to build David an enduring dynasty
David's victories over the surrounding nations
Davids cabinet
Mephibaal brought to David's court
Davids defeat of the Aramaean-Ammonite coalition

5:13—16
5:17—25
6:1—15
6:16—23
7:1—29
8:1—14
8:15—18
9:1—13
10:1—19

While the exact order of these events is uncertain, four of them concern matters that would have demanded the immediate attention of the
new king.

The Philistines
Davids old allies now became his enemies. If we follow the order of
2 Samuel, the Philistines did not attack until after David had taken
Jerusalem (5:6—10), begun work on his palace (5:11—12), and fathered at
least eleven more children (5:13—16). But historically the Philistines made
themselves the first item on David's royal agenda. This is clear from 2 Sam.
5:17, which says that the Philistines marched out in search of David as soon
as they learned of his anointing over Israel.
As he had done with Ishbaal, David provoked the Philistines to attack.
They perceived his move to unite Israel and Judah as a threat, which it was.
Davids kingdom would hem them in and pin them against the Mediterranean Sea, Ironically, Saul had been the Philistines' best protection against
the ambitious David. They had been content with Davids rule over Judah
in opposition to Saul. But they were desperate to prevent him from unifying Israel and Judah.
The Bible indicates that David's wars with the Philistines took place in
two segments. The first, as just mentioned, was at the very beginning of his
reign (2 Sam. 5:17—25). The two battles recounted here are both set in the
central highlands west and southwest of Jerusalem, This is because the
Philistines were attempting to block David's passage to and commerce with
O

J
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the north by which he could effect the union of Israel and Judah. We do
not know how long this part of the war lasted. It may not have involved
any more than these two battles. The extent of the territory David gained
by his victories was limited, encompassing only the area "from Geba all the
way to Gezer" (v. 25), in other words, the central highlands where the
Philistines had their blockade. David was content to leave the Philistines
along the coast alone for the time being as long as they did not encroach on
Israelite territory. In fact, the Philistines were probably not a unified group
but consisted rather of rival city-states,
so that David never fousht
the
J
cy
entire "Philistine people" all at once.4 His enemies in these battles may
have been only those Philistines living on the western edge of Philistine
territory, next to the central hills.
Davids victories in the first segment of his wars with the Philistines
cleared the way for him to unite his kingdom in Judah with what had been
Saul's domain in Benjamin. The second segment took place later in his
reign when he began extending his rule beyond these two areas to include
all of traditional Israel and Judah and even territory beyond. I will discuss
this segment later in this chapter.

Establishing a Capital
Once the Philistines were confined to their own territory, the central hills
again belonged to Israel and Judah. It was only then that David was free to
make an assault on Jerusalem. Previously, he would have had to deal with
the Philistines before he could even get to Jerusalem. Dtr describes David's
conquest of Jerusalem as his first royal act (2 Sam. 5:6—10) because of the
city's religious importance as the future site of the temple. There may also
have been a gap in time between David's conquest of Jerusalem and his
actual move to make it his capital.
Biblical scholars have long pointed to David's establishment of his capital in Jerusalem as a sign of his political brilliance. Had he maintained the
capital at Hebron or moved it to Bethlehem, David would have alienated
the people of Israel. But moving it to Gibeah or some other site in Israel
would have caused equal feelings of alienation in Judah. Jerusalem, however, was neutral both politically and geographically. As a Jebusite city, it
had never been under either Israelite or Judahite control. It was roughly on
the border of Israel (Benjamin) and Judah, between Gibeah and Bethlehem.
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Taking the city was not easy, for it was very well fortified and eminently defensible. The fact that David was willing to undertake such a risky venture suggests that he felt a pressing need to find a neutral capital. This may indicate
serious tension between Israel and Judah even at the beginning of his rule.
The account of David's conquest of Jerusalem (2 Sam. 5:6—8) is very
difficult to understand. English translations vary widely. Consider the following two samples.
The king and his men marched to Jerusalem against the Jebusites, the inhabitants of the land, who said to David, "You will not come in here, even the
blind and the lame will turn /vou back"—thinking,
"David cannot come in
o
here." Nevertheless David took the stronghold of Zion, which is now the
city of David. David had said on that day, "Whoever would strike down the
Jebusites, let him get up the water shaft to attack the lame and the blind,
those whom David hates." Therefore it is said, "The blind and the lame
shall not come into the house." (NRSV)
Then the king and his men went to Jerusalem, to the Jebusites, the inhabitants of the region; but they told David, "You shall not come in here!" (For
the blind and the lame had incited them, saying, "David shall not come in
here.'") So David seized the stronghold of Zion, which is now the City of
David, and [he] said at that time, "Whoever smites a Jebusite, let him strike
at the windpipe, for David hates the lame and the blind!" This is the reason
it is said, "No one who is blind or lame shall come into the temple."
(McCarter, II Samuel)
There are two major problems in this passage. The first is with the
Jebusites' speech. The point of the speech in the NRSV translation seems
clear. The Jebusites have such confidence m their defenses that they boast
that even the blind and lame can keep David away. McCarter's translation
is different partly because it is based on the Dead Sea Scroll fragments for
Samuel. But what does it mean that the blind and the lame incited the
Jebusites? McCarter understands this as a later editors attempt to explain
why David hated the blind and lame—because they were the ones who
incited the Jebusites against him.5
The second problem has to do with David's instructions to his men.
Most English translations have something similar to the NRSV They take
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David's words as instructions about how to enter the stronghold, namely by
going up the tunnel by which its inhabitants drew water from an underground spring. Some modern interpreters have even gone so far as to identify/ this tunnel with the enlarged
fissure known as "Warrens shaft," as we
o
saw in Chapter One. But this interpretation does not explain the connection between David's instructions and the blind and lame. Hence,
McCarter suggests that the word usually translated "water tunnel" (sinner)
refers instead to an individual's windpipe or throat. In this case, David is
telling his men to kill the Jebusite defenders rather than maim them.
The meaning of these verses was obscure even before the Bible was
completed. The Chronicler, writing at a time much closer to the author of
Samuel than we are, did not know what to make of them. He completely
omitted any mention of the blind and lame in his version of David's conquest of Jerusalem and used the account instead to explain how Joab
became David's army commander:
David and all Israel marched to Jerusalem, that is Jebus, where the Jebusites
were, the inhabitants of the land. The inhabitants of Jebus said to David,
"You will not come in here." Nevertheless David took the stronghold of
Zion, now the city of David. David had said, "Whoever attacks the Jebusites first shall be head and commander." And Joab son of Zeruiah went up
first, so he became the head, (i Chron. 11:4—6)
After David had acquired Jerusalem, he followed a standard practice of
Middle Eastern kings by renaming it for himself—the City of David
(2 Sam. 5:9). As Israel's capital, Jerusalem would change enormously,
though not right away. Daily life in Jerusalem under David probably continued much as it always had with the same basic population and social
structures. David did not drive out the inhabitants of the city or demolish
it in order to start over. Jebusites like Araunah (2 Sam. 24:16) continued to
live in and around the city and to own property.
The city of Jerusalem changed only gradually as David took over its
citadel and enlarged it. The Jebusite citizens of Jerusalem seemed content
with the change in leadership as it did not affect their lives greatly, at least
not immediately. If anything, it may have made them more prosperous.
Over time, the population of Jerusalem changed as people who identified
themselves as Israelites or Judahites moved into the city. However, exactly
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what the ethnic distinction was between these newcomers and the older
Jebusite residents is no longer clear, if it ever was. In the long run,
Jerusalem was as much absorbed as it was conquered.

Bringing up the Ark
Davids transfer of the ark to Jerusalem was part of his dedication of the
city as his new capital. It was also likely another shrewd political move
effected by David early in his reign.6 He could only have done it after his
conquest of the city and after his defeat of the Philistines whose control of
the land blocked his access to the ark.
The ark was a symbol of Yahweh's presence. It was particularly associated with the tribe of Ephraim, according to i Samuel 1—7. By bringing the
ark up to his new capital, David showed his respect for the religious traditions of the northern tribes and people. At the same time, the presence of
the ark in Jerusalem strongly suggested that the God whom the northerners
worshiped and who was represented by the ark supported Davids reign.
The fact that the Philistines had destroyed the ark's previous home, Shiloh
(i Samuel 4), proved to be very convenient for David, for he could now
legitimately transfer it to a new shrine.7
David's effort to placate the people of Israel by bringing the ark to
Jerusalem may have caused him problems with Judah. Hebron, where David
had reigned over Judah for seven years, was a center for the worship of Yahweh. Thus Absalom asked permission to fulfill a vow to "Yahweh in
Hebron"—in other words, to the local manifestation of Yahweh in Hebron
(2 Sam. 15:7—8). But Jerusalem, as a Jebusite city, did not worship Yahweh as
its primary deity. David's move to Jerusalem must have raised some religious
eyebrows in Judah, especially in Hebron. His transfer of the ark to the city
would only have exacerbated the problem. The people of Judah would have
resented the favoritism toward the north's religious traditions. Such resentment may have been one of the sources of discontent that fueled Absalom's
revolt. It is striking that he began the revolt against David from Hebron.
O

Dealing with Saul's Heirs
David's next immediate concern was to consolidate his hold on power in
the face of Saul's legacy. As long as there were living male descendants of
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Saul there would be claimants to the throne of Israel. David devised a final
solution to this problem. I have proposed that he had a hand in the deaths
of Saul and three of his sons in battle against the Philistines and in the
assassination of Ishbaal. Two other texts describe further actions taken by
David to deal with Saul's remaining male heirs.
Second Samuel 21:1—14 tells how David had seven of Saul's heirs (two
sons and five grandsons) executed at the request of the Gibeonites.
According to the narrative, David learned from Yahweh that a three-year
famine in his kingdom was retribution for bloodguilt incurred by Saul for
slaughtering Gibeonites. The background to this story is found in Joshua 9.
There, the people of the Canaanite city of Gibeon tricked the Israelites
into making a treaty with them. As part of the treaty, the Israelites swore
not to kill the Gibeonites (Josh. 9:18—21). But 2 Samuel 21 says that Saul
broke that treaty by executing some Gibeonites. The remaining Gibeonites
insisted that the crime could be expiated only by blood. However, there is
no reference in Samuel or anywhere else in the Bible to Saul's execution of
Gibeonites. It is possible that the Gibeonites held a grudge against Saul for
some act of his during his reign that went unrecorded. But the story in
2 Samuel 21 is a thinly disguised excuse for the bloodbath by which David
secured his hold on the throne.
Again, the words of Shimei, the Benjaminite who cast ridicule and
stones at David as he fled Jerusalem from Absalom, ring in confirmation:
O

Get out, get out, you murderer, you fiend! Yahweh has requited you for all
the blood of the house of Saul, in whose place you have become king, by
handing the kingdom over to Absalom, your son. You are in this evil
predicament because you are a murderer. (2 Sam. 16:7—8)

Shimei twice calls David a murderer (literally, "man of blood"). He mentions specifically the blood of the house of Saul. So he obviously has in
mind the members of Saul's household, whom David has executed, and
perhaps even Saul himself. What is more, Shimei mentions David's true
motives for these executions—David was seeking to take Saul's place as
king and, of course, to hold onto it.
Second Samuel 9 originally followed 2 Sam. 21:1—14. It describes David's
treatment of the last remaining male in Saul's line. David's question in 9: i,
"Is there anyone still left of the house of Saul. . . ?" makes sense only after
O
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the execution of the other members of Saul's house in chapter 21. The sole
survivor was Jonathans son, Meribbaal. (He is better known as Mephibosheth because his name has been confused throughout 2 Samuel with the
name of Saul's son Mephibosheth. i Chron. 8:34 and 9:40 preserve the
correct name.8) The story depicts David as showing great kindness to
Meribbaal because of his pledge of loyalty to Jonathan. Thus, David
restored Saul's land to Meribbaal and brought him to his (David's) own
house in Jerusalem to live, always "to eat at the king's table" (2 Sam. 9:13).
In reality, David's generosity toward Meribbaal was a kind of "house
arrest." Meribbaal had suffered an injury as a child that had damaged his
feet and left him unable to walk. Ironically, it was his disability that kept
him alive. He posed less of a threat to David as a potential usurper than his
brothers and nephews who were whole. Still, because Meribbaal was a
descendant of Saul, David was wary of him and brought him to Jerusalem
where he could be closely watched. Dtr developed this cautious treatment
of Meribbaal into the theme of David's loyalty to his covenant with
Jonathan. We witnessed the stress that he placed on this theme in David's
dialogues with Jonathan in i Samuel.
In addition to destroying Saul's heirs, David ensured that no others
would be produced. This is what lies behind the story of Michal's confrontation of David after he had installed the ark in Jerusalem (2 Sam.
6:20—23). The text reports that Michal was disgusted by the spectacle of
David dancing nearly naked in celebration (v. 20). She chided him in words
dripping with sarcasm for acting so inappropriately for a king: "How the
king of Israel honored himself today by exposing himself today in the
sight of his servants' female slaves."(v. 20) She thus accused him of shamelessly consorting with the lowest element of Israelite society—his servants'
servants. Obviously, she no longer had the same affection for David that
was reported earlier in the story. Her remark also implies that David does
not belong on the throne. The reason she now "despises him" (v. 16) is that
he has destroyed her family. David defends his actions on religious
grounds, remindingO Michal that Yahweh chose him in place
of her father
O
L
(v. 21). With equal sarcasm he informs Michal that he is more concerned
with how his subjects view him than with what she thinks (v. 22).
The key to this passage is the last line (v. 23), which mentions that
Michal had no children. The writer does not explain why. Davids reference
to Yahweh choosing him suggests that God prevented Michal from bearing
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children because she had denounced his chosen king. But David's political
motives point to another explanation. Michal may have had no children
because David refused to sleep with her—and not just because of hostility
between them. His primary reason was political. Any child she bore would
be Saul's descendant and thus a potential rival for the throne. David kept
Michal from having
children for the same reason he killed off Saul's male
O
heirs—to assure and maintain his position as king.

The First True King of Israel
The Bible (2 Sam. 5:4—5) says that David reigned thirty-three years in
Jerusalem and seven more in Hebron before that, for a grand total of forty
years. It is hard to know how seriously to take these figures. The number
forty is often used as a round number for a generation in the Bible, and it
looks suspiciously like one in David's case. Perhaps thirty-three was simply
added to his seven and one-half years in Hebron (a more reliable number?)
in order to bring the total to forty. Solomon is also credited with a fortyyear reign.
The book of 2 Samuel recounts strikingly little of David's thirty-three
years in Jerusalem, especially given David's reputation as Israel's greatest
king. The bulk of the book concentrates on the revolt of Absalom (chap.
13—19), which is presented as God's punishment for David's sm with
Bathsheba (chap. 11—12) as the story now stands. Otherwise, the material
about David's reign over Israel is diverse and fragmentary. There are
accounts of military victories (8:1—14; 10:1—19; 11:1; 12:26—31); lists of
David's sons born in Jerusalem (5:11—12), of his cabinet officials (8:15—18;
20:23—26), and of his military heroes (23:8—39); two psalms attributed to
David (22:1—51; 23:1—7); and a brief reference to the builders sent by
Hiram for constructing David's palace (5:11—12). Aside from the battle
accounts there are only two extended narratives in all of this material: that
of Yahweh's promise to David in 7:1—29 and that of David's punishment
for his census in 24:1—25. All in all, this is very little to go on for a reign
that is supposed to have extended more than three decades.
It is possible to get an idea of the nature of David's reign by piecing
together various details that we get in the Bible. Second Samuel characterizes his reign as a time of great transition. David effected a great many
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changes. By sampling key features of his reign as compared to Saul's, we can
get a sense of the evolution of Israel's government, at least as the Bible
reconstructs it. In most cases, we can continue to trace the trajectory into
the reign of Solomon. Basically, under David Israel took on the characteristics typical of Middle Eastern monarchy. David either introduced these
characteristics or cultivated them to a much fuller stage than Saul had done.9
O

Capital
As noted, the Bible describes the taking of Jerusalem as David's first act
upon
becomingo kingo of Israel. But it does so for religious
reasons. His conr
o
quest of Jerusalem sets the stage for him to bring up the ark. He is thus a
model of piety whose first thought is for God. In addition, Jerusalem was
very important to the writer. A principal tenet of Dtr's theology was that
Jerusalem was the only legitimate place for worshiping Yahweh. But we have
also seen that David's establishment of his capital—the "City of David"
—was perfectly in line with ancient Middle Eastern practice. And David's
choice of Jerusalem was probably politically motivated, as it helped him
preserve the unity of Israel and Judah under his rule.
Saul's "capital," in contrast, remained his hometown of Gibeah. There
was no "City of Saul." "Kingship" changed nothing about where he lived.
The Bible describes Jerusalem as more than a residence for David. It was the
administrative center of his government. Solomon enhanced Jerusalem's
central role even more by his building activities in the capital and by reorganizing the administrative network of Israel. It was the centralized government that made all the other changes introduced by David and enlarged
upon by Solomon both necessary and possible. There was no such centralization under Saul.
O

^

Palace
Second Samuel 5:11 contains a notice about construction on David's
"house" in Jerusalem. It is evident from the fact that he contracted with
King Hiram of Tyre for skilled Phoenician artisans that this "house" was
more than a common dwelling. It was the residence of the king, a palace.
This does not necessarily mean that it was large or luxurious by today's
standards or even compared to the palaces of the great kings of ancient
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Egypt and Mesopotamia. But it was more than what Saul had. The Bible
depicts Saul as retaining his residence in Gibeah, and apparently continuing
to live on his family's estate there where he had lived before becoming king.
Indeed, the story in i Samuel n, as it now stands, locates Saul back on his
fathers land plowing behind the oxen. David, in contrast, founded a new,
specially designated government center.
The reference to Hiram at this point poses a problem of chronology,
since other ancient sources indicate that his reign overlapped only with the
very end of David's, at least following the traditional dates.10 It may have
been Hiram's father, Abibaal, who sent these supplies to David at the
beginning of his reign over Israel. Hiram was well known for supplying
Solomon with building material for the temple (see i Kings 5), and his
name could have replaced his father's as David's supplier as well. But it is
just as likely that Hiram's name is genuine in 2 Sam. 5:11 and that the traditional dates are wrong
or that it was only1 toward the end of David's reign
O
O
that he began to build a palace in Jerusalem. The latter hypothesis would fit
with Solomon's statement in i Kings 5:3 that David was too busy fighting
wars to build the temple. After David's death, Solomon continued what
David had begun, embarking on an extensive building program of palace
and temple in Jerusalem (i Kings 5—8).

Nation
The fact that Saul maintained his "capital" at his hometown is one indication of the parochial nature of his rule. As mentioned earlier, Saul
controlled little more than Benjamin, his own tribe, and the hill country
of Ephraim. His hold on Judah was tenuous at best and non-existent
after David emerged as its leader. Saul did not reign over the entire land
of Israel as David apparently did; indeed Israel was not a true nation in
Saul's day. It was David who first united it into a nation. He combined
Saul's domain in Benjamin and Ephraim with his own in Judah and held
them together. He annexed the other clans and tribes in Palestine and
then went abroad to build an empire. What had been at most a loose
confederation of tribes under Saul gained national status under David.
In the language of one anthropological model, the chiefdom became a
state.
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Harem
Unlike David and Solomon, Saul did not collect a harem. The books of
Samuel name only two women as Saul's wives: Ahinoam (i Sam. 14:50) and
Rizpah (2 Sam. 3:7). David had at least nineteen wives and concubines.11
Besides Michal, Abigail, and Ahinoam, who are mentioned in i Samuel,
Maacah, Haggith,
Abital, and Eglah
appear
as mothers of sons born to
oc
o
rr
David in Hebron (2 Sam, 3:2—5). The list of David's sons born in Jerusalem
(2 Sam. 5:13—16) begins by noting that David took more concubines and
wives from Jerusalem. How many more, we are not told. But he left ten concubines behind when he fled the city before Absalom (2 Sam. 15:16).
Bathsheba is added to the list in 2 Samuel n and Abishag in i Kings i.
David's Wives and Concubines
Michal (i Sam. 18; 25:44; 2 Sam. 6:20—23)
Ahinoam (i Sam. 25:43; 2 Sam. 2:2; 3:2)
Abigail (i Sam. 25; 2 Sam. 2:2; 3:3)
Maacah (2 Sam.. 3:3)
Haggith (2 Sam. 3:4)
Abital (2 Sam. 3:4)
Eglah (2 Sam. 3:5)
unnamed (2 Sam. 5:13—16)
10 concubines (2 Sam. 15:16; 16:21—22; 20:3)
Bathsheba (2 Sam. 11—12; i Kings 1—2)
Abishag (i Kings 1—2)
All of the marriages that we know anything about (with the possible
exception of Bathsheba) were political. Maacah, Absalom's mother, is a
good example. She is called a Geshurite princess, indicating that David's
marriage to her sealed a treaty between him and her father. Thus, Davids
harem was a reflection of his international dealings as king. This is even
more the case with Solomon, who is reputed to have had seven hundred
wives and three hundred concubines! First Kings 11:1—3, which reports this,
says that many of his wives were foreign. Even if these numbers are exaggerated, as seems likely, they reflect Solomons extensive diplomatic contacts.
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Cabinet
There are two lists of cabinet members for David's reign in 2 Samuel, and
they are nearly identical:
2 Sam. 8:16—18

2 Sam. 20:23—26

army commander—Joab

army commander—Joab

"recorder"—Jehoshaphat

"recorder"—Jehoshaphat

priests—Zadok, Abiathar,12
+ David's sons

priests—Zadok, Abiathar, Ira

"secretary"—Shausha

"secretary"—Shausha13

commander of the "Cherethites
and Pelethites"—Benaiah14

commander of the "Cherethites
and Pelethites"—Benaiah
head of "forced labor"—Adoram

These are most likely two variants of a single original list. The duplication occurred when the story of David's execution of Saul's heirs in 21:1—14
(which directly follows the list in 20:23—26) was moved from its original
location in front of the story of David's treatment of Meribbaal in chapter
9 (which directly follows the list in 8:15—18). Thus, 20:23—26 is the older
version of the list. Its organization is more logical: commanders, court personnel, priests. Adoram's name was omitted from 8:16—18 perhaps "to protect David from the sort of reproach leveled against Solomon for his use of
enforced labor."15 The labor force consisted of people from Israel.16
Solomon used it to work on his building projects. But Judah was exempt.
Naturally, the Israelites resented the unequal treatment, and it was a key factor in the later division of the kingdom
f\ i Kings
12).
In fact, this same AdoCD
O
/
ram was killed when he was sent to deal with the revolt (i Kings 12:18).
These two variant lists, then, do not attest any changes or growth in
David's bureaucracy in the course of his reign. However, other passages
refer to offices not included in these lists. For example, 2 Sam. 15:12 mentions Ahithophel as David's counselor. "Friend of David" may also be an
official title for a post held by Hushai (15:37).
The very existence of a cabinet under David represents a great change
from Saul's reign. Nothing comparable to these lists or offices occurs any-
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where in the account for Saul. The closest thing to it is found in i Sam.
14:50—51. The only office mentioned there, however, is commander of the
army, and all the people named in the list, including the army commander,
are described as Saul's relatives. Compared to Saul's rule, David's was more
than a monarchy; it was an entire administration. This is even truer of
Solomon's reign, which included not only an expanded cabinet (i Kings
4:1—6) but also a list of officials for the provinces into which Solomon
divided Israel for administrative purposes (i Kings 4:7—19).

Army
Both Saul and David had armies, of course. But there are important differences in the way they are characterized. At the beginning of his rule Saul
had no army. First Samuel n presents him as marshaling an ad hoc militia
to go to war with the Ammonites. The militia gradually evolved into a
standing army. All during his reign Saul was on the lookout for worthy soldiers (14:52). But there is no mention of any official measure, such as conscription, to maintain an army. To judge from Saul's speech in 22:7, his
army consisted largely of men from his own tribe, Benjamin.
David's band in the wilderness was also a loose, spontaneous collection. But this changed quickly as David rose to power. There were at least
three different components of David's army. Two consisted of permanent, professional soldiers. An "honor guard" of David's "mighty men"
(Heb. gilborirn) is listed in 2 Samuel 23. But there was also a royal guard or
body guard, the "Cherethites and Pelethites." We have already seen that
this royal guard was made up of Philistines. It is mentioned in 2 Sam.
15:18—22 alongO with a contingent
of Gittites—Philistines from the cityj
O
of Gath—who were among David's most loyal troops and had apparently been with him since his days as a mercenary. They may have been
mercenaries themselves.
A third part of the army under David may have been conscripted. When
the people first demanded a king, the old prophet Samuel warned them of
the consequences. That warning is quoted at the beginning of this chapter.
It has long been recognized that the warning draws on the description of
Solomon's reign. But Solomon may have simply furthered policies begun
under David. David took a census of young men of military age (2 Sam.
24:9), suggesting at least the initiation of a system of compulsory military
J
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service. Solomon employed such a system for his army but limited the conscription to Israel (i Kings 9:22); Judah was exempted.

Taxation and Forced Labor
The conscription about which Samuel warned was not just military.
Solomon used a levy of forced labor from Israel to build the temple
(i Kings 5:13—14). In i Kings 12 it becomes clear that "Israel" refers to the
northern tribes as opposed to Judah. The Israelites withdraw from Judah
to form their own country when Rehoboam refuses to "lighten the yoke"
that Solomon had laid upon them. That "yoke" also included a tax burden.
Solomon divided Israel into twelve districts and charged each with supplying his court with provisions one month out of the year; i Kings 4:7—19
lists the officers presiding over those districts. Again, Judah was exempted.
But in the Bible it is David rather than Solomon who first institutes the
labor force and puts in place a system of taxation. As we have seen, Adoram, in charge of forced labor, is listed in David's cabinet in 2 Sam. 20:24.
Also, the purpose of a census like the one ordered by David in 2 Samuel 24
"was always to lay the basis for levying taxes and registering men for military service" in the ancient world.17 Suggestively, the route followed by Joab
when he takes the census according to 24:5—7 encompasses the same territory that Solomon would later divide into districts for supplying his provisions. Finally, 24:9 reports two separate census totals, one for Israel and
one for Judah. This suggests that the tax exemption that Solomon gave to
Judah was implicit in Davids census. It makes sense that David would levy
taxes upon the Israelites, since they were, for all practical purposes, one of
his conquests.

Law

The famous Code of Hammurapi, written in Babylon about seven hundred
years before David, says that it is the king's duty to see that justice and fair
treatment of the disadvantaged are administered throughout his land. A
similar ideology was adopted by David as king of Israel. On two occasions
in 2 Samuel David was approached to render judgment in a legal case
(12:1—6; 14:4—n). While both cases were fictitious, they presupposed the
king's role as a giver of justice. Absalom precipitated his revolt by convinc-
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ing those who "had a suit to come before the king for judgment" that he
could do better than the king at giving them satisfaction. Again, i Samuel
contains no account of any legal cases reviewed by Saul. The system of
local judges, as reflected in portions of the book of Judges, continued
under Saul with no central, monarchic legal system. The centralization was
begun by David and continued under Solomon, who became famous for
the wisdom of his judgments (i Kings 3).

Land
David instituted a feudal system in Israel in which the king made grants of
land to faithful subjects. Saul's speech to his fellow Benjaminites mentions
such land grants (i Sam. 22:7) as part of the platform of promises that
David was making to gain supporters. David's dealings with Meribbaal in
2 Samuel indicate that he did indeed make such grants once he had
ascended to the throne.18 He restored Saul's land to Meribbaal (9:7). He
then withdrew it and awarded it to Ziba (16:4) when Meribbaal failed to
appear as David fled Jerusalem. Finally, he divided the land between
Meribbaal and Ziba when Meribbaal defended himself as David returned
to Jerusalem.
The stories about Saul presuppose a heritage system under which tracts
of land were retained within tribal and clan units. There is no report of
Saul awarding or seizing land, no sense that his crown gave him that
power. Solomon's control of the land, following David's example, is
evinced in i Kings 4:7—19. He ignored the old tribal divisions and redivided Israel into twelve provinces or districts for purposes of conscription
and taxation.
O

These features together show that Saul's government was small, localized,
and provincial while David's was increasingly national and bureaucratic.
Solomon carried the innovations introduced by David much further. He
enlarged Jerusalem and erected a palace and temple complex. He increased
the size and complexity of the national bureaucracy as it emanated from
Jerusalem. He also extended Israel's diplomatic ties, at the same time
enlarging his harem with the wives who sealed his treaties. Each of these
typical trappings of ancient Middle Eastern monarchy had its beginning in
Israel with David.
O

O

O

O
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The Nature and Extent of David's Reign
Kingdom and Capital
The first chapter of this book mentioned several scholars who have argued
that David's domain was actually much smaller than indicated in the Bible.
Some see it as little more than a city-state that encompassed only the
immediate area around Jerusalem. One of the justifications for this theory
is that i—z Samuel was written several centuries after David. It would not
be surprising, therefore, if these books contained anachronisms reflecting
the more developed features of later kingship but out of place for David's
time. However, the author(s) of these books also had sources—if not
written ones, then at least oral traditions.
I want to suggest that the Bible's description of David's reign and kingdom, which we have just surveyed, can still be used to reconstruct a realistic
portrait of David's reign. There are, to be sure, anachronisms as well as
exaggerations occasioned by the later view of the era of David and
Solomon as Israel's "Golden Age." But a critical reading of the story may
help us to set aside such overstatements in hopes of uncovering a picture of
David's rule that is more in line with what we can surmise from other
sources about the development of Israel's society.
To begin
with, we have seen that Saul's reign
was limited to the highO
O
O
lands of Benjamin and southern Ephraim where most of the Bible's stories about him are set. David expanded his hegemony far beyond Saul's,
but it was a gradual process. As king of Judah, David's domain consisted
of the territory just south of Saul's—the hill country around Bethlehem
and the Calebite region around Hebron, which he acquired in his marriage
to Abigail.
It did not include the Philistine holdings
alongO the
O
O
O
Mediterranean coast to the west. He may have claimed the Negev south
of Hebron but probably did not have any real presence there except for
the occasional raid, as in i Sam. 27:10. That story about David's sojourn
with Achish puts him the farthest south that he appears in the Bible.
Other than a few small settlements, there was nothing in this area to
control.
As the new kingO of Israel, David combined what had been Saul's
domain with his own. He conquered Jerusalem, which lay between Saul's
Gibeah and his own Bethlehem, and united the two small highland kingdoms. The Jebusite "city" probably amounted to a fortress on the crest of
the hill. David made it his capital and the administrative center of his king-
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dom. But even with his enlargements Jerusalem's population m Davids day
was not more than fifteen hundred.19
Next, David moved against the Philistines. He probably had to fight them
before taking Jerusalem. The Bible claims only that he defeated them in the
hill country and part of the adjoining lowland (from Geba to Gezer, v. 25)
but not along the Philistine coast (2 Sam. 5:17—25). There is a reference to a
later defeat of the Philistines (8: i), but the reading is obscure. The verse says
that David took Metheg-ammah from the Philistines. But no one knows
where or what this was. The tales about victories over Philistine giants
(21:15—22) may have their origin in the battles alluded to in 8:1. But the Bible
says
1 nothing
o more about wars with die Philistines. The Philistines still occupied the southern coastal plain long after Davids time. They are mentioned
in Assyrian inscriptions from around 700 B.C.E. So while David may have
removed the threat the Philistines posed to Israel, he did not destroy them or
take them from their land. The Philistines David defeated were not a centralized or unified enemy. The Bible uses the term "Philistines" loosely for an
ethnically diverse group known elsewhere as die "Sea Peoples," of whom die
Philistines were one. Thus, Davids victories were likely over individual citystates or settlements or even raiding parties rather than a nation.20
The same is true of the rest of Israel north of Benjamin/Ephraim, die
remainder of the traditional twelve tribes of Israel. The Bible says nodiing
about how or when David annexed them. It seems to assume, anachronistically, that these territories were already part of Saul's kingdom. The situation
of these tribes was probably much like that of the Philistines. There was no
central organization for David to contend with. It may have been simply a
matter of annexing various key city-states in the north, most of which were
sparsely populated at the end of the Bronze Age anyway. It was under
Solomon, at the earliest, that the cities of Hazor, Megiddo, and Gezer were
built. Thus, the extent of David's administrative presence in the region was
likely minimal. This may be seen, for example, in 2 Samuel 20. Joab chases the
rebel Sheba to Abel Beth-Maacah at the northern extreme of traditional
Israel. The city of Abel as described in the story has its own government
apart from David and seems unaware of his troubles with Sheba.
O

Empire
After the Philistines, David turned to the neighboring peoples east of the
Jordan. There are accounts of battles with Moab, Aram, and Edom (2 Sam.
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8:1—14) and with a coalition of Ammonites and Arameans (chap. 10 +
12:z6—31). Davids major foe was Hadadezer, king of the Aramean district of
Zobah, north of Damascus.21 His defeat was the capstone to Davids empire.
Even the Bible, when read carefully, offers indications that Davids
empire was limited. It was not comparable to the great empires that dominated the Middle East at other periods: those of Egypt, Assyria, Babylon,
Persia, Greece, and Rome. It was basically confined to Palestine. David's
encounter with Hadadezer probably took place in northern Palestine.22
There is no claim that David ever went into Mesopotamia or entered
Egypt. Even if we accept the Bible's most extensive claims, his empire consisted of Israel and Judah with hegemony over some of the adjoining
regions (Edom, Moab, Ammon, and the Philistine coast) (Map j).
The primary reason David was able to form an empire of any kind was
that the Middle East was experiencing a power vacuum at the time (ca.
1000 B.C.E.). Egypt, which had dominated Palestine in the Late Bronze Age
(ca. 1500—izoo B.C.E.) had ceased to be a force there more than a century
before David appeared on the scene.23 Assyria, which would rise to dominance in the eighth century, was in its early building stages. The fact that
these two great civilizations, which controlled Palestine at most other periods, lay dormant in the tenth century made it possible for David to expand
his dominion outside the usual borders of Israel and Judah.
David conquered no real nations, as we have noted with regard to his
Philistine conquests. Ironically, the same sociopolitical situation that has
led scholars to posit for David a small, isolated kingdom around Jerusalem
is what makes the Bible's description of his empire believable on a certain
level. The peoples whom David is said to have conquered were even less
developed politically than the Philistines and Israel and Judah. David faced
clans and independent city-states rather than any real nations with centralized authority. Hadadezer, David's most powerful foe, for example, was not
the king of all Aram (Syria) but only of the city-state of Zobah. The outcome of their encounter was probably closer to a draw than to a victory for
either side.24
It is, moreover, open to question how firmly David controlled those
areas that the Bible assigns to his empire. It is always difficult for an imperial power to maintain strict control over all its subjects, particularly those at
the outskirts of its realm. Repeated military campaigns are usually required
to put down rebellions at the far reaches of the empire. David not only had
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to deal with uprisings on the fringes of his empire (2 Samuel 10), he also had
to put down serious revolts from the Benjamimtes (2 Samuel 20) and from
the heart of his kingdom, indeed from die heart of his family (2 Samuel
15—19). We have already suggested that he left the Philistines pretty much
alone. His control of Aramean city-states like Hadadezer's was nominal at
best. For most of his reign, they were free to do pretty much as diey chose.
Finally,
even the degree
of David's centralized control of his own highJ
O
O
land kingdom
is
difficult
to
gauge.
The
network
of
"royal
cities"
(Hazor,
O
O
O
J
\
Megiddo, Gezer) with Jerusalem at the center was built not by David but
by Solomon at the earliest. Even then Jerusalem was not the focal point for
the country that it would later become. The city did not experience a significant population increase until two centuries later. That increase is the first
tangible sign of the city's central importance. As we have seen, however, the
Bible suggests that David initiated policies of taxation and conscription.
Such policies would have required a central government. It may be that
David's kingship developed in sophistication over the course of his reign.
The plans for taxation and conscription may have come toward the end of
his reign. This hypothesis receives support from the career of Adoram, who
was the head of both David's and Solomon's labor forces (2 Sam. 20:24).
Because he is said to have outlived Solomon (i Kings 12:18), it is likely that
he was appointed near the end of David's reign.

Religion
It was common practice in the ancient Middle East for a king to build a
temple for his god. The temple served both as a sign of the king's piety and
devotion and as a statement that his kingship and dynasty were divinely
supported and therefore sacred. It is remarkable, therefore, that the Bible
credits Solomon rather than David with constructing the temple to Yahweh
in Jerusalem.
The biblical writers struggled to explain why David did not build the
temple. The most famous passage on the topic is 2 Samuel 7. One of the
most discussed and controversial texts in the Bible, it illustrates the difficulty we face in this chapter—indeed throughout this book—with trying
to recover historical information from the biblical narratives.
Second Samuel 7 is widely recognized by scholars as a Dtr composition.
It is full of Dtr language.25 It was, therefore, written centuries after David.
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The centrality and exclusiveness of worship at the Jerusalem temple together
with the divinely ordained permanence of the Davidic dynasty were key
features of Dtr's theology. The fact that David did not build the temple
posed a serious dilemma for him, and he offered an ingenious solution. Dtr
reasoned that David, being a pious king (his installation of the ark showed
as much), must have offered to build a temple for Yahweh. It was Yahweh
who declined the offer. Then, playing on the meanings of the word
"house," Dtr turned the focus of the chapter to David's dynasty. As a
reward for his offer to build Yahweh a "house" (temple) and for his faithfulness in general, Yahweh promised David a "house"—an eternal or
enduring dynasty. Thus, while 2 Samuel 7 concedes that David did not
build the temple, it does not fail to take advantage of the propagandistic
value of the temple for David and his line.
But is there any genuine historical tradition behind Dtr's explanation?
Many scholars believe there is. They interpret Nathan's words in 2 Sam.
7:5—7 as an objection to a permanent temple on the grounds thatYahweh's
traditional shrine was a portable tabernacle.26 Some in David's court, they
say, must have objected to the idea of building a temple as too radical a
departure from Israel's established religious traditions. Unfortunately, Dtr's
explanation remains tantalizingly obscure. He never really explains why Yahweh objects to David's proposal.27 In fact, nowhere in 2 Samuel 7 does Yahweh actually forbid David to build a temple. Yahweh merely says that it is
David's son who will do so.
The obscurity of Dtr's explanation led the author of Chronicles to add
his own. He concluded that David had shed too much blood to be allowed
to build a temple: "The word of Yahweh came to me, saying, 'You have
shed much blood and have waged great wars; you shall not build a house to
my name, because you have shed so much blood in my sight on the earth'"
(i Chron. 22:8) and "God said to me, 'You shall not build a house for my
name, for you are a warrior and have shed blood'" (i Chron. 28:3). This was
probably a ritual judgment rather than a moral one; David's bloodshed was
justified but still inappropriate for the founder of the holy temple.28 This
added a theological component to Dtr's explanation that David did not
have time to build a temple. Nevertheless, David's connection with the
temple was very important to the Chronicler. So, in i Chronicles 22—29 ne
describes David as making detailed preparations for the temple's construction. He drafts the plans for the building, gathers all the materials, and
O

L

J

O

O

O
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makes arrangements for all the workers. He also establishes the divisions of
the Levites for the observance of the temple rituals. In a very real sense,
according to Chronicles, it was David's temple. The historical David could
have made some preparations for Solomons construction work. But these
chapters spring from the Chroniclers interests and are not history.
We do not know why David did not build a temple. It is possible that
he was swayed by traditionalists who perceived the temple as a threat. By all
indications, David was conservative where religion was concerned.29 He did
not wish to offend his people or their god. That is why he tried to preserve
the traditions of both Israel and Judah. We have seen this tendency in
David's bringing of the (northern) ark to Jerusalem. It also surfaced in his
appointment of two priests —Abiathar from Israel and Zadok from Judah.
Worship continued at local shrines throughout the history of Israel and
Judah—even after Solomon's temple had been built. The idea that the
temple in Jerusalem was the only legitimate place for worshiping Yahweh
was developed first in Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic History,
nearly four hundred years after David.
Whatever the reason that David did not build the temple, whether it was
theological or that he was simply otherwise occupied, it fits well with the
Bible's description of his reign as a time of transition. There is no mention
of a temple under Saul. David brings up the idea of a temple only after he is
settled as king of Israel in his house or palace (2 Sam. 7: la). It is Solomon,
who takes on all the other trappings of ancient Middle Eastern monarchy,
who finally builds a temple. David is the transitional figure between the two.

Summary
Our close reading of the Bible in this chapter has sketched a portrait of
David's kingdom as much smaller and more parochial than traditionally
represented. This agrees with what scholars from a variety of fields (archaeology, anthropology, biblical studies) have concluded. The Bible's account
was written long after David's time and contains anachronisms. But its
overall portrait of David, when read critically in the light of ancient Middle Eastern culture, is not unreasonable.
David's first steps as king of Israel were directed toward consolidating
his rule. He was immediately confronted by Philistines who lived close to
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the hill country and opposed his efforts to unite Saul's domain with Judah.
His initial defeat of this contingent allowed him to turn to internal matters. He established the new capital in Jerusalem and then transferred the
ark there as part of the effort to unify Israel (Benjamin and Ephraim) and
Judah. In typical Middle Eastern fashion, he had his predecessor's heirs
executed—all except Meribbaal, whom he kept under guard.
It is David, rather than Saul, who should be thought
of as Israel's first
o
king. The characteristics typical of ancient Middle Eastern monarchy
appear first for Israel under David. They are later extended by Solomon.
These include a central capital with a royal palace and shrine to the king's
deity, a bureaucratic government with a standing professional army, a
harem, and a feudal system of social organization in which the king is the
"supreme court" of the land. It was David, then, who took the first steps of
forging Israel into a nation.
David's efforts to expand his hegemony were, for the most part, localized. His "empire" in Iron Age Palestine (ca. 1000 B.C.) was largely the
result of a power vacuum in the Middle East. The great states of Egypt
and Assyria were preoccupied with their own problems and too weak to do
anything about David even if they took notice of him. David's conquests
were mainly independent city-states and regions without central authority,
most of which bordered Israel and Judah.
David's success was not without its costs. He is credited with beginning
such policies as conscription for military and civic service and taxation.
The centralization of Israelite society eventually brought about less tangible changes in people's attitudes and in religion. In the next chapter we will
see some of the reactions that David's new policies generated.
O

O

8
Jike talker., like Son
The Bathsheba Affair and Absalom's Revolt

Plots, true or false, are necessary things,
To raise up commonwealths, and ruin kings.

Desire of pow'r, on earth a vicious weed,
Yet, sprung from high, is of celestial seed:
In God 't is glory; and when men aspire,
'T is but a spark too much of heavenly fire.
Th' ambitious youth, too covetous of fame,
Too full of angels' metal in his frame,
Unwarily was led from virtue's ways,
Made drunk with honor, and debauch'd with praise.
Half loth, and half consenting to the ill,
(For loyal blood within him struggled still)
—John Dryden, "Absalom and Achitophel"

For when I look at a rebel like Absalom, a man who gave his life to overthrow his father's outworn reign, I see him as his father's most determined and reckless enemy, certainly; but I can't help seeing him also as
the very man of all those around David who was most impressed by
what David had accomplished, most in awe of David's position, the one
who could think of nothing more important in his life than to seize that
position for himself The man, in short, who wanted to be David.
—Dan Jacobson, The Rape of Tamar
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L (Iff of the appeal of the David story has always been the earthiness of its plot. It reads like a modern soap opera with plenty of sex, violence, and struggles for power. The relationships are intricate. One of
David's wives is his best friend's sister and his enemy's daughter. She loves
him, marries someone else when he goes away, and finally conies to despise
him. Some of his brides were new widows whose husbands had very
recently died under suspicious circumstances. In the case of Bathsheba, the
Bible admits that David plotted her husband's murder in order to cover up
his adulterous affair with her.
Truth be told, these faults of David's attract our attention more than his
virtues. We admire the fearless and pious young hero, but we cannot identify with him. The adulterer who gets caught in a cover-up, on the other
hand, is one of us. We empathize with the father who is a failure with his
own children. The seamier, lustier episodes of the David story are concentrated in the Court History, the source lying behind much of 2 Samuel (see
Chapter Two).
The book of z Samuel is our primary source of information regarding
David's reign. Although his reign is often represented as the Golden Age of
Israel, it was not the era of ideal peace and prosperity that such a title conjures up. The longest section of 2 Samuel recounts the revolt led by David's
own son Absalom, which succeeded in overthrowing him and forcing him
into exile. And immediately following it is the story of a smaller revolt
against David s rule.
Outline of 2 Samuel !j —24
ii—12

David's affair with Bathsheba

13—19

Absalom's revolt

20:1—22

Sheba's revolt

20:23—26
21:1—14
2i:K—22

David's cabinet
execution of the sons of Saul
victories over Philistine giants

22

a psalm of deliverance

23:1—7
23:8—39
24

the "last words" of David
David's military heroes
David's census
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The success of Absalom's revolt reflects widespread unhappiness with
David's administration. The book of 2 Samuel never specifies the exact
causes for this unhappiness. But it is possible to surmise what some of
them were, based on our characterization of David and his reign.
The long-standing rivalry between Israel and Judah continued; it was a
considerable struggle for David to keep them together. Each also had its
own independent reasons for distrusting David. In Judah the people were
displeased at his having moved the capital from Hebron to Jerusalem and
then bringing the ark, a northern artifact, to Jerusalem.1 This is why Absalom chose to initiate his revolt in Hebron.
If Judah had grounds for complaint against David, Israel had more.
There were Benjaminites who continued to resent David's replacement of
Saul and his slaughter of Saul's heirs. Shimei, an important Benjaminite
leader, is shown ridiculing David as he fled from Absalom (2 Sam. 16:5—14;
19:17—24). Sheba, who led a less threatening revolt after Absalom, was also
from Benjamin (2 Sam. 20:1). The Israelites were a conquered people. The
burdens of taxation and conscription that David laid upon them were a
constant reminder of their position as inferiors.
David's other wars of conquest were costly in terms both of supplies
and of the lives of his men. Even natural disasters such as plague were
blamed on David and viewed as punishment for offensive religious and
administrative policies (2 Samuel 24). As David's popularity waned, many
of his subjects began to seek a change. It was into this setting that Absalom
stepped. He played on the general sense of injustice that pervaded the
country (2 Sam. 15:1—12). Absalom also emulated David in making
promises to gain supporters, even though David's own failure to keep his
promises was probably another source of disaffection. As we explore the
Bible's account of Absalom's revolt, we will keep an eye out for evidence of
these various sources of discontent.

David's Affair with Bathshela
We have seen that the Bathsheba episode was a later addition to 2 Samuel.
It was added in its present place in order to produce a scheme of "sin and
punishment" or "cause and effect" with respect to Absalom's revolt. In the
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battle account in which the Bathsheba story is embedded (2 Sam.
10:1—n:ia + 12:26—31), David mentions the loyalty that had been shown
him by die Ammonite king Nahash (2 Sam. 10:2). This act of loyalty
apparently consisted of sending provisions to David when he fled from
Absalom (2 Sam. 17:27—29). There is no other interaction between
Nahash and David in the Bible that would qualify as this act of loyalty.
This means that David's affair with Bathsheba probably took place after
Absalom's revolt rather than before it. As it now stands, however, the book
of 2 Samuel describes Absalom's revolt as punishment for David's affair
with Bathsheba and murder of her husband, Uriah.
The negative portrait of David in the Bathsheba narrative differs radically from the apologetic material that surrounds it. Nevertheless, the story
accords well with the image of David that our critical analysis has yielded.
It is in essence the same story as the Nabal-Abigail episode, only without
the cover-up. Moreover, both the Bathsheba affair and the rape of Tamar by
her own half-brother (2 Samuel 13), point to corruption and abuse of
power within the royal household that must have spread distrust of David
among his subjects. Hence, the Bathsheba story, despite being a later addition, merits close reading. It may be based on a historical event. It is also a
masterfully told tale that prods its audience to "read between the lines" to
discern the motives of the characters. So, it may also prove useful for the
characterizations we are building;
of David and those around him.
o
The story in 2 Samuel 11—12 is dated a year after the battles in chapter
10. A literal translation of 11:1 is: "At the turn of the year, the time when
the kings had gone forth [to battle]."The statement is often mistranslated.
For example, the NRSV reads, "In the spring of the year, the time when
kings go out to battle." This translation provides a kind of false romantic
background to the story. It implies that kings were supposed to go to war
in the spring and that by staying in Jerusalem David failed to carry out his
royal obligation and therefore got himself into trouble. The writer is making no such claim. The "turn of the year" probably meant the spring and
perhaps designated the start of a new year. But the point is that this story
took place a year after the battle recounted in chapter 10. There was no
requirement that David or any other king had to go to war in the spring.
The story begins with David sending Joab to war against Rabbah. It is
not clear why David himself stayed behind. A later passage (2 Sam.
21:15—17) tells of an occasion when David was almost killed in battle and
J
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his men urged him to stay back from then on. But n: i does not allude to that
occasion. The story does seem to be set m the latter part of Davids reign.
Some have even tried to relate it to a midlife crisis. But this reads too much of
a modern perspective into it. The writer certainly makes no attempt to mitigate Davids guilt or to make any excuse for his lustful abuse of power. In
fact, the story of Joab's siege of Rabbah continues in 12:26, so that 11:1 +
12:26—31 seems to have been an independent narrative into which the
Bathsheba episode (11:2—12:25) was inserted. Davids remaining in Jerusalem
was part of the originally independent story of the conquest of Rabbah,
but a later editor made use of it as the setting for the Bathsheba story.
David was consumed by desire for Bathsheba from the moment he saw
her. It is a familiar story—the older man infatuated with a much younger
woman (apparently the granddaughter of Davids leading advisor—see
below). He was on the palace roof following a late afternoon nap and
spotted her bathing in the courtyard of her house (11:2). He decided to
"take" her (a theme of the chapter), despite the fact that she was already
married to Uriah the Hittite (11:3), whose name occurs in the list of
Davids honor guard (2 Sam. 23:39). Uriah's name is last on the list and
looks suspiciously like a later addition—perhaps a subtle reminder of
Davids crime. But if it is genuine, David must have known Uriah, and
known him to be among his most capable and loyal servants. The fact that
he is called a "Hittite" magnifies David's crime rather than lessens it.
Uriah was a resident alien, one of the groups, along with widows and
orphans, whose rights the king was especially charged to protect. As if to
underline David's obligation to him, Uriah's name is not that of a foreigner
but is Hebrew for "Yahweh is myJ light."
O
O
David's deed is described succinctly. He sent for Bathsheba and "lay"
with her (11:4). Nothing is said of her feelings. She is presented as the passive victim of his lust. Considering his position as king, she had no choice.
A parenthesis in v. 4 that explains the reason for Bathsheba's bath is very
important to the story. A woman was ritually unclean during her menstrual
period and for seven days thereafter (Lev. 15:19—30). At the end of the
seven days, she was supposed to bathe, after which she would be ritually
clean (Lev. 15:13, 28). It was this bath that Bathsheba was taking when
David saw her. In this subtle way, the writer makes two important points.
First, Bathsheba was at the optimal point for conception in her monthly
cycle when David "took" her. The ancients would not have known the bio-
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logical reasons, but they were well aware of such matters relating to fertility. Thus the story reports immediately (11:5) that she became pregnant.
Second, the child Bathsheba bore had to be David's, since she had experienced her menstrual period just before he had sex with her.
David tried to cover up his crime by bringing Uriah home (11:6—12). If
Uriah slept with his wife, then her pregnancy would raise no questions. But
David failed to invent a satisfactory excuse for his summons of Uriah.
After singling him out and bringing him all the way to Jerusalem, all David
could think to do was ask general questions about the welfare of the army
and the war. That information was supplied by the messengers who routinely ran between David and Joab. There was no need to take a soldier,
especially one of Uriah's superior quality, away from the battle simply for a
routine report.
This made Uriah suspect that his loyalty was being tested. The result
was that he became especially conscientious in displaying his faithfulness to
David and the army (11:6—13). This in turn made him particularly observant of the vows of celibacy that he had taken in preparation for war. Ironically, therefore, the more insistent David became that Uriah go home and
"wash his feet" (a euphemism for sexual intercourse in v. 8), the more
Uriah resisted in order to prove his devotion to David and Israel.
David had no doubts about Uriah's loyalty. He sent his letter: to Joab by
Uriah's own hand (11:14—15). Uriah was carrying his own death warrant.
The situation, however, did not develop quite as David had planned
(11:16—25). Uriah was killed due to a tactical error on Joab's part rather
than because of David's plan. The sequence of events is discernible from
the Hebrew text but is clearer in the LXX reading. Joab allowed some of
his soldiers to draw too near to the city wall of Rabbah, making them an
easy target for the city's defenders. Eighteen men were killed in the assault.
When Joab sent the messenger to report the loss to David, he expected that
David would be angry. So, he instructed the messenger to watch for David's
reaction. If he became angry the messenger was to mention that Uriah was
among the casualties. Joab did not know exactly what the king had done,
but he assumed that his motive for having Uriah killed involved something
underhanded. Just as David used Uriah to cover up his sin with Bathsheba,
Joab used him to escape blame for his military blunder.
In the LXX, when David heard the news of Joab's disaster, he did
indeed become angry.
He began
to lecture Joab
through
the messenger
on
O ]
O
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O
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military tactics. In his speech, he cited the story of Abimelech (Judg.
9:50—57), in which Abimelech and his army were besieging the city of Thebez where the residents had scrambled up a strong tower. When Abimelech
approached the tower to set fire to it, a woman inside the tower dropped a
heavy grinding stone on his head. As he lay dying, Abimelech asked his servant to finish him off with the sword so that it would not be said, to his
shame, that a woman had killed him.
David cited this story as a classic lesson of warfare—don't go too close
to the wall of a city you are besieging. The irony of Davids citation of this
story is that Abimelech's attempt to cover up the way he died clearly failed.
It was common knowledge that he had been killed by a woman. And
David's effort at covering up his own crime would not work any better.
The time frame for all of these events can only be estimated. It would
take at least a month for Bathsheba to determine that she was pregnant.
Uriah spent three days in Davids palace. We are not told how long it took
for David to come up with the plan to send for him or how long it was
until Uriah was killed. Bathsheba's mourning period for him (11:26—27)
was probably a week, though it could have been as long as a month. All in
all, the story seems to envision a two- or three-month period from the time
of David's adultery with Bathsheba to the day of their marriage. When she
gave birth only six months or so later, the rumors must have run rampant.
The palace servants knew that Uriah had not gone home during his visit to
Jerusalem. Davids adultery was thus widely known and his complicity in
Uriah's death widely suspected. In short, David did not succeed in covering
up anything. By the time the prophet Nathan came to David, the crime was
probably common knowledge.
Nathan pretended that the reason for his visit was to present a legal case
before the king (2 Sam. 12:1—4), who was the "supreme court" of ancient
Israel. The case was a fictional one; it was actually a parable. Of course,
David did not know that, though the absence of concrete details is a hint
that the story was invented. Neither the characters nor their city are named.
It was designed to teach him a lesson by getting him to pronounce judgment on himself.2 The text says a poor man had a lamb that was like a
daughter to him. A wealthy neighbor stole the lamb and butchered it to
serve to a guest. David's judgment was heated: "The man who did this is a
scoundrel,3 He shall repay the lamb sevenfold4 because he did this and
because he had no compassion"5 (2 Sam. 12:5—6).
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Nathan's reply (12: ya) was curt: "You are the man." David had pronounced himself guilty. But he did not realize he was judging his own case
until Nathan elaborated by specifying the nature of David's offense and
relating it to the parable.6 Verse 8, in particular, points out that David was
like the rich man in that Yahweh had given him his master's (i.e., Saul's)
house and wives along with the house of Israel and Judah. The words
"house" (bet) and "daughter" (bat) are very similar in Hebrew and have likely
been confused in the transmission of this verse. The point of Nathan's parable is clearer if one reads "daughter(s)" for "house" in both instances in v. 8:
"I gave you your master's daughter and your master's wives into your embrace,
and I Ogave you
the daughters
of Israel and JTudah, and if they1 had been too few,
/
o
I would have added as many more." The daughter of David's master was
Michal, and the mention of his master's wives refers to the harem, perhaps
specifically to Ahinoam. Nathan's parable becomes an allegory. Just as the
rich man had many sheep, so David had many women. But like the rich man,
David was unsatisfied and stole what belonged to his neighbor.
These verses go on to connect David's adultery and murder with Absalom's revolt. Verse n continues the theme of taking wives. "I will take your
wives in your sight and will give them to your neighbor who will lie with
your wives in the sight of this very sun." The threat here is not to David's
wives. Nor is it merely a matter of shaming him. It plays once again on the
notion that to sleep with a member of the harem was to lay claim to the
throne itself. David's neighbor could lie with David's wives in full sunlight
only if David were deposed. These words threatened nothing less than
David's removal as king, which occurred in Absalom's revolt. David's
"neighbor" turns out to be his own son!
Other statements in iziyb—12 allude to events in chapters 13—20: "the
sword will not depart from your house" (12:10), "I will raise up trouble
against you from within your own house" (12:11). While these verses attest
an awareness of the Absalom story on the part of the author of the
Bathsheba story, the converse is not true. That is, there is no allusion to
David's adultery with Bathsheba in the account of Absalom's revolt. This is
another indication that 2 Samuel 11—12 were added later.7
David's sin is a double crime involving both adultery and murder. His
punishment is also a double one. It includes not only his loss of the throne
but also the death of his newborn child, the product of the adultery. A
death was necessary because David was guilty of shedding innocent blood;
O
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this could only be atoned for by the life of another. Since Yahweh had
decided not to kill David, his oguilt was transferred to his newborn son. The
baby's life substituted for his fathers.
Some scholars believe that Solomon was the real offspring of the adulterous union between David and Bathsheba.8 To protect him from the stigma
attached to such an origin, the story of the death of his older brother was
invented. The problem with this scenario is that Solomon's birth is only an
afterthought to the story (12:24—25). Its reference to Solomon as Yahweh's
beloved (the meaning of the name Jedidiah) hints that he will be David's successor. This is yet another indication that the entire story in chapters 11—12 is
secondary. Outside of this passage it is not clear until i Kings i who will take
David's place on the throne. No late editor would take such an interest in
protecting Solomon at David's expense. So, it is unlikely that there was an
earlier version of this story in which Solomon was the bastard child.

Absalom's Revolt
The narrative in 2 Samuel 13—19 offers its own set of causes behind Absalom's revolt, apart from both the historical factors mentioned at the beginning of the chapter and the Bathsheba affair. The event that sparked the
conflict between David and Absalom was the rape of Tamar. But the conflict that the Bible describes was also grounded in the personalities of David
and his two sons, Amnon and Absalom. The familial relationships between
the main characters can be illustrated as follows:
David
by Ahinoam
Amnon

by Maacah
Absalom
Tamar

Absalom and Tamar had the same mother; Amnon was their halfbrother. Amnon was David's firstborn son and therefore the crown prince.
Absalom was Davids third son, following Chileab, according to 2 Sam.
3:2—5. Nothing more is said in the Bible about the second son. Even his
name is uncertain.9 He probably died in childhood. This means that Absalom was next in line after Amnon as David's successor.
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The Story of Absalom's Revolt
13:1—22
13:23—39
14:1—24
14:25—27
14:28—33
15:1—6
15:7—12
15:13—16:14
16:15—23
17:1—14
17:15—22
17:23
17:24—29
18:1—17

Amnon rapes Tamar
Absalom kills Amnon and flees
Absalom is allowed to return to Jerusalem through the
agency of Joab and the "wise woman" of Tekoa
Absalom's beauty and his daughter, Tamar
Absalom readmitted into David's presence
Absalom "steals the hearts" of the people of Israel
Absalom begins the revolt from Hebron
David flees Jerusalem
Absalom enters Jerusalem
Absalom rejects Ahithophel's advice for Hushai's
Hushai warns David through the sons of Abiathar
and Zadok
Ahithophel's suicide
David arrives in Mahanaim
Absalom's defeat and death

In 2 Samuel as it now exists, the troubles in Davids family are his own
fault because of his adultery with Bathsheba and attempted murder of
Uriah. But if the Bathsheba story is set aside as a later addition, the
account of Absalom's revolt appears in quite a different light. The apologetic intent of the original author comes through. This author sought to
evoke sympathy for David by portraying him as a loving father who was
victimized by his rebellious son. Throughout the narrative David is portrayed as a gentle man, perhaps too gentle and loving for his own good. He
is literally tender to a fault. The blame for the disasters that occur in his
reign falls first upon his evil sons, Amnon and Absalom, who take advantage of his gentle nature. It also falls upon Joab and the "sons of Zeruiah,"
whose harsh and violent nature contrasts with David's gentleness. David's
refrain in this section repeatedly distances him from their deeds (16:10;
19:22): "What have I to do with you, you sons of Zeruiah?"
This apologetic portrayal of David begins with Amnon's rape of Tamar
(2 Sam. 13:1—19). David does not, as is sometimes alleged, ignore the crime.
He is furious at Amnon. It is just that he loves his firstborn son so deeply
he cannot bring himself to punish him. "When King David heard of all
O
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these things, he became very angry, but he would not punish his son
Amnon, because he loved him, for he was his firstborn" (2 Sam. 13:21,
NRSV).10 Later, when David learns of Amnon's murder, his outpouring of
grief (13:36) is also meant to show the great affection he had for his son.
Absalom held a grudge against Amnon for two years. Then when everyone else seemed to have forgotten Amnon's crime, Absalom lured him to a
party (actually a drinking bout) and had him killed. Absalom had also
invited David, but David declined to go. The writer is at pains to show that
David was not present at Amnon's murder and that Absalom was acting
alone, without David's knowledge or consent. We will consider this in more
detail momentarily.
It took David three years to get over Amnon's death—another sign of
how much he loved him. Only then did he permit Absalom, who had fled
to his grandfather's kingdom of Geshur, to return to Jerusalem (13:38—39).
The writer's point here has often been misunderstood because of mistranslation in v. 39. It is usually translated along the lines of the NRSV: "the
heart of the king went out, yearning for Absalom." This is taken to show
David's continuing affection for his son and longing for his return. But if
this was the case, why did foab have to concoct the ruse in chapter 14 to
convince David to permit Absalom to return? And why even then did
David refuse to allow Absalom into his presence? The verse is better read
"the spirit of the king was spent for going out against Absalom."11 In other
words, the writer claims that David was so angry with Absalom for killing
Amnon that he tried for three years to capture him. Only then did his
anger abate sufficiently to consider allowing Absalom to return home.
David was gentle but not unjust; he did not intend to permit even his own
son to get away with murder.
Even after three years it was Joab, not David, who was responsible for
bringing Absalom back (2 Samuel 14). Joab thought he was acting in the
best interests of king and country. He perceived that David's mind was on
Absalom—yet one more sign of the loving father. Joab devised a ruse to
be played out by the "wise woman" from Tekoa. She posed as a woman
with two sons, one of whom had killed the other. The rest of her clan, she
said, wanted to execute her remaining son in retribution for his crime, and
she had come to the king to beg for his life. This was a setup, another
fictional case like Nathans, aimed at getting David to judge himself without knowing it. The woman's goal was to induce David to take an oath that
O
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her son's life would be protected despite his crime.12 She could then apply
that judgment to David's case with his own sons and compel him to allow
Absalom to return.
Oddly, the woman's story is not an exact parallel to David's situation
with Absalom, but differs in one crucial respect. The entire basis of her
petition is that she would be left childless if her second son were executed
for murder. This is certainly not the case with David, who had many more
sons after Absalom. This oddity does not detract from the apologetic function of the story. The writer s point, despite the imperfect parallelism of the
woman's story, is that the ruse succeeded. David swore, "As Yahweh lives not
one of your son's hairs will fall to the ground" (14:11). The two cases were
enough alike that David was compelled by his oath to allow Absalom's
return. In this way, David's fairness as a judge and his desire for justice
remain intact while Absalom comes back. The oath finds an ironic fulfillment in Absalom's death suspended above the ground (14:26; 18:9—15).13
Restoration to David's presence followed two years later when Absalom
compelled Joab to intercede for him again (14:28—33). Here we have an
insight into Absalom's character, at least as David's apologist portrayed
him. He was patient and calculating. He had plotted revenge against
Amnon for two years. But when his patience ran out, he was also a man of
extreme acts. He had now been banned from the king's presence for a total
of five years. He needed Joab's help to be restored. Joab had no interest in
helping Absalom further and ignored his requests. So finally Absalom
burned Joab's fields just to get his attention (2 Sam. 14:30). The deed hints
at Absalom's arrogance and spoiled nature. And it provides a personal
motive for Joab to dispatch him at the end of his revolt.
Permittingothe rprince to return was a biso mistake in the loneo run. In the
writer's perspective, it let a moral wrong go unpunished and left "innocent"
blood unrequited. But again the writer's concern was to show both that
David was not primarily responsible for this error and that even if he erred
it was on the side of compassion and tenderheartedness, not of the violence of which he was accused.
Absalom exploited David's gentleness to his advantage. His use of a
chariot and runners was an overt claim of kingship. It was the same thing
Adonijah would later do when he declared himself king: "Adonijah son of
Haggith exalted himself saying, 'I will be king.' So he prepared a chariot
and horsemen for himself and fifty runners to go before him" (i Kings 1:5).
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Absalom waged a campaign against David, attacking him as uncaring
and unjust. He succeeded in "stealing the hearts" of the people of Israel
(2 Sam. 15:6). Yet David did not reprimand him. As with Amnon, he loved
Absalom too much. The result was that Absalom succeeded in overthrowing him and driving him out of Jerusalem.
David's meekness was apparent as he fled before his son. He was not
vengeful or retaliatory but trusted his fate to Yahweh (15:25—26). He went
forward in humility with his head and his feet bared, weeping. When he
was ridiculed by Shimei, he resisted the impulse of Abishai, one of the
harsh sons of Zeruiah, to kill him. Instead, he trusted Yahweh to deal
with his suffering (16:5—14). Nevertheless, the ten concubines he left
behind (15:16) were a clear sign that David had not abandoned his claim to
the throne.14
Most important, despite all that Absalom had done against him, David
explicitly ordered his army not to harm his son (18:5). It was Joab, another
son of Zeruiah, acting independently and against orders, who was responsible for the prince's death (18:9—15). David was heartbroken at the news.
His bitter mourning was another illustration of his tender nature (19:1—5).
Only Joab's harsh rebuke and review of the situation caused the king to
quit his mourning, though certainly not his sorrow (19:6—9). And David
was no less gentle in victory than in defeat. Again counter to the wishes of
Abishai, he accepted the apology of Shimei (19:19—24). He also took
Meribbaal back even though he believed Ziba's accusation enough to let
him keep part of Meribbaal's property (19:25—31).

A Historical Assessment
While the outline of the Absalom story may be basically historical, the
stress on David's gentleness is apologetic. It was designed to counter
charges that he maintained ruthless control over his kingdom even to the
point of killing his own sons. Violent deeds are consistently blamed on the
"sons of Zeruiah," who are rust
too rough
gentle David. A modern his>
o for o
torian evaluating these stories will doubt that a man with David's political
savvy and longevity was quite so gentle with his enemies as the writer
describes. Even i Samuel portrays him as a man who annihilated entire
cities to keep his activities from being reported to the Philistines. The his-
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torical David was probably a great deal more like the sons of Zeruiah than
he was different from them.
The writer makes a special point of noting that Absalom invited David
to the festival where Amnon was killed (2 Sam. 13:24—25). Absalom even
pressed David trying to persuade him to come. But in the end David
refused. Why should Absalom be so intent on inviting David? Historically,
this makes no sense. Security would only be tighter with David present.
Some have suggested that Absalom planned to kill David as well. But the
story does not indicate that Absalom had begun to think about revolting
against his father. He had not yet built the necessary power base for a
revolt. The reason is literary or apologetic rather than historical. "It may be
that David was later suspected of complicity in the murder of Aminon.
The narrator seems to be exerting himself to show that the king was in no
way implicated."15 The writer wants to make it abundantly clear that
Amnon's death was Absalom's doing alone.
This defense was similar to the one used in previous cases, such as the
death of Saul and the murder of Abner. As in the case of Joab, Absalom's
motive is presented as a personal desire for revenge. David was completely
unaware of Absalom's actions, as he had been of Joab's. As with Saul, David
was not present when Amnon was killed. And as he had done with both Saul
and Abner, David exhibited extreme sorrow at the news of Amnon's passing.
Here again, we suspect that the charge the writer defends against was
true. That is, David likely was a party to Amnon's assassination. This conclusion is further supported by one of the details of the story. The claim
that Absalom took refuge from David for three years in Geshur (2 Sam.
13:37—39) is curious. David had a treaty withTalmai, king of Geshur. The
treaty had been sealed by marriage to Maacah, Absalom's mother. Thus,
Talmai was Absalom's grandfather. David was presumably the stronger
party in the treaty relationship. So why did he not compel Talmai to return
Absalom from Geshur? If we are correct that David was involved in the
conspiracy against Amnon, we may assume that he sent Absalom to Geshur
for safekeeping and for appearances' sake. He had no real intention of punishing Absalom. Again, as with Joab, David cursed and threatened Absalom
but never punished him for his crime. After three years, when the furor over
Amnon's murder had died down, David could send for Absalom. The story
about the wise woman from Tekoa tells us that David was compelled to
accept Absalom back. As we have seen, it is an apologetic invention.
O
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David may have sought Amnon's life simply because he had raped
Tamar. But the fact that Amnon was David's oldest son (2 Sam. 3:2) suggests another reason. David likely perceived him as a threat to his own
rule—all the more so since Amnon's mother was Ahinoam, who may once
have been Saul's wife. Thus, "[Amnon's] removal eliminated] the last vestiges of Saul's legacy from the succession."16
The reality of these fears was borne out in Absalom. Absalom had inherited his father's charm and craftiness, and he wielded them every bit as skillfully. In fact, Absalom followed in his father's footsteps at several stages of
his revolt. For two years after his return to Jerusalem, Absalom observed the
national discontent with David that we described earlier. Then he began
O
turning it to his advantage. His appeal to those unhappy with the status quo,
intimating that things would be better under him, is reminiscent of David's
attraction of the discontented under Saul (i Sam. 22:2) and the promises that
he made to them (22:7). Absalom's use of a chariot and runners was a blatant
declaration that he was vying for kingship (2 Sam. 15:1; cf. i Kings 1:5).
David's inaction in the face of Absalom's activities is difficult to believe.
The David we have come to know would never have let Absalom get away
with such an obvious conspiracy. This picture is part of the presentation of
him as meek and gentle. It is more likely that Absalom's plot was secret and
that the announcement that he had "stolen the hearts of the people of
Israel" (2 Sam. 15:13) caught David by surprise. It was an illustration of
how out of touch with his people David had become.
Absalom announced his kingship in Hebron, where he had gone ostensibly to fulfill a vow to Yahweh, The choice of Hebron was deliberate and
highly symbolic. It was in Hebron that David had first been made king. In
fact, according to 2 Samuel, he had been crowned there twice—once as
king over Judah and again as king over all Israel. So Absalom was once
more imitating his father. David's move from Hebron was a sore point with
the people of Judah. So Absalom exploited Hebron's standing as a center
for the worship of Yahweh for his own political ends. But Absalom's revolt
was not limited to the heart of Judah. Second Samuel 15:10 indicates that
Absalom had support "throughout all the tribes of Israel." The revolt
gathered more and more strength until Absalom was able to depose David
and drive him out of Jerusalem (15:12).
Despite the general popularity of Absalom's revolt, most of David's court
remained loyal to him. The most important exception was the renowned
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advisor Ahithophel. The account in 2 Samuel does not explain why
Ahithophel turned against David and went over to Absalom's side. He may
have borne a personal grudge against David because of the Bathsheba
affair. Bathsheba was the daughter of Eliam (2 Sam. 11:5), and Ahithophel
had a son named Eliam, who was among David's best warriors (2 Sam.
15:12; 23:34). If these two Eliams were the same person, which is likely since
both passages refer to Ahithophel as "the Gilonite," then Bathsheba was
Ahithophel's granddaughter. Assuming the order of events in 2 Samuel,
Ahithophel may have acted against David as revenge for Uriah's death and
the humiliation of Bathsheba. Moreover, Ahithophel's hometown, Giloh,
was close to Hebron. He may have believed that David had betrayed his
native tribe and the traditions of the Calebites when he moved the political
and religious capital from Hebron to Jerusalem. He may have hoped that
Absalom would restore Hebron's prominence.
Whatever Ahithophel's motive, the story makes it clear that Absalom
would have done well to follow his advice. Ahithophel wanted to lead an
immediate attack against David. When Absalom rejected this counsel and
chose instead to follow Hushai's recommendation to wait until Absalom
himself could lead a larger force, it was the turning point of the revolt.
Hushai was a plant from David (17:1—23). His very words to Absalom, as
the writer reports them, reflect his duplicity: "Long live the king! Long live
the king! . . . the one whom Yahweh and this people and every person in
Israel have chosen, his I will be and with him I will stay" (2 Sam. 16:18). It is
David whom Hushai still regards as the king chosen by Yahweh and the people. Absalom is so egocentric that he does not perceive Hushai's true meaning. Hushai continues in v. 19: "Again, whom should I serve if not his son?
As I served your father, so I will serve you." These words are also ambiguous.
What Hushai is really saying is: "Whom should I serve?—not his son. I
will continue to serve your father by (pretending that I am) serving you."
Ahithophel recognized the need to pursue David immediately while he
was at his weakest. But Hushai was trying to buy time for David. He succeeded, though perhaps at the cost of his life. Hushai is never mentioned
again; it is likely that Absalom eventually uncovered his duplicity and had
him executed.
The delay that Hushai secured for David allowed him time to prepare
for Absalom's attack. It also afforded him the chance to choose the battle
site. The direction in which he fled is significant.17 He did not go north
O

O
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into Israel or south into Judah, because Absalom had taken advantage of
the discontent with David in both. He could have fled west to the
Philistines as he had from Saul. But the Philistines were weaker than in
Saul's day and might not have been able to protect him. Besides, this revolt
was largely David's own doing. He would not likely have received the refuge
and help he needed among the Philistines. Like Ishbaal before him, David
fled east, across the Jordan to Mahanaim. There, he received aid from several loyal subjects and treaty partners, including Saul's old enemy Nahash,
king of the Ammonites (18:27—29; compare i Sam. ictzyb—11:15). Once in
Mahanaim, David waited for Absalom to come to him, and he used the
rugged
terrain and thick forest around Mahanaim to neutralize Absalom's
oo
larger
numbers
(2.
o
\ Samuel i8\
/
Absalom himself was killed in the battle. The story of his death has a
familiar ring to it. The narrative strives to distance David from Absalom's
end and even to evoke sympathy for David at the loss of his son. It makes
Joab responsible—in direct violation of Davids explicit order not to harm
Absalom (18:5). David became distraught when he learned of his son's fate
and mourned profusely (19:1—5). The device of pinning violent deeds on
Joab and illustrating David's innocence by his lamentation is one we have
seen before in 2 Samuel. The account of Abner's death is again
the most
o
similar. But there are also parallels in the death reports of Saul and Ishbaal.
Son or not, Absalom posed a serious threat to David's sovereignty and the
unity of the kingdom. If David had a hand in Amnon's assassination
because he suspected him of treason, he surely had Absalom killed for
rebellion. Support for this conclusion is again found in the fact that the
narrative reports no effort by David to punish Joab for dispatching Absalom. Joab was probably following orders, not disobeying them.

Sbeba's Revolt
David succeeded in putting down Absalom's revolt, but he did not deal
with the root causes that had led to it. This is evident from his parade back
to Jerusalem after Absalom's defeat (2 Samuel 19). His return revisited the
encounters with Shimei and Ziba that had takerj place when he fled. The
writer has used Davids leniency with Shimei to highlight again the king's
gentleness. Citing the joyfulness of occasion, David refused Abishai's sec-
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ond offer to execute Shimei. But the real reason for the pardon probably
had more to do with the one thousand Benjaminites accompanying Shimei
(19:18) than with any spirit of clemency on Davids part. The resentment
toward David on the part of Saul's family and tribe continued.
Even the lame Meribbaal, Saul's one remaining grandson, had not given
up hope of ruling. His servant, Ziba, had come to David as he fled
Jerusalem (16:1—4) claiming that Meribbaal had stayed behind in hopes of
recovering Saul's kingdom for himself. In response, David awarded all of the
land belonging to Saul's family to Ziba, Now, as David returned victorious,
Meribbaal met him denying
Ziba's allegation
and lodging
the counterclaim
/
O
O
D O
that Ziba had refused to help him ride out with David (19:24—30). David
spared Meribbaal but restored only half of his property, leaving the rest to
Ziba. His handling of this matter exemplified the autocracy that many of
his subjects apparently found offensive. The land in question was the heritage of the household of Saul that was never supposed to leave his line.
David had no right to confiscate it or parcel it out to someone else. This was
a flagrant breach of one of the oldest and most revered traditions in Israel.
Such acts of tyranny had brought success to Absalom's revolt and were
another source of continuing resentment against David and his dynasty.
The sectional division that persisted in David's kingdom is evident in the
dispute in 19:41—43 between Israel and Judah over which of them would be
the first to welcome David back. The speed with which the dispute became
acrimonious indicates the kind of nepotism and favoritism that David's subjects had come to expect from him. Davids own bias in favor of his tribe is
clear not only from his message to the elders of Judah (19:11—13) but also in
the fact that Sheba tried to pit Benjamin and Israel against Judah.
'

O O

D

O

We have no portion m David,
no share m the son of Jesse!
Every man to his tents O Israel (2 Sam, 20: i)

This cry is echoed in i Kings 12:16 in the account of the secession of the
northern tribes away from Rehoboam. Thus, after Absalom's revolt David
was still faced with the continuing problem of appeasing both Israel and
Judah and trying to hold them together in a single nation.
Sheba's revolt (2 Samuel 20) was smaller and less serious than Absalom's. Sheba appears to have been more or less a renegade rebel in search of
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an army. Still, David took no chances. He took Sheba's appeal to the
Israelites as a threat to the fabric of the kingdom he had built. So he quickly
ordered his forces to pursue Sheba and put down his rebellion.
According to 2 Sam. 20:4, Amasa was now David's army commander.
We are not told when the appointment was made or why. Indeed the
appointment itself is historically dubious. The last time we saw Amasa he
was commanding Absalom's army (17:25). Why would David appoint the
enemy he had just defeated as commander of his troops? The account of
Amasa's murder (20:1—13) bears a striking resemblance to that of Abner's
death (2 Samuel 3). In fact, the Amasa story may have been patterned after
the one about Abner. In each case, David made an undisclosed arrangement
with the opposing commander. Then Joab assassinated the commander
without David's knowledge. Even Joab's technique was similar in both
cases. He greeted his enemy with one hand and stabbed him in the belly
with the other. The pattern is quite familiar by now. One of the "sons of
Zeruiah," usually Joab, murders someone who is a political threat to David.
The text deflects blame from David, explaining that he knew nothing of
the plot and showing that he was not present when the killing took place.
But as before, we ask who stood to benefit, and the answer is David. David
had Amasa executed as he had done before to Nabal, Saul, Abner, Ishbaal,
Amnon, and Absalom.
David had plenty of reasons for wanting to get rid of Amasa. The most
obvious one was to punish him for rebelling. Amasa would have been a
future danger to David because of his influence in the army. But another
reason suggests itself in 2 Sam. 17:25. There we learn that Amasa was Abigail's son by Ithra or Jether (i Chron. 2:17), the man we have tentatively
identified as "Nabal" in i Samuel 25. This would explain both Amasa's
joining the revolt in the first place and his continuing threat to David. He
no doubt saw David as the man responsible for his father's death, the man
who had usurped his father's place as Calebite chieftain before he had
usurped Saul's kingship. If this was so, David had to kill Amasa before
Amasa killed him.
Sheba's small rebellion did not last long. It was quickly and brutally
quashed, and he was beheaded at Abel Beth-Maacah. The name of this city
could mean "the mourning of the house of Maacah," which is very apropos following the death of Absalom, whose mother was Maacah. This sort
of literary note coupled with the apology for Amasa's assassination makes
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the critical reader wonder how much history really lies behind the story of
Sheba's revolt. But there is no reason to doubt that, following the removal
of his enemies, Amnon, Absalom, Amasa, and Sheba, the kingdom was
once again firmly in David's hands.

Summary
The account of Absalom's and Sheba's revolts in 2 Samuel 13—20 is also
apologetic for David. It casts David as unaware of and uninvolved in the
deaths of Amnon, Absalom, and Amasa. The deaths of these men, as
recounted in 2 Samuel, are strikingly similar to those of Davids earlier
political foes. Each represented a threat to David. Amnon and Absalom
were David's oldest surviving sons. Each had his eye on his father's throne.
Absalom even seized it for a time. Amasa was the heir to the Calebite chieftaincy that David had usurped years before. He sought to avenge his
father's death and to recover his own heritage.
The text claims innocence for David in these deaths. Amnon was assassinated by Absalom in a personal vendetta. Absalom and Amasa were both
killed by Joab. David greatly lamented the deaths of his sons, as he had the
deaths of Saul, Jonathan, and Abner. But he did not punish either Absalom
or Joab. In all three cases, the writer is at pains to assert that David was
elsewhere when the slayings occurred. Throughout the narrative he is consistently presented as a gentle man who could not bear to discipline his
sons, much less have them killed. The blame for these deaths is laid at the
feet of David's own sons and of the sons of Zeruiah, especially Joab.
Amnon and Absalom are spoiled and rebellious; the sons of Zeruiah, violent, coarse, and willful. If anything, the writer says, David was too soft,
and others took advantage of him.
The pervasively apologetic flavor of this material leads us to doubt its
portrait of David. There are also peculiarities in the narrative—things that
seem unrealistic or do not quite make sense in the story: Absalom's insistence that David attend the party at which Amnon was killed, the unsuitability of the woman's story about her two sons in chapter 14, and the
sudden appearance of Amasa at the head of David's army. These peculiarities serve as clues to the apologetic nature of the account and sometimes
about what may have really happened.
O

O
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The apologetic gloss on Absalom's revolt has been significantly compromised by the insertion of the Bathsheba story in 2 Samuel 11—12. It is not
apologetic and could be based in history. It is like a straightforward version
of the Abigail and Nabal story. Because of its addition Davids problems
with his sons now appear as punishments from Yahweh, and his gentleness
like weakness brought on by guilt.
The long and short of David's reign historically is that he retained
power the same way he got it in the first place—by getting rid of any and
all rivals—including his own sons. In the next and final chapter we will
explore the ironic end of David's reign, in which he plays a role in someone
else's apology.
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Poetic 'Justice
The Last Days of King David

But it is one thing to walk naked before the Lord; another to strip
oneself in the sight of men. . . . Almost all men would rather confess
to wrongdoing than to weakness, and in this respect at least, I am no
different from the common run. There may be grandeur in wrongdoing; it is at least an act, an expression of the will, and often, the will
to power, that food which restores vitality, and quickens the appetite
it feeds on. But weakness is an abnegation of the will; weakness is
always to be despised. And that is what I must confess to.
—Allan Massie, King David

\Jj all the novels written about David, the most entertaining is
Joseph Heller's 1984 God Knows. It is certainly the most raucous and irreverent. Heller has David write a retrospective on his life that is also aware of
developments in art, politics, and fashion in the three thousand years since.
The book is full of insights into both the life and story of David and
modern Jewish life. It is at once hilarious and touching. Though impotent
and on his deathbed, David still desires Bathsheba. He is a man of few
scruples and no regrets for anything he has done. In fact, he is angry with
God over the loss of the child produced in his adultery with Bathsheba.
In the opening chapter, David compares his story to the stories of other
biblical characters, showing why his is the best. The following quotation
sets the theme for the book.

r/k

King David

I've got all those wars and conquests and rebellions and chases to talk about.
I built an empire the size of Maine, and I led the people of Israel out of the
Bronze Age and into the Iron Age. I've got a love story and a sex story, with
the same woman no less, and both are great, and I've got this ongoing, openended Mexican standoff with God, even though
& He might
& now be dead.
Whether God is dead or not hardly matters, for we would use Him no differendy anyway. He owes me an apology, but God won't budge so I won't
budge.
o I have my
J faults, God knows,' and I mav
1 even be among
& the first to
admit them, but to this very day I know in my bones that I'm a much better
person than He is.1
In this chapter, we will examine the biblical account of David's last days,
which Heller used as the premise for his novel. Our particular interest is in
what we can learn from i Kings 1—2 about the end of Davids life and the
transition from his reign to Solomon's.
O

The Irony of Apology
After the account of Sheba's revolt in 2 Samuel 20 comes a collection of
miscellaneous materials connected with David. These are not in chronological order. Our next real glimpse of David is as an old man on his deathbed
in i Kings 1—2. The book of Kings is a continuation of the same large work
as the book of Samuel. But the narrative obviously skips over a sizable portion of David's reign. There is no explanation as to what happened during
that time, why it was skipped over, or even how long it was. If we take literally the biblical report that David's reign lasted forty years, that would indicate that he died at seventy (2 Sam. 5:4). But as we said before, this looks
suspiciously like the round number for a generation. David's reign and life
could have been significantly shorter.
The first two chapters of i Kings are once more apologetic, but the subject of the apology has changed. It is no longer David but Solomon who is
defended. These two chapters rather transparently attempt to justify the
succession of Solomon to David's throne and the bloodbath that ensued.
David plays a very significant role in this story. Thus, in analyzing this narrative for historical information, we may use the same techniques as we did
for the apology of David. We will try to determine what the true motives
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behind Solomon's actions are likely to have been. We will also look at the
part David plays in the apology for Solomon and suggest what his actual
role was.
The tale set forth in these two chapters is remarkably candid. It is filled
with palace intrigue and blatant deceit. The apology is paper thin and obvious.2 The scene begins with a description of David in his last days. He is
feeble of body and of mind. He cannot keep warm though his servants
cover him with clothing (i Kings 1:1). The remedy his servants come up
with is unique. They find a beautiful young virgin, Abishag, to "attend"
him by lying (naked) next to him in order to warm him. The technique is
unusual, and indeed, there is more going on here than meets the readers
eye. The intent of the servants was not really to keep the old king warm, but
to test his virility. Verse 4 notes that "the king did not know her." This is an
idiom for sexual intercourse. As the NRSV translates it, "the king did not
know her sexually."
The test proved that the king was impotent. This was intolerable. The
king was the symbol of his nation, its strength and fertility, Israel simply
could not have an impotent king. In short, it was time to choose a replacement for David. The irony of this episode is inescapable. The king who
had fathered so many children and once allowed his lust to control him
now found himself impotent. The powerful sovereign who had built and
directed a nation now was being tested and manipulated by his servants.
And this was just the beginning of the manipulation of David.
Abishag's true function as a test of David's potency is made clear in v. 5.
At the news that David had failed the test, Adonijah declared himself king.
He may even have been the one who engineered the Abishag test in the first
place. As the next in line behind Absalom, he was David's oldest surviving
son (2 Sam. 3:3), the crown prince and by all rights the heir to the throne.
Most of David's subjects made this assumption. Indeed, in his speech to
Bathsheba, Adonijah says, "You know that the kingdom was mine, and that
all Israel expected me to reign" (i Kings 2:15). She does not challenge this
statement. The apology is necessary because that is not what happened.
Solomon's accession needs explaining.
Adonijah had the support of some important members of David's
court, including Joab and Abiathar (1:7). But there was also a powerful
element at court who favored Solomon over Adonijah: Zadok, Benaiah,
and Nathan, among others (1:8). The Solomon supporters were better
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organized and caught Adonijah off-guard by staging what amounted to a
coup d'etat.
First Kings 1:11—48 reports how Nathan the prophet, in league with
Bathsheba, manipulated David into designating Solomon as his successor.
The alliance of Nathan and Bathsheba is surprising in light of their roles
in the affair of 2 Samuel 11—12 and suggests
that the two stories have differoo
ent origins. Bathsheba and Nathan "remind" David of a promise to
Bathsheba that Solomon would sit on his throne. Such a promise would
have been extraordinary since Solomon was not David's oldest son. It
should have been widely known and remembered. But there is no other
record of this promise in Samuel or Kings. It is clear that the promise was
made after the fact. Perhaps Nathan and Bathsheba really did meet with
David. If so, they took advantage of his senility to manufacture a promise
that he would not remember. More likely, though, the entire story is a
fiction. The individuals whom David supposedly summoned and commanded to anoint Solomon (1:32) were all listed earlier as Solomon's supporters. The conspirators simply took over the government. David had
nothing to do with it and probably no idea what was going on.
It is important to the apology that David is depicted as still mentally
sound though physically frail. Otherwise, his designation of Solomon
would be invalid. Thus, he is still in charge (1:32—37). Bathsheba and
Nathan address him as "my lord, the king." David is still lucid. However, it
is not hard to see below the surface of this apologetic story a David who
has lost his mental powers as well as his physical ones. This is likely the
true picture of David at the end—senile and flaccid, a pawn in the struggle among his sons and courtiers for power. It seems poetically just that the
tyrant who ruled with an iron fist should have completely lost control. The
king whose apologetic propaganda remains the primary source of information about him found himself impotent except as the tool for his successor's apology.
David's usefulness for Solomon's apology did not end with the latter's
accession. David's final charge to Solomon in 2:1—0 is the clearest instance
of apology for Solomon in i Kings 1—2. Included in this charge are David's
orders to execute Joab (2:5—6) and Shimei (2:8—9). Even in this attempt to
portray David positively, his last thought is for vengeance.
There are many reasons to doubt that David really gave these orders. It
makes no sense for him to have waited over thirty years to punish Joab for
O
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killing Abner and another several years to punish his assassination of
Amasa, Punishment of this nature would be appropriate only shortly after
the offense. The real reason for Joab's execution was that he had supported
Solomons rival, Adonijah, for king, Joab was much too wily and powerful an
adversary for Solomon to leave alive. The story in i Kings 2 goes on to relate
the banishment of Abiathar and the execution of Adonijah. Eventually,
Adonijah and all his prominent supporters except Abiathar are killed. Abiathar alone is banished because he is a priest. Davids order regarding Joab is
an apologetic invention. It justifies Solomon's execution of Joab on other
than political grounds: he was only carrying out his fathers dying wishes.
The situation for Shimei is only slightly different. Shimei was not a supporter of Adonijah but a supporter of Saul. He had cursed and ridiculed
David as he fled from Jerusalem before Absalom (2 Sam. 16:5—14). He
made it clear that he regarded David as a usurper and thought that one of
Saul's descendants, or at least someone from Benjamin, his own tribe,
should reign. He then showed up with a thousand Benjamimtes to apologize as David returned from Absalom's defeat (19:18—23). Abishai wanted
to kill him both times, but David refused.
As with Joab, it makes no sense for David to have waited such a long
time to punish Shimei. Solomon was not concerned about Shimei's insult
to David as much as the following he commanded among the people of
Benjamin. Solomon wanted no rivals and no rebellions. According to the
story, he perceived enough of a threat in Shimei to have him confined to
Jerusalem, away from his native tribe where he might foment trouble. After
two years, Shimei violated Solomon's orders not to leave the city and was
summarily executed.
It is possible that this story is basically historical. That is, Solomon may
have placed Shimei in some sort of confinement, which he violated after a
couple of years. Another possibility is that the story of Shimei's confinement
is fictional and that Solomon simply had him executed for political reasons
shortly after assuming power. The political reason for Solomon's acts is manifest in the statement in i Kings 2:46 (cf. 2:12) that with the slaughter of his
rivals, "the kingdom was firmly established in the grasp of Solomon." Again,
therefore, David's order to kill Shimei in i Kings 2:8—9 nas no basis in history.
Of David's final days, then, we can surmise only that he lived a long life
for his time and that he died of old age. At the end, he was probably both
physically and mentally weak. He became incompetent to rule and had to
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be replaced as king before his actual passing. At the end, he had no control
over his family or his court and no voice in deciding who would succeed him.

The Greatest Irony
Throughout this book we have seen how apologetic concerns for David
have shaped the characterizations of the people who surrounded him. Saul
is described as paranoid and inept in a deliberate contrast to David.
Jonathan and Michal are portrayed as infatuated with David as a way of
explaining his rise to prominence in Saul's house and the irrational nature
of Saul's jealousy. Later, Michal's affection turns to disgust, which in turn
accounts for why she has no children. Abigail's intelligence and charm
match David's and suggest that her first husband, who is her opposite, does
not deserve her. The "sons of Zeruiah" are depicted as violent and impulsive because they must bear the blame for the deaths of prominent people
whose removal ensured David's acquisition and retention of power.
The one major character who is involved with David but not featured in
apologetic material for him is Bathsheba. She appears in three stories:
David's adultery (2 Samuel 11—12), the accession of Solomon (i Kings
1:11—31), and her intercession before Solomon on behalf of Adonijah (i
Kings 2:13—25). The first of these is not apology; the other two are apology
for Solomon rather than for David. This situation affords us a unique
opportunity for a glimpse at the character of Bathsheba and her importance for the historical David.
If all we knew about Bathsheba was the story of her adultery, she would
be virtually a cipher to us. Other than reporting her pregnancy to David
(11:5) and naming Solomon (12:2/|.),3 she says nothing in the story and
plays no active part. She is simply the object of Davids lust and power. She
may even be the victim of rape. However, the two later stories involving
Bathsheba force one to read 2 Samuel 11—12 in a different way. And the
three stories together yield quite a different impression of her.4
In i Kings i Bathsheba is characterized as the opposite of a victim. Here
she is a co-conspirator with Nathan and perhaps others in a plan to place
Solomon on the throne. She deceives her husband, the king, invoking both
his (fictitious) promise (1:17) and his pity (1:20—21). Her fear is that she
will be regarded as an offender if Adonijah succeeds (v. 21). Adonijah's own
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career demonstrates that to be counted as an offender meant death.
Bathsheba's statement is an implicit confession that she has been active in
conspiracy for some time and that this is well known. This Bathsheba is far
from passive. She is actively, if deceptively, engaged in promoting her son as
king. She shows herself to be very shrewd and capable at getting David to
do what she wants.
I suggested earlier that this story is a fiction by Solomon's apologist. It
seeks to attribute Solomon's succession of David to David's own order
rather than to a palace coup. It is not, therefore, historical. It is still remarkable, however, that Bathsheba is given such a crucial role in the conspiracy
for Solomon. It was certainly in her own best interests. But we do not
expect to find a woman, even the queen mother, credited with such prominence in the transition. Historically, therefore, perhaps Bathsheba did have
an active role in promoting her son to follow David as king.
It is this same Bathsheba whom we expect to encounter in the third
story about her (i Kings 2:13—25). This is a strange story. Adonijah wants
to marry Abishag and asks Bathsheba to intercede for him in the matter
before King Solomon. Bathsheba makes the request, but Solomon perceives
it as a ploy by Adonijah to lay claim to the crown and has him executed.
The political implications of Adonijah's request are inescapable and
would have been as obvious both to him and to Bathsheba as they were to
Solomon. Abishag was a member of the harem. Marrying her would have
constituted a claim to the throne. It is hard to believe that Adonijah can
have been so stupid as to make such a request. The entire story is again an
apologetic invention to justify Solomons execution of his half-brother.
But why is Bathsheba mentioned? Her involvement is completely unnecessary for the apology. If the writer had described Adonijah making the request
himself in person, it would have had the same effect. Besides, Adonijah could
not have chosen a worse mediator. Not only was Bathsheba a fervent advocate
of Solomon, but she may also have been jealous of the beautiful young
Abishag. This text functions partly as an apology for Bathsheba. She was trying to help Adonijah, though Solomon would have none of it. One suspects
that, historically, Bathsheba was really the catalyst for Adonijah's destruction.5
Her counsel to Solomon was that he rid himself of his rival on the grounds of
the pretended charge of conspiracy to revolt (i Kings 1:23).
The accounts in 2 Samuel 11—12 and i Kings 1—2 probably come from
different writers. The difference between them is apparent in their portrayals
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of Nathan. In 2 Samuel 11—12, he is the courageous prophet who forcefully
denounces the king for wrongdoing. In i Kings 1—2, he is subservient to the
king's wishes and is part of the behind-the-scenes plot. We would expect the
Nathan of 2 Samuel 11—12 to tell David who his successor will be. Instead, in
i Kings i—2 he prefers manipulation to direct confrontation. Of the two,
i Kings i—2 is more realistic. Its apologetic veneer is thin and allows us to get a
fairly good view of the characters. Second Samuel 11—12 is a text written by
prophets. The prophet is the hero, the king the villain. Bathsheba is in the role
of victim. Since the story is written in favor of prophets and against kings, any
involvement Bathsheba may have had was insignificant to the author.
Our characterization of Bathsheba, however, must take account of all the
stories about her. If we reread the story of her adultery with her character in
i Kings i—2 as background, we see her in an entirely different light. It is not
difficult to see in the supposed victim a woman who is just as shrewd and
just as much an advocate of her son as in the later episodes. There is, first of
all, the fact that she was bathingo where the king
could see her. He had a
o
couch or bed on his roof and often took naps there. Bathsheba knew when
and where he slept. The fact that he saw her bathing was no mere coincidence. It was also no accident that she conceived. The text makes clear that
she slept with David at her optimal time for conception. This suggests the
possibility that her seduction of David and the conception of his child were
planned.6 They were steps by which she might secure her future and advance
herself. It is worth recalling here that marriages at the time were arranged
and not made for love. The fact that she was married to Uriah did not mean
she had any affection for him.
Bathsheba's scheme worked better than she could have imagined.
It
o
landed her in the royal household. Then she started working on her sons
future. Consider the name she gave him: Solomon. It means "his replacement."7 Solomon is no doubt seen to be the replacement for the first son of
David and Bathsheba who died as punishment for their sin (2 Sam.
12:24—25). But the name is also pregnant with meaning in other directions.
It could be taken as "Uriah's replacement" in a continuation of the attempt
to cover up the sin.8 Then of course, it could also be "David's replacement." In this light it is striking that verse 25 reports that David called the
boy Jedidiah ("beloved of Yahweh"), which is itself another hint that this
child would replace David. Nevertheless, it was the name Solomon that
stuck and is used everywhere else.
O

O

O

O
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The recognition of Bathsheba's role in the story in z Samuel 11—12 does
not in any way excuse David's actions or minimize his culpability. He
abused his power to satisfy his lust. He was the one in charge; the entire
event hinged on his actions. What this does do is to enhance Bathsheba's
character, to add dimension to her. Bathsheba was a much fuller character
than she appears to be on first glance at the narrative. She was very much
like Abigail in some respects. More than victims, perhaps not victims at all,
they were both intelligent women who used the resources at their disposal
to advance themselves. Like David, Bathsheba did what she had to do to
get ahead. Her accomplishments were remarkable considering the subordinate role of women in ancient Israelite society.
In the Introduction to this book, I mentioned the recent novel by
Torgny Lindgren (Eathsheba, 1989). With this glimpse of Bathsheba's character we come full circle in our biography of David. Lindgren attributes the
major events of David's reign to Bathsheba's manipulative hand. There may
be more to this hypothesis than even he realized. Historically, Bathsheba
may have been involved in the conspiracy to seat her son Solomon on the
throne after David in place of the rightful heir, Adonijah. David's one-time
"victim" took advantage of him at the end of his life for her political purposes. The possibility that David's supposed victim used him and his reign
more than he used her provides a highly ironic ending to the life of David.

Conclusion
David's final appearance in the Deuteronomistic History (i Kings 1—2) is in
a piece of apology for Solomon. He is depicted as very old and physically
weak, though still mentally acute. He orders that Solomon be designated as
his successor. He also charges Solomon to execute Joab for his assassinations of Abner and Amasa and to take vengeance on Shimei.
The historical David was likely senile at the end of his life. The account
in i Kings 1—2 hints that this was the case. He was manipulated by his
courtiers and probably had no idea that Solomon reigned in his place. He
certainly did not order the executions of Joab or Shimei. These were undertaken independently by Solomon for his own political reasons.
The great irony at the end of David's life is the discovery of the fuller
character of Bathsheba. She does not play a role in the apologetic accounts
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of Davids reign, as do characters like Michal, Jonathan, and Joab, and this
gives us a better chance at recovering something of her historical nature.
She is credited with having a leading role in the plot to unseat Adonijah in
favor of Solomon (i Kings 1—2). To judge from this text, she was intelligent, industrious, and devoted to her son. It is possible to find the same
cleverness operating in z Samuel 11—12. So it may be that she was able to
maneuver her way into David's court and then to exercise a far greater
impact on the course of events during his reign than she is usually given
credit for.

10
finished Portrait
A Synopsis

David was a brave and aggressive ruler. He combined Judah and Israel
under his sway and he made the surrounding peoples largely tributary
to Israel. But the spread of Israel's power was almost wholly due to
his military power and cruelty. He was loyal to his friends, but ruthless to his foes. He was a liar, deceiver, and traitor. That later tradition
should have glorified and magnified him so much notwithstanding his
many limitations passes all understanding. These later writers deliberately ignored most of his crimes and faults and focused attention
upon his virtues. From that point of view he is presented as a great
figure. But his place in the minds of modern men who take into
account all the known facts is relatively small,
—J. M. P. Smith, "The Character of David," 1933
An investigation into the David character . . . based upon an analysis
of the textual organisation of the story and a close reading of the text
shows that, apart from a few positive traits ... David is pictured as an
inefficient, knavish, nepotist, unjust, and rather foolish man.
—F. E. Deist, "David: A Man after God's Own Heart?" 1986

Materials and Tools
I have likened this biography throughout to the task of painting a
portrait. The artist begins with pigments. Ours have been the sources of infor-
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mation about Davids life, especially the Bible. But the paints are useless without the tools to apply them; brushes and canvas are needed. So for us the question is how to use the Bible to extract biographical information about David.
The story of David, or at least the Court History, was once considered
objective history and the first example of history writing in Israel.1 No
serious scholar today takes this view. More recent scholarship, as we have
seen, has recognized that political and religious interests have influenced
the Bible's account of David. Also, recent literary treatments have revealed
the artistry and creativity of the biblical story. Nevertheless, the assumption that David really lived and that the Bible preserves historical information about him is still viable. Recent archaeological discoveries, especially
inscriptions containing the name David, add weight to this assumption,
even if they are not conclusive.
The strongest argument for the historical basis of the biblical account
of David is its apologetic nature, which is widely acknowledged by scholars. The fact that the author felt the need to try to explain the motives
behind David's deeds indicates that those deeds were widely believed to
have occurred. An author would not invent accusations against
David—
D
such as that he once served as a mercenary to the Philistines—just to try
to explain them away. The key to historical reconstruction for the life of
David, therefore, lies in understanding that the Bible's story is apology.
Apology by definition is not objective but seeks to give a distorted idea
of the events of the past and especially of the causes behind them. The fact
is we can never know for certain what actually happened in David's lifetime.
We can only make an educated guess. Our guess, though, is informed by
the recognition that the biblical story is designed to idealize David by justifying his actions. We can replace the authors' explanations of David's
motives with others that are more in line with what we know of ancient
Middle Eastern rulers and of human nature in general. Our biography of
David, therefore, is not an exact recounting of history but is rather, to borrow another scholar's tide, a plausible tale.2

"A Plausible Tale"
David came from the area of Bethlehem in the central highlands
of JTudah.
O
His family was an old and prominent one in Judah. He was the youngest
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son of Jesse, a respected elder of Bethlehem and a wealthy man with significant holdings of land and livestock. Rather than follow in his fadier's
footsteps, however, David struck out on his own—perhaps forced by economic circumstances brought on by a population increase and diminished
arable land.
David cultivated a variety of skills for survival. He seems to have been a
person of considerable intelligence and charm but was also extremely
ambitious and ruthless. He may have come to Saul initially as a musician,
charged with driving away evil spirits and bringing good fortune. But he
quickly gained renown for his military skill. He may even have joined Saul
as a mercenary. He distinguished himself in battle against the Philistines
and soon rose to become a commander in Saul's army. His success and personal charm gained him popularity and a loyal following among those he
commanded. He may even have cultivated close personal relationships with
Saul and his family.
David's success and popularity in the army gave him the power to be a
threat to Saul. And he had the ambition to try to usurp the kingship. Saul
perceived the threat and moved against him. But this may have been a reaction rather than a first strike. The vigor with which the apology asserts
Davids innocence against Saul strongly suggests that he was in fact
involved in a plot against him. But before Saul could capture him, David
escaped, perhaps with inside help.
David fled from Saul to the rugged Judean wilderness, which had long
given refuge to outlaws and fugitives. There he became the chief of such a
group. Through force of arms he gained control over an expanding area in
the Negev
and in Tudah.
His assassination of the Calebite chief "Nabal"
o
-*
and his assumption of the mans wealth and status brought him to the
threshold of the kingship of Judah. When the elders of Judah anointed
David king, they were merely giving official recognition to the defacto control he and his outlaw band were exercising over most of Judah. David
combined the tribe or clan of Judah with that of Caleb and perhaps others
so as to form the larger domain (later the nation) of Judah.
During the time that he ruled in Hebron, David was a rival chieftain to
Saul. David joined forces with the Philistines and eventually succeeded in
effecting Saul's downfall. There is reason to suspect that he engineered
Saul's death. He then provoked war with Saul's figurehead successor, Ishbaal. The war ended when David made a treaty with Abner that brought
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the army of Israel over to his side, David then arranged for the assassinations of both Abner and Ishbaal, leaving the elders of Israel no choice but
to capitulate to him as their new king.
As king, David sought to consolidate his power by defeating his onetime allies the Philistines, and by destroying Saul's heirs. He kept Meribbaal alive, perhaps out of affection for Jonathan, and because his lameness
removed any real threat he may have otherwise posed. Still, David kept even
Meribbaal under palace arrest and made sure that neither he nor Michal
produced grandchildren to Saul. David also took steps to enhance the
unity between Israel and Judah. These included establishing a neutral capital in Jerusalem and giving the ark, Israel's principal religious artifact, a new
home there. David gradually adopted the trappings of Middle Eastern
monarchy and at the same time expanded his own hegemony to create a
small empire in Palestine.
David maintained power in the same way he had attained it in the first
place—by removing anyone who was in his way. This included his two
oldest sons, Amnon and Absalom, both of whom came to violent ends
when they stood to replace their father. And David's power came at a price
for his people as well. There was conscription and taxation to support the
king's projects, military and domestic. David probably confiscated other
lands, as he did those of Meribbaal, in order to reward his supporters. This
was a king who took what he wanted, as in the story of Bathsheba. The story
of Absalom's revolt indicates that there was widespread discontent with
David and sectionalism fostered by his unequal treatment of Israel and
Judah. As usual, David regained control by military means.
Ironically, at the end of his life David himself became the victim of
others' political maneuvering. His own son Solomon used contrived orders
from David to launch a coup against the presumed successor, Adonijah,
and to get rid of the members of the old regime (Joab, Abiathar) who supported Adonijah. Bathsheba herself may have orchestrated the coup.

A Man After Our Own Hearts
The quotation from Smith at the beginning of this synopsis raises an
intriguing question. How is it that a character like David—a Middle Eastern tyrant—came to be such a popular religious hero? As we saw in the
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Introduction, the history of interpretation of David is long and complicated. But the simple answer to Smith's question is that the apology
worked. It altered David's historical image
by
legitimating
his deeds. Dtr
O
1
D
O
enhanced the apologetic material and used it to convey his own theological
principles, (One scholar appropriately warns, "The danger of making
David a hero is the danger of accepting the principle that success proves
the approval of God."3 But this principle and its converse [that failure or
ruin are signs of divine punishment] are integral to Dtr's theology, though
not shared by all biblical writers [e.g., the writer of Job].) Dtr even made
David the standard of faithfulness by which the kings of Israel and Judah
were judged. Other biblical writers further elaborated this image such that
David became nearly perfect. His major offenses were omitted, as the
Chronicler did with the Bathsheba and Absalom episodes. Alternatively,
David became the model of penitence, as in Psalm 51.
As we noted in our survey of literary images of David, the biblical
authors are not the only ones to find in David the traits that they most
admire. Readers today still exhibit this same tendency. This is a further
answer to Smith's puzzlement about the traditional depiction of David, It
is common for people to recast David in their own image of perfection.
In a sense, this biography is truer to the Bible than the more traditional
images of David that have been formed along the trajectory begun by the
apology. The Bible never denies or downplays David's humanity. Critical
scholars have simply explored what a human being of David's social rank in
the Middle East three thousand years ago would have been like. The image
that I have constructed in this biography is a composite of the results of
those scholarly explorations. We can probably never know the real David.
This image is at least a realistic likeness of David.
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3. Literally, "son of death." For this translation instead of the more common "deserves to die," see McCarter, II Samuel, p. 299,
4. Reading with the LXX. The Hebrew text has "fourfold," probably in an
effort to conform to the specified punishment for theft of a lamb in Exod. 22:1
(Heb. 21:37). The word "sevenfold" in Hebrew (sib'atdyim), by the way, resembles the name "Bathsheba."
5. With a slight textual change the last sentence might be translated, ". . .
because he did this and spared what was his own." Some scholars prefer this
latter reading. Both readings would be pronounced the same in Hebrew, and
the ambiguity may be deliberate.
6. Some scholars regard Nathans elaboration in verses 7b—12 as a later addition. However, this is unlikely since without these verses Nathan's message is
too terse and lacks the explanation of judgment that is essential to such oracles.
7. Uriah is referred to only twice more in the books of Samuel and Kings.
One is the reference at the end of the honor guard list in 2 Sam. 23:39. Even if
his name is not secondary here, its mere mention does not presuppose familiarity with the story in 2 Samuel 11—12. The other reference to Uriah is in i Kings
15:5. This verse describes David s righteousness and devotion to Yahweh: "David
did what was right in the sight of the LORD, and did not turn aside from any-
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thing that he commanded him all the days of his life, except in the matter of
Uriah the Hittite" (NRSV). This reference to Uriah clearly presupposes the
story in 2 Samuel 11—12, but it is also suspect as an addition. David's adultery
and murder are serious crimes, and it is hard to believe that Dtr could dismiss
them in such an off-handed fashion and still refer to David as a model of obedience. It is more likely that this was a gloss by a pious scribe made after the
insertion of the story in chapters 11—12 (Van Seters, In Search of History, p. 290).
8. Cf. Timo Veijola, "Salomo—der erstgeborgene Bathsebas," in Studies in the
Historical Books of the Old Testament, ed. Emerton, pp. 230—50, who also raises the
possibility that Solomon was Uriah's son, not David's.
9. The Hebrew (Masoretic) text calls him Chileab, but a better reading may
be Daluiah, Cf. McCarter, II Samuel, p. 101.
10. The NRSV translation is based on the LXX. The Masoretic text lacks
everything after "became very angry."
11. McCarter, II Samuel, p. 344.
12. See J. Hoftijzer, "David and the Tekoite Woman," FT 20 (1970), pp.
419-44.
13. As pointed out by Joseph Blenkinsopp, "Theme and Motif in the Succession Narrative (2 Sam. XI zff) and the Yahwist Corpus," in Volume du Congres: Geneve 1963, VTSup 15 (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1966), p. 5111, and Larry L. Lyke,
King David with the Wise Woman of Tekoa: The Resonance of Tradition in Parabolic Narrative,
JSOTSup 255 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1997), pp. 172—73.
14. A point made by Nitsche, Konig David: Gestalt im Umbruch, p. 246.
15. McCarter, II Samuel, p. 334.
16. Baruch Halpern, "Text and Artifact: Two Monologues?" p. 322.
17. Pointed out by Nitsche, Konig David: Gestalt im Umbruch, p. 246.

Chapter Nine
1. Joseph Heller, God Knows (New York: Alfred A. Knopf), p. 16.
2. It is so obvious that some scholars argue that the original document
behind these chapters was anti-monarchical and anti-Solomonic. So Lienhard
Delekat, "Tendenz und Theologie der David-Salomo-Erzahlung," in Das feme
und nahe Wort, ed. F. Maass (BZAW 105; Berlin: Topelmann, 1967), pp. 26—36; F.
Langlemet, "Pour ou contre Salomon? La redaction prosalomonienne de i
Rois, I—II," RB 83 (1976), pp. 321—79, 481—529; F. Langlemet, "David et la maison de Saul," -RB 86 (1979), pp. 194—213, 385—436, 481—513; 87 (1980), pp.
161—210; 88 (1981), pp. 321—32; Van Seters, In Search of History, pp. 277—91; Timo
Veijola, Die ewige Dynastic: David und die Entstebung seiner Dynastic nach der deuterono-
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mistischen Darstellung, AASF B 193 (Helsinki: Suomalainen Tiedeakatemia, 1975);
and Ernst Wiirthwein, Die Erzahlung von der Thronnachfolge Davids—theolagische oder
politische Geschichtsschreibung, Theologische Studien (B) 115 (Zurich: Theologischer
Verlag, 1974). Repr. in Studien zum Deuteronomistischen Geschichtswerk, BZAW 227
(Berlin: W de Gruyter, 1994). Most of these scholars argue that a later editor,
perhaps Dtr, added the apologetic flavor. Van Seters is unique in this regard as
he sees the entire Court History as a post-Dtr addition. He is forced, therefore, to see the positive statements about David and Solomon as sarcasm.
3. The preferred reading in 2 Sam. 12:24 's "sne [Bathsheba] named him
Solomon" instead of "he [David] named him Solomon," as the NRSV has it.
The feminine verb appears in the Masoretic text as the form that is to be read
(Qere') in place of the one that is written (Xrfi'fc). The significance of this readins
will be discussed below.
D
4. See the studies by George C. Nicol, "Bathsheba, A Clever Woman?" ET
go
/ - /(ig88\
\ s 1 / ' pp.
[ £ j360—63,
j' and "The Alleged
o Rape
r of Bathsheba: Some Observations on Ambiguity in Biblical Narrative," JSOT 73 (1997), pp. 43—54, but also
the intermediate response by J. Cheryl Exum, Fragmented Women: Feminist (Sub)versions of Biblical Narratives, JSOTSup 163 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press,
J993)> PP-172-201.
5. Wesselius, "Joab s Death and the Central Theme of the Succession Narrative," pp. 345—48.
6. Following the law in Deut. 22:23—27, Bathsheba's failure to cry out would
indicate her complicity in the liaison, as Lyke, King David with the Wise Woman of
Tekoa, p. 86n, points out.
7. As shown by G. Gerleman ("Die Wurzel slm" Z.AW 85 [1973], pp. 1—14)
and J. J. Stamm ("Der Name des Konigs Salomo," TZ. 16 [1960], pp. 285—97).
8. See Veijola, "Salomo — der erstgeborgene Bathsebas."

Chapter Ten
1. See the famous essay by Gerhard von Rad, "The Beginnings of Historical Writing in Ancient Israel," in von Rad, The Problem of the Hexateuch and Other
Essays, trans. E. W. Trueman Dicken (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1966), pp.
176—204,
2. James A. Wharton, "A Plausible Tale: Story and Theology in II Samuel
9—20, I Kings i—2," Int 35 (1981), pp. 341—54.
3. John L. McKenzie, The Old Testament without Illusion (Garden City, NY:
Image, 1980), pp. 226—27.
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